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In this two interrelated tasks are lln,rl .. wi-aL-.. n First, this thesis is an attempt to 
soc;lo-rhetoflcal analysis, Second, by 100>Ial1lg at a crucial of an interpretive methodology, nsunl"llv 
text that has contemporary church, I have apJ)lie:d met.hoa of 
analysis to a particular SClrtp1:Uflll 1 Timothy 2: 8-15, In the I denrlonstrate 
using socio-rhetorical anJ;liv!!.1!! the discourse contained in 1 Timothy 5 
baptised patriarchal cultural pfllLctJ,ces traditions from the dominant vrc~cO-K()m~m CllltUlre 
the first centUJry. I dernO[lstrate, theret()re, that the portrayal of women text retllects a 
cultural imperative, not a imperative, that was co-opted "secular" Greco-
Roman culture day and transposed, using ScriptUJral texts as authentication, into the 
Christian colttlITmnity at Ephesus. Thus the text is Greco-Roman 
Christian women and it as a Christian norm order to 
pet'smtde women to conform to patriarchal cultural standards, however, is hardly 
reQuin~ urue~)s one has already accepted cultural the subordination and 
sll~mcmg (objectification) of women in an androcentric he~~eIT10nlC 1"111111,11"1" 
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l.:h,apter One 
Introduction 
Due to a history patriarchalleadeI'sbJlp structures within the church, church women 
been placed on periphery of tnlInstlry by often belng--lmLl1te~d and subordinated 
quasi-domestic roles within (Pattison, 1994: Nixon, 1994: 44). Giles 
(2002: 154-155) put it: 
Across ceI1~turies, until very recent times, exegetes and theologians have un<ienltocKi the Bible 
to tea4~hirlg that women are a subordinate class or race who are inferior to men and, as such, 
are to excluded from lea<ierslhip in society and church. They are to silent in the 
.. For pUblic-especially in cm;lrctl-arlG are to obey men, whom God has 
nmete€m centuries this is the Bible has 
Inldi1tiolnall) women's functions the church and the Christian home, 1 ranged from 
hOIne-maJ(er, child-bearer, after the being in charge fundraising velltUlres, 
\1.,"""1",,, school teachers, de.accmesses, and members of various ChlilICh 1"I1r~VI"r groups \ """,.u"", 
Hayter, 1987: 1 Giles, 2 It should be these functions are 
themselves not unimportant and 
unimportant in itself ideology behind 
participation 
however, reflects a 
of'lVornen that is delne~mirlg and marginalising in its impact. 
women prurtl(:lp.ate functions, and 
is not demeaning 
notion and pelrcephon 
should these, ones Should 
similar, be the functions women are allowed to fulfil uT1th1n the Church (Mosala, 1986: 
172)? For women to continue to turlctlon only in the above-mentioned functions and ones 
similar would to assume that they are merely competent to qmlsl-dolme:s!ic supportive 
roles (Pattison, 1994: Nixon (1994: 49) supports this claim argues that 
centuries ChlilICh women have calJsed a deep sense of internalised inferiority 
Amlou~~ recognising that women within Christianity have also been subordinated and margillalised within the 
with the use of the same justification. For the of this thesis, my main focus will be 
upon how women have been subordinated and marginalised the church. 
2 For a discussion and particularly of the various prayer groups that women within the African 
Ind,epelndent Churches have in for many years in South Africa, see, Gaitskell (1982: 338-357;1995: 211ffl 
1997: 253-267); (1984: 13-18); West 51,76,90); Masondo (2002: 145-166). 
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within them., CatlSlnlg many women to display ch~lrac:teristi(:s as: "slllbrrnssiveness, docility, 
indecision, of " 
cmnmenting on role of women the Mrican Independent churches, Masondo 
(2002: 162) said, 
It is clear that women the churches are treated as seconcl-class citizens. Numeric~lHy they are 
ml'liiori1rv but the de<:isl1on-makin,g structures are still dominated. Women are relc~gated 
to pm.iti4)nS or heads organizations. They are known for their financial 
contribution but no platform to make or theological contributions. can 
exercise leadership in a small area, but once it becomes larger it then male leac1er~;hip 
(2002: 162). 
Within structures South the small per'cerlta~~e 
women who leadership is due to a provision found most 
African Independent Churches. This provision allows women to hold office bec:aUl)e 
husbands' (Pretorius Jafta 1997: 221). But, even in rare instances, have 
leaders as these themselves often have no for 
leadership and are totally in their An can seen in the St. 
Johns Apostolic Faith Mission Church. Its founder and actual was a renowned healer 
Mrs. C. While was the actual of the church husband was ordained as the 
archbishop he was seen as of the church (West, 1975: Masondo 2002: 
160). 
subordination and marginalisation of women is the case not within 
Churches, but can be in nuances and measures across 
ethnic bmmd:U'ies. In it is typical of many if not most 
chllI'cltles in South r...L<!,-,,,,.3 
Ackerman (cited in Klein, 2004: 46), commenting on the tneiO!o:glC':U n~sploru;ivc:ne:3s 
women in South the last asserts that ''women's theological responses were as 
scarce as the fairies" Speaking about the Dutch Reformed Church 
mentions that many women it difficult to enter She turt:her 
maintains that, "communities don't call women" (Klein, 2004: 49), adds that 
3 See Denise Ackennan's comments cited in Klein (2004: 
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illustnltes the soc:let,al stigma associated with women church miIlisters all()Wlimz women to fulfil 
cer1tain roles to fulfil Evidently some of the dis:aHc'w€:~d 
the broad heading of church leadership include positions as theologian, 
pastor, and elder (Klein, 2004: 
Acc:orcl:msz; to Oduyoye (cited in Masondo, 2002: 160), church women in Africa seldlom 
serve on committees or leadership structures and they do, more often than 
are present to represent the concerns in the church rather than as leaders in their own 
Pattison (1994: 241) argues that the of attention to the topic of women 
the church, and particularly church is indicative that these have so well 
institutionalised and of both sexes in South that they are often 
not notlceid. People have so acc:us1tOITled to of thinking that women themselves 
have sat and acc:ep1ted their lack status and exclusion church leade1:'ShJip roles as 
normative within the Mosala (1986: 131) this when dernOl1lStnltes that a 
patriarchal theology been throughout history the 
exc:lusion of women ministry. states for this ~AI,;;lU:)lUH are 
identical with the of patriarchal anthropology. Women are denied in the 
church the same reasons they are denied leadership in society" (1986: 131). support for 
this exclusivistic practice has been from theological teaI~hrr.Lg that asserts headship 
teITmle subordination (Mosala, 1986: 131). 
The women in church and their 
leadership/ministry has been propagated and institutionalised ordained ministers, pastors, 
Church leaders, theologians, exegetes, almost all of are male, who use certain 
Scriptural texts as evidence to support their as Biblically or based 
therefore, authoritative for church. Bennett (cited in 1986: 169), cOIDID.entmg on 
women in ministry, claims 
perceived them, can 
"only a return to the biblical perspective women and how 
contemporary women SOITle ideological artillery to use a 
struggle they are ine~mnlbly en!1~agc;:d in." My argument ill 
trajectory of thinking, but it a The for my argument comes 
dissatisfaction with the traditional and contemporary use Timothy 2:8-15 among many 
church to justify subordirtation and inferior status of women. I aver that a more 
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thorough interpretation of this text is nec~de:d to libc~ralte those churches and church women 
stereotypical, androcentric, and thinking on this pas,sag;e. 
further reason for my arg,ument in this thesis is derived frustration with 
interpretations postulated by sCfllolars using the historical critical method of interpretation, 
adoption by many Christians, intf:rriIlg from analyses 
(2002: 146) 
women are subordinate to men 
are to be marginalised in church. denlons:trat,ed that, 
prf:-tvventie1:h century cOinmentary or theological " theologians and ex(~getes alike 
are ·su.pelrior' and women 'inferior'." 1 Timothy used 
to authorise claims 
demonstrate but 
place women in a permanent position subordination 
Johnson, 2001: 208).4 It is not in the nnl''1'\n~~'" of 
promiIlent thelolojgiaIls and exegetles of the seclond century 
the 
to 
this 
interpretive notion of women in the 
century), Tertullian (second-third "''''t1ltH1''U\ 
church.S them were: Irenaeus (second-third 
John Chrysostom (third-fourth century), Thomas 
Aquinas (thirteenth l':~ntnl'""\ Martin ......... "u""~ (sixteenth century), John Calvin (sixteenth century), 
Thomas Cartwright (seventeenth l':pn,hl1"V\ Jonathan Edwards century), Heinrich 
Meyer (nineteenth l':pn,tn1"v\ and Henry Liddon (1l111ett~enithcentury) 2002: 6 
latter of the century a developed among Ev,an~~elical Chrisltiarls 
called the "hierarchical-complementarian" view 
Timothy 2:8-15 provides a Biblically based 
2002: 7 According to this view 1 
reilition between men women 
the of complementary between role men 
and women. 
subordination 
net effect view is continued marginalisation subordination 
women in the church. 
As stated earllier, it is not in the nature this to expound these 
lnsterud, it my aim to tan:gentially disphlY how 1 Timothy 2:8-15 has 
the past and in contemporary to sut)()rldinate and marginallise women the church. 
4 For further of how commentators have misinterpreted 1 Timothy 2:9-15 and used it to authenticate 
the subordination and of women in the church see, among many others, (1968: 70-81, 
King (1957: Calvin Hendriksen (1964: 101-113). 
S See Giles (2002: 147-155) for further delineation of this. 
6 For further explication of how these prominent theologians and of the pre-twentieth century used 1 
Timothy 2:9-15 as authentication to subordinate and marginalise women see Giles (2002: 147-155); Smeeton (1994: 
24,42, 147). 
7 See Giles ]57-166; 2000: ]5]-]67) for a critical analysis and argument against this view as well as a brief 
basic tenets. 
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editors of the book, "Women in the Church: A Analysis of 1 with whom 
argues his frequently that 1 Timothy 2:9-15 
uencapsulates the biblical understanding (Giles, 2002: 1 II This upholds 
subordination women the church, asserting that men and women have different God 
ordained to perform the fundamental principle 
theology/ideology is that, "because a woman is a woman, for no reason, is locked 
into a permanent subordinate role, no matter what her abilities or training might be ... her sexual 
identity determines 
It is my 
role" 2002: 1 
these come erroneous ideologically committed reatQUlgs 
of culturally determined text, interpreted as though culture Bible is God's decreed 
culture. this thesis I aim to show that marginalisation and subordination of women in the 
church based 1 Timothy 2:8-15 needs to be called into question and critically re-evaluated. 
My for choosing this text is due to that placed on it 
by those wishing to marginalisation and subordination of women in church 
(Giles, 2002: 146-157, 165-166). Many Biblical scholars have maintained the n",,,,,,,, .. ,, 
perception regarding "' ....... "' .. ministry needs transforming; this includes the persons that are 
allowed to mUllsters and that are disallowed, and also includes "<!1',,,,,,,rC as church 
I Luuun.". ... u that one of the liturgy theology (Gaitskell, 1995: 
to accomplish such transformation in ministry is via thorough exegesis Scripture. And in 
particular, thorough exegesis of those Scriptural 
and to women 
that have been ideologically interpreted 
the with Robbins (l996a: 
41) I believe a more inclusive and multidisciplinary approach to such as Socio-
Rhetorical Criticism (SRC),9 interpreters the possibility of a more holistic analysis of 
text (Robbins, 1996a: 41). 
Though eXeJl;eS,lS and particularly use of are not posited to the only possible 
solution, I would that it plays an important m ",,,,nnno the exc~get1c:al 
problems associated with subordination and marginalisation women 
interpretive 
church. It is 
8 For analysis of this passage oftext J will be including verse 8, and in the chapters to follow, I will demonstrate 
why this imperative to a more adequate understanding of this passage. 
9 More recently, the term SRC tends to be used for Socio-Rhetorical Commentary (Robbins, 2004b), and SRA 
(Socio-Rhetorical Analysis) now stands in place of Socio-Rhetorical Criticism as used in Robbins (1996a; 1996b). 
For the sake of coherence, however, I have opted to use the term SRC to refer to Socio Rhetorical so as to 
avoid any confusion with the bulk of the work cited in this which is taken from Robbins (1996a; 1996b). 
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thus to apply Kol)bll1IS' s()Cl()-rtletcmcal method analysing texts to 1 Timothy 5, 
man to achieve a more holistic of this text. 
I contend, theretlore that a distortc:~d has promulgated Wlthm the history of the 
church, and is still different within church<~s This view 
prolpa~~ate:d on the assumption that the Bible sanlcbons a patnar'chl:ll, sllperoridinate, church 
lea(iers:hip with subordina1:e, s1.1brrlissive, female congreJ~an1:s. Ruether {1988: echoes a 
sinlilllLr argument in assertion that to is the that 'in there is 
no more male , but what does this mean the Christian tradition? . .. Liberation 
sexist in society? If women are equally by the 
Christian church continuaUy sexism in and in church" (Ruether, I)? 
My research aim revolves around I believe to a pertinent question regarding 
use of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 to authenticate marginalisation women in church. This 
question a two prong, interrelated question, namely, 1 Timothy reflect fITst 
century Un~co'·K(Jlman ctdtw'e, if so, can we today superimpose such se(:ul~u cultural ,\1<:101'""" 
into our contemporary church life as nOltIlUlti'li'e Christian values?' Second, 'does the many 
Ide1ologlcal interpretations of this text to be called into question and re-evaluated?' 
thesis I will demonstrate that 1 Timothy 5 does indleed reflect idiosyncratic first cerltm-y 
Greco-Roman cultural and and is time and cannot 
superimposed as normative Christian suitable to contemporary This lffipilles that 
ideological interpretations posited in many and people does 
to be called question and critically re-evaluated. I aim to this Vernon 
Robbins' approach analysing texts. 
Methodology and Research Design 
SRC is an approach that utilises rhetorical hermeneutics, which allows and 
evolving knowledge of interpretation to interrelate practices of 
intricate, detailed exegesis of texts" (Robbins, 1996b: 1; The prefix 
'socio' is of the benefits brought to type by modern anthropology 
sociology. With this in purview, supplants historical studies and moves into 
trajectory "cultural social contexts and and anthropological theory" 
(Robbins, 1998: 288). Alternatively word, identifies manner in nTh'''h 
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language contained in a text is a ch;:lnDcel communication and also toc:usc::s on the manner 
which a text uses subjects, the:mt::s and to communicate. By using term 
this approach moves past the "limits literary to the interrelation of 
communication, philosophy, the social sciences" (1996b: 1; 1998: 
placing multifaceted, spe:ciaHsc;:d arenas investigation dialogue with other, 
systematic, l\;OAI",U!.JlIJ anchored aplpro!acltl, "jtocus<~s on literary, M}\';.Il::U, cultural and ideological 
in texts" (Robbins,1996a: 1). This allows interpreter to move interactively into various 
a text. Robbins (1996b: 3) identifies these dimensions as " and 
claims that SRC aims at the manifold ~'textures" found in texts. He further 
identifies ''textures'' as: texture," " and texture," 
and texture" (1996a: 3; 1996b: 2004a: 2).10 my research 
purposes, I have to restrict investigation to the tools of found 
the fIrst four of the oreviolusllv mentioned 'textures'. primary reason this is due to 
spatial limitations, since the of this reslearc)h serves nnr-nn';:e; of a ....... " .......... 7 dissertation. 
methodology of a socio-rhetorical analysis requires intc~rplrett~r to create a 
conscious of reading rereading a text from different angles, with consideration to 
different phenomena iml,licit to the text. type interpretive method is what Robbins 
(2004a: 1) 
approach 
termed, an "interpretive am'llvnc_" Acc)orcling to him constitutes " ... an 
evaluates and reorients strategies as it en~:ag(~s ill mUl1tl-tac:ete:d dml()gule with 
the texts other phcenciIJll;ma that come within its purview" (2004a: 1). The end result 
an "interpretive analytic" "a richly and reconfigured interpretation" (Robbins, 
1'}~i6a: 3). The areas of dialogue that are this metnO!d are, ~'the created 
by the world author world ofthe interpreter" (Rc)bbins, 40). These 
three aspects will be expounded in the course thesis. 
My motivation for choosing 
more traditional, historical critical approach, 
Testament as opposed to the 
on a few reasons. SRC's 
multifaceted apl)rOllCh seeks to seriously the complexity of wrlttc;:n documents as and 
cultural productions that function as pel:sUllSh/e communications. widely 
crItlcll! method, though useful own '-L6'L ... "', was not tonmulate:d to explore the internal 
to Due to the nature 
Christian Discourse" (Robbins, 
Texts" (Robbins, 1996b), 
sacred texture does not appear in Robbins' first book "the ~-""--'-J 
however, it does appear in his second book, "Exploring 
7 
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ch~lmC:ter of texts as written dialogue. Instead, its function was continues to be the 
traditions, convictions, that answers questions primarily 
pertaining to the theology century Christians, Christianity and 
Jurulism (Robbins, 1996a: 8-9). 
Secondly, SRC offers the possibility of a and cmnplex anallvS1S and interpretation of 
texts and given in SRC offers a way in which 
to bring margins and boundaries into to invite the interpreter into the discourses that 
dwell in those marginal to criticize the dominating interpretive practices that exclude 
these discourses and to seek discourses of emancipation for embodied 
actions in text (Robbins, 1996a: 11). 
included in are from semiotics, rhetoric, 
ethnography, literary studies, social sciences, and ideological 2004a: 1). The 
concluding interpretive based on method of interpretation, that juxtaposes and sets 
various of into results in an interpretation that is more 
interdisciplinary, broad-based and holistic (2004a). 
are a implications come with as an method. 
model presents a 'system' approach to interpretation" (Robbins, 1996a: 41). This imlpli€~s 
that deductions, and in one area of are 
thn[)UJl~h0111t the entire investigative (1996a: "[ s ]ocio-rhetorical cri1tici:sm 
uses a strategy and a text from angles to produce a or 
're"lsi1tecl' rhetorical interpretation" (1996a: 41). strength of this approach is that it aUc)ws 
various research aspects disciplines to in their own arenas of while 
disallowing a discipline to dominate the (1 996a: a result "[n]o strategy 
of reading a text is excluded the conversation." This does not imply that goes." 
Instead, it and invites from disciplinary modes in an effort to illuminate 
other's and (Robbins, 288), The result is an interpretation 
is more interdisciplinary and holistic (Robbins, 1996a: this type of 
dialogue is upon an "ethnography of orality, writing, reading" 1998: 287). 
This refers to the fact that concern of a socio-rhetorical interpretation is not 
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content, rather, the dU.lLlo~~ue that takes between "content and mode of 
2 
Thirdly, "[s]ocio rhetorical interpretation uses the same strategies of ","""h,,,,,,,, on other 
pee,ple:'s interpretations of the text under consideration as the for """I",h,'71"n 
text itself' 1996a: 41). This with the nature of socio-rhetorical 
an111v:sis. which both texts and interpretations texts have ability to "create 
history, society, culture, and (1996a: 4 This disallows one 
interpretation dictating and being authoritative in its ClaIms, without 
to scrutiny 41,2004a), 
mentioned I will implementing five developed 
Robbins' socio-rhetorical method. The reason such a upon (1996a; 1996b), 
is the that in this two interrelated tasks are undertaken First, thesis is an attl;.':m])t 
to of an methodology, namely, socio-rhetorical by 
looking at a crucial text for contemporary church, I have applied 
this of analysis to a particular Scriptural text, 1 Timothy the 
case, I therefore, embark upon research paper by patterning 
of "1eJuw'es" (K()bbms, :LJj'v ..... 3 & 1996b: Before 
need to provide a rhetorical nU~'MJi,,,,,Ul of 1 TiInolthv in 
main chapter one 
is done, h01we1ver. I will 
to locate 1 TinlottlY 2:8-15 
its proper rhetorical context. This will comprise chapter two, A 
Rhetoric':ll Overview and Proposed Rhetorical Construction of 1 Timothy. Thus, thesis will 
comprised following 'textual' chapters: Three: An Textual 
Analysis of 1 2:8-15; Chapter Four: of 1 2:8-15; 
Chapter Five: Social and Cultural Textual of 1 2:8-15; Six: 
Ideological Analysis 1 Timothy 2:8-15. Finally, I will provide a concluding chapter 
(chapter which I to accomplish two basic tasks, Firstly, I will explicate and tie 
together the investigative process of this linking some aspects 
highlighted the various chapters of this thesis. Secondly, I will highlight the fact 1 
Timothy is culturally embedded in a patriarchal epoch and raise the question of whether 
contemporary Christians in culturally bound values and imperatives of the 
secular Greco-Roman into contemporary times as 
Christian imperatives suiltable for all times. 
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Heto['e any discussion proceeds, h01we~{er. I first to meJnticlfl two pre:linlin:ary aspects 
a direct upon this thesis. to the fact thesis to give a 
1 Timothy the question authorship is not a primary 
concern because the text Paul as author in the nT'I"<;!l'T'lnt to the letter (1 : 1-2). II Thus 
I refer to Paul throughout this I simply mean Paul that the text describes as the 
author and am not referring to the historical Paul. 12 when I me:nticm the Ephesian 
church throughout 
congregation 
thesis, I am not reterrmg to the hlstorllcal Ephesian rather 
text presents as general rec:ipilenlts of Paul's instructions through 
delegate Timothy (1 Timothy 1 13 
II I am aware of the arguments to the authorship of J and am incUned to agree with 
Johnson (2001) that the is Pauline in but from i:I socio-rhetorical Paul is the author 
according to the text The sub,ieet of authorship has and IelIIl1jllS to be a moot issue among New Testament scholars. 
dis(:us~;iOll npon snch issues see JohnS011 (1996: 2-:~;\): Kelly ;\0-;\6): Oden Hanson. 
2-11): Davies 105-1 (2001: 9-27), 
It sho\dd also be author of 1 Tit}:10t11Y I menn Paul. since the text describes him as 
the author of the letter. 
13 The understanding of Timothy as Paul's is from Johnson (1996). 
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Chapter Two 
A Rhetorical Overview aod Proposed Rhetorical Const:roleti()D of 1 Timothy 
rhetorical reading of a text (1995: 428) depicts In commenting on the 
rhetorical reading as "reading a text in to grasp the intlornlatlon it intends to 1IIIIIIdl L to 
meaning or its messa.ge, that is, to see and appreciate the function 
part it as well as composition as a whole." This idea of and 
apprecilatirlg the "comp()sitilon" a text as a "whole" or complete rhetorical unit, is 
motivation and basis of this pre:sellt cltlapter. With in mind, in this chapter, 1 at 
sketching a rhetorical oVE·rviip.w 
rhetorilcal context. This will 
1 Timothy in an 1 Timothy 
accomplished maiinlv aid of classical rhetoric and the 
terms and definitions found in the handbooks or as as from 
current socio-rhetorical analysis. In order to achieve this aim 1 will first look at implied 
narrative of 1 Timothy, helps provide the situation that is addressed in 
letter. 1 will then tum to an exploration rhetorical structure of the but in order 
to achieve this goal, I will first need to look at of discourse in the text and 
the rhetorical arrangement with its features. Once 1 have this, i will be 
to construct a overview of 1 Timothy by which to 1 Timothy 2:8-15 
within 
(1) The ImillUed NSlrJ"S1tiveofl TinllottlY 
Barr (1984: 41) commenting on a statement pertaining to literatlure made by Northrup 
renlarl(ed that one has to with the actual p.Yr\p.rip.nl'p. of the work of literatllre, 
the time being the world it creates." Reccmtly Kobbms (2004a: 
in which texts elaborate 
additional pictures in a " calling this rhetography, 
"gr:aphic story" or "rhetography." Wanamaker (2003a: 
verbal picture by means 
the verbal pictures create a 
203-207), however, has shown 
that non-narrative texts 
create in the mind of the 
implicit narratives within their discourse, they 
a rhetographic sceloario. into account 
autholrs have po!,ited pertaming to the discourse a text and the wOlrlrl", 
OISICOUlrse creates reader or 1 will attempt to construct 
nanrati1ve m 1 rhetography. 
these 
pictures a 
implied 
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The implied narrative into which 1 TiIDo'thy can be read out 
itself and offers IH;:)lJi;:.IU into the rhetorical situaticm addressed 
dis!coUlfse of the 
to 1 Timothy 1:3 when left the Roman province of Asia for a jOlll.rm~y to Macedonia 
his coworker Tirnolthv behind in Ephesus, capital of the Roman province of Asia, to 
with certain problems as well as cerltain tendencies aml)ng Christians to engage 
in speculative thought around (l Timothy I At some point Paul 
writes to Timothy to confirm him ill the tha.t he left him to encourage him 
work. Palil also wrote to Tilll0ttlY specific insllnlc:tiollis or possibly ren1ll1clers 
around a 
the treatment 
Hymenaeus 
of issues, such as 
wilinUl<::' (5:3-16), 
appointment of overseers and deacons 
U,",'UUJlJi;:. with doctrinal error (4:1-3). Two 
Al~:xand~:r are extllicitly me:nHom:d as ha"'llll! rej!~cte:d conscience thus 
"suffered shipwreck in their faith" (1: 19-20). Paul handed two over to 
Satan to teach them not to blaspheme (1 :20). suggests relclti,,'elv serious 
problems the community that have necessitated Paul's intervention but it is UI1(;le,lr 
when took place. At time of writing Paul was uncertain about how quickly 
he would be to return to TinlntllV at Ephesus and, theref()re, wrote the to ensure 
deplarture as that continued in had at the time 
(3:14-15).1 
Timothy shows a deal of concern proper order in of 
as a divine (3:15). This issue plays a crucial role in understanding the 
of 1 Timothy 5 will further in later chapters. What is 
important for the moment though is merely this significance. The letter also 
revc~als a concern about doctrinal orthodoxy proper practice. As a Paul offers 
instructions on a wide of issues in the the church. thllinwino are 
instruction reg,arding prayer (2: 1-2; 8); instructions regarding women in general 
nl'lrtil'.llll'Ir (5:3-16); inst:ructiOllS regarding bishops (3:1-7) and 
specifically for 
(6:1-2a) and the rich 
(6: 17-19). As we shall see, the nature of this material has a be,lflrllg on how we umier:;tarld 
the rhetoric of the letter. 
15) and wut.nw!:. 
17-20); 
Timothy (3:14-5:8, 
(3:8-10,11-13); 
6:2b-21); and mstlructlons regl:lf<llltlg 
I The notion of Timothy as a delegate of Paul is taken from Johnson 
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(2) Wisdom Rhetorolect and 1 Timothy 
Robbins (2002: 30) has identified six major Christian rhetorolects that occur within 
Testament literature and other early Christian writings. He <1eltm~'s a rhetorolect as " ... 
a langu~lge u",.·,i",hr or dislcoulrse identifiable on the basis distinctive configuration 
of themes, topics, reasonings, (1996a: 356). The six major Christian 
rhetorolects are, "wisdom, miracle, prophetic, apocalyptic, and 
cre:aUon.,,2 six major rhetorical modes of discourse function in a dialectical process 
interaction termed, "centripetal" "centrifugal" rhetorical movement by Robbins (2002: 
"Centripetal rhetorical movement" to "inner-directed" rhetorical movement, 
where "at one time and another" any of the major may 
occur at center ofthe (Robbins, 2002: 27). Alternatively, "centrifugal rhetorical 
movement" occurs when onetime another" any of the six major rhetorical modes 
discourse driven the rhetorical modes" (Robbirls, 2002: 27). 
Robbins (2002: 30) mentions that a key task for analysis is to 
"centripetal-centrifugal intleralcti()n" of these discourses in the writings 
Keeping aspects mind I will to establish ofthe six 
New Testament. 
rhetorical 
of discourse predominates in the discourse 1 Timothy in general, and more importantly 
my purpose, 1 Timothy 2:8-15, in particular. 
Robbins (2002: 31) meJltions 
focus comprising, "(1) relation 
wisdom <11S!COlltrse in the Hellenistic era had a triple 
created to (2) the relation of to 
God; the relation humans to one another as a rela'tion of to the 
and to hUlmans." He fi'T-th"r 
Ul1~!t1nrn discourse is that "God is 
fundamental rule at the foundation 
and M(nnt!r of all created things - which means 
that is beneficent and just" 31). Also, societal and well-being of 
set the basis the main of wisdom discourse, with a particular upon 
the relations "parent/child, patron/client host/guest, friendship, limited goods, 
honor/shame, life/death" (Robbins, 31). 
suffering-dea:th rhetorolect is now called "priestly." This change was in a series of papers on 
rhetorolect presented to the Rhetoric and the New Testament at the of Biblical 
Litc~rature 20 November, 2004 in San Antonio, TX (cited as Robbins, 2004c in the references section of 
discussion of these six major rhetorical modes of discourse, see Robbins (2002: 31-63). 
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In light of this description of wisdom rhetorolect, it appears that of I 
Timothy is "centripetally" (Robbins, 2002: 27) of wisdom disc~ourse.3 The reason 
this is the 
rhetorolect. This 
preponderance of associated particularly with wisdom 
seen in the letter's emphllsis on the societal interactions ofpeople in 
their respective households (3:4, 5, 12; 6: societal intlera,cti<ms of people in the 
household of God 5, 5:2-25), of (2:9,15), (2:15, 
5:14), church (3:1-12), the upon the relations (2:15; 
14) that all play an important in the letter. 12; 5:4, 10, 14), and honour/shame 
turtherm()re, Robbins (2 (]I04Il> ) of wisdom rhetorolects blending human 
created world with the cultural space of God's cosmos. experiences household and 
In the space of blending, "God functions as heavenly over children in the world, 
who are to prodm;e goodness and through medium of 
2004b). Wisdom rhetorolect, also concerns 
reproductivity. 
npl1,nlp who produce 
main purpose of the conceptual blending tun,cUIClllS 
to 
God's light, which equals 
rigihte10us action, thought, 
\lli"ti" ..... which certain 
and speech with the 
speak on earth" (Robbins, 
2004b). First Timothy demonstrates a particular emphl1tSlS on people producing good deeds 
which may be seen by the recurrent mentioning in 2: 1; 5: 10, and 
6: 18. aspect too, further attests to the predominance wisdom rhetofiolelct 
Wisdom disc~ourse. hmNe"er. is not the only rhetorical discourse nrl'~C:;f'I,t in 1 
Tnn01thv since other are present, e.g., 1: 17 6:15-16 are perhaps and 
precreatl(lll blended. 1 4:1 and seems to comprise apocalyptic discourse. 
First Timothy 
discourse, which may 
examples of this 
5 in particular seems to be based primarily upon wisdom 
seen in its emphasis on normative household relations.4 
be seen in the passage. women are to in public 
setting of chUlrch and are to be submissive to the men of the cOflgre:gation (vv. 11). 
Second, women are not allowed to teach or to authority over men, but must be silent (v. 
12). Third, women are to dODlesticat(:::d to prh/ate househo ld 
3 Robbins (2002: 
\-2 TirrlOlli:y. 
comes to the same conclusion and asserts that wisdom discourse 
4 See Malina & 177, 179); Balch (1981: 52-53) for a discussion of 
construed as norrnati1ve h()us(!holld relations. Also see chapter three and four for 
household tradition within 1 2:8-15. 
(v 15). 
a centripetal role in 
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Furthe:rmlore the emphasis upon good works in v, 10 seems to su~~gest that vv, 
is prilrnw'ily comprised of wisdom rhetorolect. Ac(:orcling to Robbins (2002: 3 
main argument in wisdom discourse are: "thesis, rationale, contrary, 
analogy, examplle, authoritative judgment." mentions further that these 
ari2~urrlerrts are so intrinsic to wisdom discourse "that one finds them already in Ancient 
Eastern literahlre, many centuries Hellellistic period" (2002: of 
ar~:unlenltation too are apparent in 1 v, 13-14 a rationale is for 
assertion made in vv' 11-12, Second, COTIltralry statements appear with 
use negative references, statement prohibits women dressiI1lg in 
a ceI1tam manner and uses three nel!:ati1ve rflteI'enlr:es (v. 9). The 
reterenC(lS appear simultaneously and function to prohibit women from 12a), and 
having authority over men (v. 12b). the sixth negative reference seems to facilitating 
a statement defending male), from real culpability in the first act of 
human sin (v, 14). From it would seem, the discourse of 1 
Timothy in general, and 2:8-15, in particular, is r.nl"1"1nlri<::I'·11 "centripetally" 
teaturc~s characteristic (Robbins, 2002: of wl<::!inm dlSICOUlI'se due to 
ofthis rhetorolect. 
(3) The Rhetorical and Arrangement of 1 Timothy 
decade:s, scholars have shown renewfld inlterest in the relevance 
ancient rhetoric l'Inl'lilvQiQ of early Christian example Kennedy (1984). This 
interest refleclts the that century urc~cO-K()m(m culture was steeped in the use 
rhetoric. Various scholars have shown an un(lerl;tarldulg of classical rhetoric can assist in 
the analysis 1 Timothy (Eriksson, kV,"'k .. , ,,"V,,"',,"u, Watson & Hauser, 1994), 
back to Aril;totle classical rhetoric recognised or genres of rhetoric 
situations being addressed. are traditionally 
delJlberath7e and delllOl'lStl'atiye or epideictic 1998: 187-194: Ketme<ly 
JU{liciaI rhetoric was the rhetoric la\\: court where the audience was 
to a decisicm about something which was alleged to have happened in the 
Delib~:rative rhetoric was the rhetoric of 
decide on a course of action for the 
political forum where people were to 
basis of advantage and to 
5 For further delineation of these three 
Russel & Wilson (1981: xix); Stowers 
of ,nv>'" .. ", see Lausberg (1998: 63-111); Mack (1990: 34); 
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city-state or empire, in the case of Rome. EpidellCUc rhetoric was tocllsed on enc:our'age:ment 
of good behaviour through and blame funerals (H~lrding, 
1998: Kennedy, Kennedy (l 4) mentions that 
The concept of epi'deic~tic rhetoric, b[}wleve~, needs to be broadened beyond Aristotle's 
definition. In later antiquity, some rhetoricians included within it all poetry and prose. 
PerhlU'';: epideictic rhetoric is best reg;ar<1ed as any discourse that does not aim at a specific 
action but is intended to influence the values and beliefs of the audience. 
Thus, one of the primary ot c~pic1ei(~tic rhetoric was to inClrea~;e the adherence and assent 
to presently held values and the author and the hearers 
, __ . ____ ,1991: 72: .1984: 19: 1991: 1(2),~ 
Most scholars 
spe~::ies of rhetoric (Stowers 
that a particular discourse may contain more one particular 
1986: Kennedy, 1984: 19, 74). It is also, however, 
1';"'11"'1 .:1,11)' agreed one species nOl:mflllly pre:domillatC;.lS a discourse ret1.ecting the author's 
primary intention (Kennedy, 1984: Mack, 1990: Stowers, 1986: 23),7 Several 
Tiln01thv suggest letter is primarily epideictic in is 
no legal eiemell1t to discussion 1 Timothy, thus ruling out the possibility that it contains 
primarily judicial rhetoric. ~ec:ona, no real dec:isiions are required about future courses 
action, and the discourse cannot regarded as primalrily delibe:rative rhetoric. 
Timothy is asked to re-enforce what the community already knows what they are to do 
and how are to live. (1998: 194) conftrms this when he mentilJnS 
assented to, 
apJ;'ea!mg for transformation 
what audlienlcel Ephesian cornmunity also asslmtexi to, and that Paul was 
"behaviour perceptions on of what is alrleadly 
held in common and Mllrml'~cI by both 
enc()ura,ged through blame 
aV()lded. as for ex,lmple in respect to 
widows in 5: 1-16. It seems, therefore, 
in nature. 
audie:nc,e."s good beh,avi,our is 
Virtue is pranse:d and are to be 
overseers and the deacons in 3:1-13, as well as 
discourse Tirn01thv is primarily epideictic 
6 Russel and Wilson (1981: xx) mention that, epideictic rhetoric has as its primary focus the of 
situation, this does not disallow aspects of either the past or future from being mentioned in the 
Harding (1998: 180) differs and suggests that none ofthe Pastoral Epistles are subject to this sort of rhetorical 
delineation. In a more recent publication, he asserts that the Pastorals are in mood (Harding, 
2001: 86). 
8 This aspect will be described more adequately in the section analysis in the following chapter. 
For further delineation of this see (1984: 194); Fiore 15-16). 
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demonstrated from writings Cicero and Quintilian, rhetorical 
teaching comprised five main parts, two of which will discussed here.9 "Invention" forms 
the part of classical rhetoric and concerns out the matter: with 
the question at which is called of the the available 
means persuading to accept speaker's position" 1994: 4). 
to 4) the means comprises two 
evidence," which is up of and contracts" which speaker utilises 
but does not "invent" (1994: 4). Second, means of which comprises 
depiction of the character (ethos) as trustworthy, logical argument (logos) that 
may convince audience" (1994: 4-5). (1994: 5) that the artistic 
means of per'su~lsicm use of "topics," which are moral or political tactics, narnely, 
arguing from cause to Also, a spe~ak:~er can employ topics, "many of which bec;arrle 
traditional, to trust or the audience." And, "importance ofthe case 
can be stre:sse,d, not only for the speake:r, as a precedlent further decisions or 
effect on (Kennedy, 1994: 
seclond part of classical rhetorIC is "arrangement" (K1enrled:y, 1994: 
asserts that "arran;genlent" to construction of a spe1ech into different 
the order which arguments are is also at times. He mentions +1 .. -t,,,,,,, .. 
that rhetoricians often struggled to the arrangement from the discussion 
of and frequently combined the two into account of the intentional of 
each a speech" (1994: 5). The basic divisions represented by handbooks or 
prclgylnmlSrnlata are called (1) exordium or (2) narratio or ... ", .. ?",tilu",· (3) 
nl'nhnt;rn or proofs ne"Orl,rtio or conclusion (Lausberg, 1998: I 160, 204; 
I,LI.;;~.L"'l, 1991: 293). What toHcows is a brief eXfdic,aticm of these rhetorical featurl:s order to 
'lmottllY and their n1"l"ovitill" the basis for of the rhetorilcal arrangement 1 
apf)licliltioin in 1 Timothy 5. 
9 For a discussion of all five parts of classical rhetoric see Kennedy (1994: 4-10). 
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As delnOltlstlratf:d from the u,ritin,:'rC! of Cicero and Quintilian, ClaliSICal rtletc)ric,ai 
teaching main parts, two of which will be discussed 9 "Invention" 
the first part rhetoric concerns "thinking out the subject matter: 
identifying the question at issue, is called the stasis speech, and the available 
means of persuading the audience to the speaker's (Kennedy, 1994: 4). 
According to Kennedy (1994: 4) the means of persuasion two main aSJ:lec1:s. 
""';'.~A" eviidelllce," which is made of "witnesses and contracts" which the spe:akjer utili:ses 
but (1994: 4). Second, "artistic" means of persuasion which c:nlmn:riQE~Q 
depiction the "speaker's (ethos) as trustworthy, logical argument 
may the audience" Kennedy (1994: further mentions that the artistic 
means persuasion makes use "topics," are or political .... ",.,1"''', namely, 
arguiI1lg from cause to effect. Also, a speaker can topics, became 
tra4:HUomtl, to gain the trust or the interest of the audience." And, the "inlPortance case 
speaker, but as a precedent for further dec:isil:ms or for its 
on society" (Ke:nne:dy, 1994: 5). 
can stre:sse,d, not 
The second part 
asserts that "arrangelltlent" 
cia!;sical rhetoric is "arran,gentlent" (Kennedy, 1994: 5). Kennedy 
to the construLctic)fl speech into although 
the order in which are presented is discussed at 
dis(~uss:ion of arratnge:ment struggled to divide 
mentions further 
discussion 
of invention combined the two into "an account of intentional features of 
each part of a (1994: 5). divisions represented by the handbooks or 
progymnasmata are called the: (1) eXG,rdi[um or introduction; (2) narratio or narrative; (3) 
probatio or proofs and (4) peroratio or conclusion 1998: 102-136, 160, 
Hester, 1991: 293). What follows is a explication of these in to 
provide for my analysis of rhetorical Timothy 
application in 1 2:8-15. 
9 For a discussion of all five parts of classical rhetoric see I'\.t:IIIlt:lly (1994: 4-10). 
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(3.1) Exordium 
major purpose of the exordium or prooimion 
ancient handbooks or progymnasmata, fulfilled three 
equivalent), as described 
tasks to the 
First, it was to gain will of the by creating att~entivelness, 
receptivity, and, or syrnpalthy to the message of the rhetor. Second, it was used to 
create the ethos or character and the which served to validate the 
me~)sa~~e and create pathos (arousal emotion) from Third, it was used to 
sugjgest the to be treated in probatio (Watson, 2003: 283-285; 1986: 22; 
Jewett, 1986: As described by most modem scholars of rhetoric the exordium also 
served to the audience will be said in discourse, introduce the main 
subjects, contest any misrepresentations, signal relationships and function of the 
rhetoric, to the focus and objectives of the and also to that which will be 
reelmpllasized in the peroratio (Watson, 2003: 283-285; Johnson, ]996: 
Wl'I1''1rm (1997: 409) says within the of Pauline there resides a 
"tripartite structure . . . of documentary opening." This ....... ., ;i..,l" (1) 
sender(s), (2) addressee(s), (3) often is with 
des.criptil)ns and theological themes to describe Paul and his addlressee{s).lo In 1 Timothy 
this feature appears vv. 1-2 and serves to establish ethos as a nivin~llv 
appointed apostle Jesus through the command of God. prescript describes Paul 
as the sender ofthe and Timothy as 
Several aspects 1 Timothy 
corlstiltut(~S the 1"h"tn1"iil"l'Ii exordium. 
11 seem to su~~ge:st 
this passage is to 
this part 
the 
recipient ofthe (Timothy), by agreement or from to 
letter 
the 
message to by reminding of a past instruction given to 
him by Paul concerning doctrinal and tendencies among Christians to 
engage in thought perhaps around the Jewish law (vv. 3-4). Second, passage 
serves to create ethos or character and credibility of Paul by describing him as one who is 
specifically with correct doctrinal teaching (vv. 10) as well as one specifically 
endowed with special authority God (v. 11). ethos subsequently serves a 
further that is, to validate message create (arousal emotion) from 
the Third, this points to the themes to be treated in From 
10 For further illustration of this see 1 Macc. 10:18, 11:30, 2 Macc. 9: 19, 11: 16. 
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vv. 1, apparent thelrnes 
of doc:trio:al error (vv. 3-4, 
doctriole, entrusted to Paul by 
main topics of the letter. From 
llnn.p.ll'i" to be identifiable from 
pos;sibly al'OUIld the Law (torah), 
text seem to be that 
the theme of sound 
(v. Fourth, this pas.sa~te serves to introduce the 
work (v. 4), faith (vv. 4-5), 
discourse ofvv. 3-11, the 
(v. 5), a pure heart (v. a 
appear to be: God's 
conscience (v. 5). 
the above discussion, it appears probable, therefore, that vv. 3-11 
rhetorical exordium of 1 Tnnolthv 
regarded as 
(3.2) Nal'lratio 
According to W1l1<Ql'In (1991: 199) narratio presents the concern for which the 
exordium has "striven to obtain the audience's att(!ntion, rec:eptivity, and goodwill." 
on to melntl(J,n it is not an obligatory recalling "a 
deed which is subject of the rhetoric" (1991: 1 
eplldelctllc rhetoric except 
Quintilian emphalSls4;:s 
narratio and further menti<)ns 
pel'swisi"e exposition of that which 
(Qulintilian cited in Hall, 1991: 310). 
persualSive nature by asserting narTation to be 
has been done, or is SUf,:lposed to been 
narration served not only to mention or 
recall a past event, which is 
purpose of highlighting, 
something specific intended by 
it was almost obligatory in judicial rhetoric, but rather, has 
and persuading the audience with regard to 
author/rhetor. Lausberg (1 further posits that the 
narratio is the balSis upon which probatio (argumentatio or is structured, and may 
further also function to the author's ethos. 
With regard to dislcoUlrse of 1 Timothy, it app1ears that 1 Timothy 1 
the rhe1:oric:al filncti(m narratio as it the past event 
salvation. 
establish his 
pathos.!! 
Paul narrates experience, which serves to 
turns to Timothy's position, making an appeal to him through 
An often implicit but not mandatory the narratio is the digressio or 
Te(:hnilcally this may refer to all explressions of emotion, amplitlc~ltio:n, digression. 
response to opposition from the audience and 
mi4:idl,e, or end ofthe narratio (Llmsber<g< 
present, this feature may 
158). The transition 
at 
narratio 
II See Wanamaker (2000: 277) where he comments on Wuellner's analysis of the narratio of 1 Thessalonians, 
and further confirms the rhetorical purpose of the narratio as serving to establish the author's ethos and 
apJlealing to the pathos of his audience. 
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to the probatio may occur in two emlotlcmal or rat jio n:a I possibilities. former 
uses digression, whereas, the uses prclposltlon. emoUcmal di~:res:sion that occurs at 
deJ)endmlg on the subject of the the ending of the narratio either elicits joy or 
narratio and the audience. A transition or at of a 
narratio serves the purpose Within the 
discourse of 1 Timothy, a possible rhetorical transitus an emotional appeal occurs at 
1: 18-20, which marks the transition narratio to the probatio, in Paul prepares 
for the instruction to be in 
(3.3) Probatio 
LalJsberg (1998: 160-161) asserts that the probatio or argumentatio is, "the central, 
speech ... " formulated by the exordium and narratio. As a component of 
probatio comprises of a minimum of one proof, but usually many 
p.vl(ip.nt (Lausblerg, 1998: 161). According to Watson (1991: 200) the proofs are 
nOl:m~llly not "fA .. "",,,,l IJIVVl:.:>, but amplification of topoi [topics] and statements ad"anc~ed as 
certallrt." amplification is usually concise, orderly and frequent occurrence; it 
of the person(s) praised (or blamed) or the qualities of the subject 
reflected (Ke:nn(~dy, 1984: 24; Watson, 1991: 200). Watson (1991: 200) shows that typical 
topoi (topics) of epideictic rhetoric concern aspects such as what is noble or disigra,cetiul 
issues pertaining to virtue and vice. He further mentions that when AV .. "' .... is it 
usually comprises ethical arguments or enthyrnernes (1991: 200). 
Several factors pointto probability 2: 1-6: 10 corlStriued as 
spe:cit'ic instructions 
amplification, 
of the letter deal with 
the probatio of the discourse. 
or possibly reminders around a 
given to Timothy from Paul. 
the foHowing issues: prayer (vv. 
possibly also the household 
the running of the church as a 
the treatment of widows 
opn,np'l' rel;ati()ns in worship setting and 
appointment overseers and deacons (3:1-13); 
doctrinal error (4: 1-3); 
and ins1:ruc:tiolns regarding slaves (6: 1-2a) and the rich 
(6: 17-19). Sec;onlil, a common feat:ure of a probatio, issues related to the life of the 
person(s) prallsed (or blamed) or subject being reflected (Kennedy, 1984: 
Watsoln.1991: 200) occur in this part of the letter. This may be seen for example 
to certain ..... " .... 1 .. through the encouragement of virtue and the 
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discouragement of vice. Two examples 
overseers and deacons in I Timothy 3: 
are instructions pertaining to 
UlI{IO\lJ~ in From this brief 
discussion and keeping in mind the previous ofthe exordium and narratio it seems 
appropriate to the general context that 1 Timothy 2:1-6:10 be considered as the 
probatio of the 
Peroratio 
two main objectives. Firstly, it functions to revive the memory 
the audience through reite:rati()O the core objectives or propositions of the probatio. 
it tUDlctic)ns to emotions (pathos) through amplification so as to 
support objectives (Lausberg, 1998: 204; Watson, 1991: 
not necessitate a peroratio, "but, bec:awse alrnpUtlication 
occurs throughout the discourse, if a peroratio is used, a brief summary is is nee:C1e(l" 
(Watson, 1991: 204). In ancient letters the peroratio normally comprised "greetmgs, a health 
wish, and/or words of farewell" (Watson, 1997: comprise ofa 
sli~~htlly different structure replacing the latter two aSJ:lec1ts 
but maintaining the normal greeting aspect (Watson, 
a dmml()gy and benediction 
Imlottlv appears at 1 Timothy 6: 11-21 
adrnorlish Timothy to accomplish the ministry 
reconfirming the message of the probatio. 
My primary objective in this ChflPt<~r 
12 
nel'ort,rtio of 1 
func:tions pnmanlly to fl .. ·.l.",.. mstlruct and 
care thus 
to view 1 Timothy as a complete 
rhetorical unit, sketching a rhetorical r\vE'l"viipw of 1 Timothy, in an effort firstly, to locate 
!Timothy 2:8-15 within rhetorical context so as to facilitate a more adequate analysis 
this text for ch':lpters in And secondly, to discover Paul's "rhetorical 
strategies" 
"persuasive intent" in 
in in order to comprehend more adequately his 
(W,anamal{er, 2000: 273).n This has been attempted """"'1"Ihl 
with the aid a focus upon the rhetorical 
arrangement TiTno1thv as as Uli~:nom rhetorolects in current socio-rhetorical analysis. 
12 The main focus of this is aimed at a rhetorical overview of I how 
2:8-15 fits within its context. Due to this purpose I have not the 
rhetorical features contained in this but have merely sketched a very bric~f explica1:ion 
rhetorical tenets and their relation to I Timothy. For a more in depth of these rhetorical features 
Jewett (1986); (1984); Lausberg (1998); Mack (1990); Stowers (1986); 
The aspect of the author's 'persuasive intent' or purposive will be dealt with 
""':II"''''. under the subheading argumentative texture. 
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The benletlt of examining rhetorical astleclts is that they provide a basic for 
unilen;tarldiIlg the letter and allow me to 
contextual purview. 
1 Timothy 2:8-15 within a more hollistjic and 
of the most important aspects hig;hlighlted by 
thesis, is 1 Timothy may be locelted squarely within 
which as Laulsberg (1998: 160-161) asserts, is centra~ 
Or rather of the discourse where the main occur, or 
in 1 Timothy topics are discussed. This implies that the dislCOl.lln;e 
in Paul's entire rhetorical argumentation in 1 Timothy. 
in particular this 
probatio of 
of the " 
case where the 
plays a central role 
Having now located 1 2 :8-15 within rhetorical location, in the next ch2lpt€)r 
I will investigate the inner texture this text. By doing this I to unravel rhetorical 
patterns ideas that will facilitate a more adequate ultlde:rst,imding of the mel)sa~~e 
contained within this unit of discourse. 
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Ch~lpt4~r Three 
The Inner Tp,rtllII"P of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 
DrOOal,lQ bc~giIIS in 2: 1 with a instructions. The ftrst ins1truc;ti(]ln concerns 
prayer (Johnson, 2001: 189) made for aU people, especi.:JHy 
other ruling with the goal of enabling community to 
untroubled by (v. 2). The motivation for prayer activity is then 
Paul indicates is what God wants Verse 4 imlpli~~s 
and 
an existence 
in vv. 3-4 
the primary 
of an untroubled existellce is tied to the 
people of God (v. 4) (Jotmson, 2001: 191).1 
desire that all humanity joined to 
that follow in vv. 5-6 to 
means the "knowledge truth" in v. 4 and to 
process of leading all peolple to the truth v. 
an explanation of what 
exp,lanaticm of his own 
prayer be for everyone, v. 8 that instruction with 
retiere]nce to the manner in which men, but not women, should engage in public nr~vpr during 
Finally, in 2:9-15 Paul gives a further two instructi()DS regarding women in the 
worshIpping community of The fIrst of the ms1:ruc:ii011S balances the mstrulcticm to 
men in v. 8 and in fact is gO'vefl1ed main verb ofv. ~ouAo~al ("I desire") (Jo,hnson, 
2001 : rest of the however, which is decjic,ated to instructing women 
15), creates a n01ticc:able imbalance contrast to the amount to instructing men (v. 
8). v.8 only tangentially ins1:ructs men to pray in an aPl:lroJmate manner.2 In the rest 
the diS4COUlfse (vv. 9-15), however, an amount of is dedicated to instructing 
women in a that is intended to rell110rce anll1rolcell1trllC cultural norms that seek to control 
women's behaviour, particularly in arena of the church me:eting, but also in the 
household.3 to this ·1·n'lun.~'I" (1989: 219) asserts, "[i]t is clear the amount of 
I See Johnson (2001: who argues that v. 4 is less about future salvation and more about the "sociological 
referent" to the people of God in the time. 
2 Gritz (1991: 124) believes that the instruction for men to pray in v. 8, also applies to women. 
3 Biblical scholars are divided in their interpretations of vv. 9-15. Some maintain that vv. 9-15 relates only to public 
worship with the main of the discourse being the behaviour ofthe sexes at worship 1992: 191-
Kelly, 1983: 65; 1996: 132-141). Other scholars that vv. 9-15 women in 
gt:Illt:Hlll, whether in the home or in public worship and 1977: 44-49; 1982: 70-71; 
Hollmes, 2000: 95). It is my view that vv. 9-15 should be as an instruction for women general), 
particu:larl.y directed to women and their role in the public arena church meeting, but also their role 
the household. This notion will be clarified further in the sub-section of this chapter dealing 
texture. 
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to instructing the women the more pressing issue was 
rellitio'll to teaching and women, particularly 
misappropriating it), "'rttt ... " 
propriety and 
over men (or 
What fo Hows in 
Robbins (1996b: 7) mentions 
worshlD assembly.',4 
crulptc~r is an analysis of texture of I Timothy ..... v·· LJ. 
The inner texture a text resides in features in the the text itself, like repetition 
words and use of dialogue between two persons to cOInmlunicate the information. In other words, 
inner texture is texture of the medium 
in verbal texture-the texture 
Inner textur,e, tiler1eiolre, occurs and concerns 
written texts, the inner texture 
langwlge itself. 
with the area of communication be1:wc:~n the 
implied author, narrator and characters in a text. At this stage of analysis, im'es1:igsltio'll IS 
text betwetm word-phrase and narrational p'itte:rns with what happens inside 
geniera'te "argumentative and ae5ltlH~tIC patterrlS (Robins, 1996a: 29), thou~tlt is 
to real author as communicator or a.u<iieJ1Ce a~ recipients 
textual analysis is dir<~ctt:d at achieving an intimate un4derstand:ing of ''Words, word 
patterns, voices, structures, in the text, are context for meanings 
and that an intc~rp:ret~~r analyzes with the other (Robbins, 
1996b: 7).5 Commensurately, such an intimate text is the main 
reason for embarking upon an textual analysis of 1 Timothy By probing 
investigating the inner texture this rhetorical unit, I to unravel rhetorical clues, patterns 
and ideas that will ..................... a understanding the me:aniltlg(:s) and message(s) COfltailtled 
in this textual unit. Within textual analysis is, therefore, 
integral to my res:ealrch aim, which revolves around ex1:rac:tm.g a more adequate and holistic 
broader scope an 
exegetical 1 Timothy 2:8-15. Six texture have been proposed 
and namely: (1) repetitive; (2) (3) narrational; (4) ope:1linlg-
argumentative and (6) textures (1996a: 46; 7).6 
4 Also see Fee (1988: 10) who comes to a similar conclusion. 
s Robbins (1996c). 
6 In Robbins (1996a: 46) five types of inner texture are identified: repetitive-progressive, op€milllg-rniddle,-clclsing, 
narratiomll, argumentative, and sensory aesthetic. Robbins (1996b: 7) suggests that "relpetitivf~-progressiive" texture 
is two separate categories rather than a therefore, creating six and not of inner 
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pr()gr.ammaticldly applying these six subtextures to disc:ourse of1 Timothy 2:8-15, 
I aim to achieve the inner textual purposes, while ex1:rac:tm,g mtterc:mt'meaning 
and meaning effects' of this rhetonLcal unit. In so doing I to create a ftame:w()rk which to 
place 1 Timothy 2:8-15 that serve to provide a context within which to an~llv~~e this text 
further using the other socio-lrhe'toIilcal textures latter chapters. What below under 
each subtexture, therefore, is a 
rhetorical features of each sullJte:xtull'e. 
definition and clarification of some 
secon(ily, my application of each sut:rte}rtm~e with 
their respective main features, as apt' lied to 
fmdings. 
rhetorical unit of 1 Timothy includulg my 
(1) Repetiti've T4~xture 
Rejpetithre texture occurs when a word or phrase is re,(:lea1ted more than once a 
NumermlS occurrences of several dl\rerl"e "grammatical, syntactical, 
verbal, or topical phenomena" may result in repetItIve textme (l{()bbms. 1996b: 8). Among the 
reasons for this inner textual it initial insight into 
the general rhetorical movement of a text and helps create an initial pic:tmre or mental image from 
the discourse. It to important and that occur within the text 
(Robbins, 1996b: 
Robbins (1996b: 8) meJltiolns "[p ]atterns of repetition app1ear most cleluly the 
interpreter first marks somehow in the text itself: some 
kind of systematic diagram." follows below is my proposed repres1ent.:.tio,n of the 
repdl1we patterns that occur 1 'l'inlOttlY 2:8-15. I will be using the and 
International Version (NIV) of to demonstrate the repetition occurs in 
text. better illustrate the repetition found in 1 Timothy and to tacjllitate the reader 
identifying it, I will be using different together with bold 7 can seen 
texture. I have to follow the latter representation. Watson (2002:143) commenting on this argues that 
rather than five "seems prudent» 
7 This idea is and extended from (Robbins, 1996a: 46), were he comments on Tannehill's and 
discussion 6:37-38 and asserts that Tannehill's presentation lacks italics and bold print to the reader in 
identifying the results of his investigation. 
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(8) f3ouAO\lal oov lTpooEuxw8al Toue avapae EV lTaVTI TOlTCJ;) 
ElTalpoVTae ooloue XElpae xc.upk apyije Kat alaAOYIO\lOU. 
(9) WaauTc.uc [Kal] yuvalKae EV KaTaoTOAn KOOiJlCJ;) iJETa aloouc 
Ka:1 oc.u<PPc.xJ\JVlle KOOiJe'lV ecxuTcIc, Il~ EV IT A£YIlCXOl v KCX\ XPUOI cv ~ 
iJOPYCXPITC:W: ~ h.lOTIOiJ~ lToAUTEAE'I. (10) aAA' 0 lTPElTEI YUVaI~IV 
ElTaYYEAAO\lEVaie 8EooE~Elav, 01" epyc.uv ayo8wv. (11) yuv~ EV 
~ouXlq \lov8ovhc.u EV lTaOl] tllTOTaya' (12) OlaaoKElv Os YUVaiKI 
aUK ElTITpElTc.u ouaE au8evTEIv avapOc, aM' Eival EV ~uXlq. (13) 
'A6cXll yap lTPWTOC ElTAao811. eha Evg. (14) Kat 'A6cXll OUK ATTaT~811, 
n OE 'YliVU E~aTTaTIl8E'ioa EV lTOpa~aOEI yeyovEv' (15) Oc.ue~OETai OE 
Ola Tile TEKvoyovlae, Eav IlEIVc.uOlV EV lTlOTEI Kal ayalTl] Kat 
dYIaO\l~ \lETa oc.u4>lTOOUvllC· 
(8) I want men ever)\vhere to lift up holy hands in prayer, \vithout anger or disputing. (9) I also 
want women to dress modestly. with decency and propriety. not with braided hair or gold or 
pearls 01' expensive clothes (10) but with good deeds, appropriate for women who profess to 
worship God. (11) A woman should learn in quietness and filll submission. (12) I do not pennit 
a woman to teach or to have authority over a man: she must be silent. (13) For was 
formed first. then Eve [was fonned].~ (14) And • was not the one deceived: it was the 
woman who was deceived and became a sinner. (15) But women [Greek she] will be saved 
through childbearing, if they continne in faith. love and holiness with propriety [1 Timothy 2:8-
15 (NIV)].9 
With the use of the colour coded repetitive construction of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 depicted 
above, the main repetitive features occurring in the text may be noted as follows. Firstly, three 
plural references to the subject of''womet1~' occur in vv. 9~ 10 and 15.10 Secondly, two references 
to the topic of "propriety" occur in the discourse in vv. 9, 15. Thirdly, six negative references 
8 My parenthesis. 
9 My parenthesis. 
10 The third reference to women in the Greek text uses the nominative pronoun "they" which is contained in the verb 
'\IEIVWOIV" and is treated as a feminine pronoun on the basis of the context. A very important exegetical question 
beginning at v. 9 and that has important interpretive implications for the entire text, is, should the plural references 
to "women" in vv. 9, 10, 15 and the singular "woman" in vv. 11, 12, 14, 15 be interpreted as "women" in general or 
"wife?" My stance on this question as well as further delineation on this will be clarified in the section of this 
chapter dealing with argumentative texture. Until that section is dealt with, however, I will simply view this 
reference as referring to "women" in general as opposed to "wives" without any further discussion as to my reasons 
for this stance. 
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occur in vv. Fifthly, singular retere:l'lCC~S to the word "woman" or prc~1101uns with 
"woman" as antecedent occur in vv. II, 14, 15.11 references to topic of 
"quietness~' occur in vv. II and Two refi~rel1lCes to the chara.cter in vvJ3 and 14, 
and two parallel retere:ncc;!s to the chelfa(~ter "Eve,~' exttllCltly mentioned in v. 13 and implied in v. 
14.12 The last reference to the topic of «deception," in v. 
Previously it 1::>een mentioned, that the repetitive texture a rhetorical unit often 
signals attention to important and topics 
characters observed from the repetitive texture are Adam 
the discourse. The only two 
(vv. 13, 14). The main sUb.lect 
identified the repdi1lve texture is that woman/women and is ment14one:d throughout 
9, 10, 11, 14, IS). topics are hi~:hli.gbted by repetitive texture. 
Firstly, "propriet)r" (vv. 1 which a rhetorical indusio around the discourse relating to 
the subject 
topic 
woman/women brackets instructions to them. 13 Secondly, 
""ql1ie1:ne:ss" is emphasised by the prepositional phrase nOUXI<;l in vv. 11, 12, and also 
forms an inc/usio, which .... 1.,,,,,,,,, direct emphasis upon the COlmDlaI1ld given to women in these 
verses. Also n01:tce:ablle at the beg;inning 11 is lack a conjunction (as:ynde10n), which 
also serves to emphasise the contents of v. 11. Eriksson (1998:91) confirms notion and 
incluslrO and instead of seeing such repetition as me:rely redundant, 14 
figure "for the purpose of Such repetition is however a well-known 
amplification." Rhetorica Ad Herennium "The reiteration of the same word makes a 
imt)re/!lsi(1n upon the inflicts a major wound upon opposition-as weapon 
of the body" Her. 4.28.38).15 
third main topic to 1::>e highli~~te:d by texture text is "deception" 
(v. 14). In v. 14 two diHerent words deception apJ:lear in the Greek. "nm:nn8T1" 
II The two singular references to woman in the Greek text use the nominative pronoun "she" in vv. 12, 15 which is 
contained in the verbs Eivat and ocu8IloETal, and is treated as a feminine pronoun on the basis of the context. 
12 The repetitive reference to Eve has been underlined in the text as opposed to colour coded, primarily because this 
repetition is implied in the reference to woman in v. 14, and has already been colour coded. 
13 See Kennedy (1984: 34) for further clarification regarding an indusia. 
14 See Miller 73) who sees the phrase EV nOUXt~ simply as a redundancy with no particular SigJllificarlce. 
15 He also cites Quintilian's assertion as evidence against seeing repetition as redundancy, pleasure 
can an orator hope to produce, or what impression even of the most modest unless he knows to fix one 
point in the minds of the audience by repetition?" (Inst. Also see Mounce (2000: 117,119, 120), who 
also notes the indusia in vv. 11-12 and its purpose of emphasis or amplification of the topic of 
"quietness." 
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which is the text to 
"e~(Xrr(xTT]eela(X," which is 
to the fact 
text to 
LAUu.uJ. was not dec:eiv'ed. And secondly, 
was deceived. The to fact that 
difference these two however, is The latter two 
words is the form of the The author, chooses form 
word to describe happened to intensifying sense of her 
Another that can be Oh'~PT'111Prl the repetitive as intimated is the 
mentlcmirlg of occasions the reference, 
fun.cti(mirlg to prohibit women from certain actions. The first occurrence prohibits women from 
a certain manner and uses three nelgative references The fourth fifth 
neg:ati~je f(!tel~ences appear simultaneously to women from teru::hirlg (v. 
having authority over men (v. sixth reference seems to be 
facilitating a statement Adam (as male), from culpability 
act In the text it appears as, "Also, Adam was not .. " (v. 14). 
(2) Progressive Texture 
Prc)grl:;lSs.lve Texture rp<;:lr1f~<:: sequences of and phrases throughout a text and 
appears through repetitiion. Repetition itself may be COltlstlrue:d as a type progression, a 
occurrences of 
from the occurrence of a word or phrase dlSlCOUlfse to other 
Attention to prc.grC;:SSllon within word or phrase throughout the dlS4::OUrse. 
repetition, however, adds more dimensions to the and may lead to basic 
observations. Firstly, it may lead to about texture in the span of a 
text. Secondly. it that possibly will lead to 
the text, and thirdly, it may 
(Robbil1IS, 1996b: 10). 
sequences of sul,urtits within a rhetorllcal unit 
Kolt>bulS (1996a: 48) states that at of socio-rhetorical investigation, the 
intc~rpret(~r allocates merely lexical signit1icaltlce to the words the text. The reason 
that concern here is exploration process 
structured movement that produces meaning process I UUf,,,,' 49). 
In vv. 9 and 14 two re1ierenc(!s of repetitive contrasts occur use of the contrastive 
conjunction " This contrastive conjunction can understood as ''plrog:resishre texture" 
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it moves argument of the discourse forward a statement: "not that 
this." the fIrst it as, "not with braided hair or gold or pearls or eX]:erunve 
"'.v~u"'..,. but with good appropriate women who profess to worship (vv. 9-10). 
Thus serving to equate and simplicity in appearance and dress. In the instance, it 
involves a contrasting statement defends (the representative men); by mCllC(ltlfLg 
unlike who was not 
becoming first transgressor, the 
Eve (the representative women) was deceived 
to overstep the boundary of propriety (v. 14).16 It 
appears, therefore, that not only are woman/women the main subject of the discourse in vv. 8-15, 
they also the ' .. u",vv'w. forward in regard. 17 
Another important progression occurs in v. 1 with an lml:me:Q repetition. namely, 
formed]. expression "Adam was formed 
important to progression because 
formed] is quite 
"flrst-then" v. 13 ...... ,.n'14"1 ... '" a rationale (indicated by 
the subordination of women to men.1S When it comes to trans~1e~;si(]1ll v. 
14, Eve though it not mention that Adam soon followed. 
A further progression is observable in the use of repeated found in 1 Timothy 2:8-
15. The mentioned is "acuq,poouvTJC" ("propriety") in v. 9 is repeated v. 
15. second is mentioned in the prepositional pID'ase "sv ~auXI~" ("in quietness") 
occurring v. 11 and is m v. 19 Then of "rpTtlTT18TJ" 
("deception"), which is reJ:lealted in the same verse as "S~tl1TtlTTJ8slatl" 
(2:14). From this Dr()lzr~esslon a noticeable movement occurs from mentioning first 
topic, describing outward propriety to the describing 
women. third, which deals with topic of deception. back to same topic 
started namely, propriety, but time reference to an inward clUJlIac:ter or 
disposition of propriety v. 1 
16 Johnson (2001: 202) confinns the latter assertion when he demonstrates that noun "TTapa~ciasl" 
means "crossing of boundaries" and is often used metaphorically in ancient writings to mean "stCDDUUZ 
(Plutarch, Advice About Well 1 [Mor. and laws (Philo, On Dreams 2: Rom 
3: 19)." 
17 The progression from plural women in vv. 9-10, to woman in vv. 11, 12, 14 and 15 is intp .. pdin 
deserves further attention. For now it win be pointed but we will return to this to 
clarifY it later on in this chapter under the section argumentative texture. 
18 Many commentators interpret this precedence in time, as precedence in status or rank and take it to be suggestive 
of Adam's superiority and domination over Eve This, therefore, implies Eve (women) to be 
inferior, and subordinate (Gritz, 1991: 137). 
19 The NIV translates this prepositional phrase as "be silent" in v. 12. 
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Thus the pro'gressi'/e texture of 1 Timothy 5 reveals a seqlue:nce of stages of 
rel)etJltl'll'e contrasts with the use of the contrastive conjunction "but," mam 
subject of woman/women, main topics. Firstly, the dlSICOUlI'se moves instruction 
to women desirable dress and which is followed by two 
supplementary sta1ternlents, a statement from the contrary second, an assertion depicting 
Paul's perception of what is "hf1"no to women" (vv. 9-10). Secondly, the discourse 
moves to depicting role in education, presumably within the 
(v. 11), which is followed by a statement implied regarding his cm,tOlnaIY plrac11ce 
that women from instructing or in authority over a manlher husband (v. 20 
Hereafter are two statements (vv. 13-14) provides a rationale for vv. 11-12. 
statement asserts Adam's chronological pri4ori1:y in creation and the second statement exculpates 
Adam responsibility for being de<~eh'ed with regard to first sin asserting instead that 
Eve was one who was deceived and bec:arrle a sinner 14b). The 
places men in a p05liticm superiority Vl'1_l'I_Vl'1 women. Thirdly, the discourse moves to an 
instruction depicting promise of for women under certain restricted conditions 
(good works, i.e., childbearing) and finally to inward women (v. 
(3) Narrational Te,dmre 
Narrational texture exists un,,,,,,,,,,, that activalte a text. This may the 
a naJrraltor, characters urhn"l» actions are delPlcted by narrator or 
or texts. Narrational texture often produces narrational patterns that propel the 
discourse forward. These may occur in different and often signpc)sts of this occur from the 
alternation between narration and attributed spe:ecJh, and SOInetimc~s the frequent occurrence 
of speech. narrational pattenlS allow inte:rprieter a ofthe 
units contained the discourse (Robbins, I 996b: 15). The spe:citic type of implemented 
in 1 Timothy 2:8-15 is argumentative dlS4c:ourse intended to corltlfl[)1 the audience in beliefs that 
they pos:sibly already held discourse is confirmatory it is epideictic character) 
20 A very issue has to be noted at v. 12, and has important interpretive im~'lic~ltiolils for the 
entire text of 1 Timothy 2:8-15. The issue revolves around whether or not the reference to "ch,ljpioc" ("man") in v. 
12, refers to men in general (all men) or husbands (Le., the husbands of the wives to be quiet and 
submissive). My stance to this important issue, as well as further clarification on this will be clarified in 
the section of this chapter dealing with texture. For now, it is apposite to be 
higltlil~htl~d as an important issue that cannot overlooked. 
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the use of certain instructions given to Timothy, to instruct/enforce in the church at Ephesus, by 
Paul. 
As I have shown in the previous chapter, the implied narrative of I Timothy displays a 
great deal of concern regarding proper order in the running of the church as a divine household. 
It has also been asserted that this letter concerns the issue of doctrinal orthodoxy and proper 
practice within the church and therefore it is permeated with instructions of various kinds 
pertaining to the life of the church. Among these instructions is the discourse of 1 Timothy 2:8-
15, which contains two personal directives/wishes (vv. 8, 9) based on the verb in v. 8 
("~OUAOiJaI"), while v. 11 gives an actual instruction regarding women as the imperative 
"iJO:V8O:VETCu" shows. It does not appear from the cadre of the discourse occurring in this text 
that a narrative or implied narrative may be found within this rhetorical unit. The passage is 
more like an argument for women's subordination with a Scriptural rationale. The only narrative 
alluded to in this text is that of the Genesis creation narrative used by the author to validate his 
prohibitions and instructions for women in vv. 11-12. The use ofthe Genesis creation narrative 
as a Scriptural rationale plays a pertinent role in understanding the rhetoric of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 
and will be mentioned again in the next sub-section of this chapter as well as clarified, under the 
heading of intertexture, in the next chapter of this thesis. 
(4) Opening-middle-closing texture 
As defmed by Robbins (l996b: 19) the opening, middle, and closing of a unit of 
discourse is formed by the interplay of repetition, progression, and narration of a text. And, may 
be located at the beginning, middle, and ending of a unit of discourse. The main function for this 
texture is to detect the persuasive result and purpose of the various parts of a rhetorical unit and 
also to determine how they operate together in regard to the entire text (1996a: 50-51). 
The opening of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 is parallel in form to the opening of the previous unit, 
2: 1-7, and in fact the "ouv" in v. 8 may in fact be intended to indicate that Paul is returning to the 
initial theme of 2:1-7, namely, prayer, after the interruption of 2:5-7. Paul's statement about 
proper dress for women in vv. 9-10 has no main verb and relies on the main verb of v. 
8, "~OUAOiJO:I." I propose, therefore, that vv. 8-10 serve as the rhetorical opening to the unit and 
v.l5 the closing since a new topic is raised in 3:1. Robbins (l996a: 51), speaking about the 
opening-middle-closing texture of Luke 6, mentions that the repetition of a certain pattern in that 
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text strong outer frame for unit." repetition 
15, forms a solid """,'It", ...... "" ... "'" around the dlSICOUlfse 
of propriety 
women 1 
5 and seems to form an inc/usio as I indicated earlier. 
It seems probable, ke€::pil1lg 
vv. 11-12 and vv. 13-14 dealing 
suggested three phase pr()gfleSSlOn aUllded to 
the topics of silencing Of\VOlltlen and dec:ept.ion 
respec:bvely. be construed as the uu'"' .... ~'" of this rhetorical unit. Also is how vv. 13-14 
naturally from vv. 1 reason this is that vv. 13-14 state for the 
instruction given in vv.l 21 Anotber n()tic'eable aspect occ:urring middle of this 
rhetorical unit and alluded to is use of asyndeton, to stress on the 
importance ofthe command v. 11. the assertions made ""11 .. ,"""'- it evident that the 
opening (vv. 8-10), (vv. 11-14) and closing (v. 
systematically co-deJ)enderltly with each other; unfolding 
unit operate 
other to 
create the argument presented by Paul in the discourse of 1 5. 
(5) Argumentative ' ...... * ........ 
I nrp'vll'mc;;llv indicated, 1 Timothy 2:8-15 is not a narrative discourse. Rather, it 
takes the form an argument. What follows is an in'\i'es1:ig13ltionofthe argumentative texture 
this unit an attempt to obtain greater clarity nature of the author's argument and 
This investigation structure uncovered 
sut)te>crw'e urn"",-", I examined the opening-middle-closing texture. Scholars 
a argumentative texture, often re\reals the social and cultural prc:supp<)siltim18 as 
as networks of reasoning inherent a text which depict both the cultural u~u."' ... 
contribution Mediterranean society and cuJltw:e 
Watson 2002: 143; 481). As I explore this texture of 1 TinlOttlV 
I will look to discover reflect the social and cultural presuppositions 
networks of reasoning argumentative texture of this text that may inform my 
analysis in subsequent and cultural texture texture). 
Argumentative texture, as delpiclted by SRC, refers to realSOlning ""IT'1t"l,l,...'JM within a 
text to persuade its reader(s) (audience) about certain actions and cmlcillSl()flS to provide 
21 Also see (Robbins, 1996a: where he asserts with reference to Luke 6:37-38, that the word "for" provides the 
rationale for everything stated in that text. 
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the reasons events occur as they do in a text. Some of the reasoning may classified as 
logical or syllogistic and qualitative 1996a: 1996b: key 
rhetorical found in both 'types' of re~LsomIllg is the use enthymemic argumentation. 
my investigation of the argumentati,re texture 1 Timothy &...,.;,- A .J. I will be focusing mainly 
on this rhetorical teat:ure to inte~rprlet the argumentative texture of this text. Aristotle descril:>ed 
importance of enthymemes mentioned that, "arguments del:>eIlld on exallllJl~les are 
not calculated to persuade, but those which upon enlthyme:mt~s meet with grt:at<~r 
anrlrmral" (Rhet. 1 10, cited in Ulbrtctlt, Bloomquist (20()2a: 85) has 
rhetorical de'\i'lce in the New Testament." entJIlYIlrlerrle to be 
'estament scholars is an evident uncertainty about the definition 
the 
enthvlmeme and many propositions have suggested to (Debanne 482-485; n.J."lU;:), 
2002: Eriksson, -"",'._. 245-246; Rol)bmlS, 2004: 23 Robbins (l996a; 1996b) 
mOid1l1ed Aristotle's hypothesis of enthymeme with 
and Richard Lalmgan, in order to fac:ilitate a 
enthymeme texts. enthymeme 
described as, an assertion(s) supported by an or ratlorutle(s) (Robbins, 
1998: 191; 32).24 is seen by Debanne 487) as one best broad 
based rules amongst modem New scholarship, which may as a "net 
to identify various specimens of in a text." He tuIth~~r Illentions, " 
the various sanrlph~s of enthyrnernes found text to intc)rm us of the 
diversity of POssllble logical or nOlrl-i()gl,cal argumentative connections that can exist between 
statement and 2002:487). Also, what such an understanding of 
that an inte:rpr1eter may inv'estigate enthymemes any text 
-- LvlS ....... /syllogistic the audience by using proof supported 
through opposit1eti and and also liS Tltis of re8S:0ttilllg 118Pl[)ellS in 
situations \\'here narrators allocate a certain or action to people text. QUluitative 
rea;soning on the other hand. ""hen quality of and the audience to 
accept the depiction as accurate authentic. This is often tbe case when assertions and are \'alidated 
quotations ancient [an of which is the Bible or the (Robbins. 199&1: 
59: 1996b: 21. 29). For in chreia. see RobbittS 1-23): Neil (1986: 
~, Krous 95-111) cl18rocteristics the enthymeme as Il rhetorical feature 
the:fust B.C.E and 
~4 For a of how RoltIDiltS (1996a: 199Gb) bas modified Aristotle's hypothesis the entliYl1t1eUle see 
Eriksson (2002a: 246). 
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not merely be limited to rational argumentation 
246),zs 
been mentioned, 
488; Eriksson, ........ '", ... "". 
the way the 
enthymeme is done, the conclusion is now called the "Result," the evidence is classified as 
" and argl11mfmtative link has termed "Rule" (Eriksson, 2002a: 246). Robbins 
(1996a: 59) asserts an enthymeme may identified as a statement SUt)Pc.rte~<l by a rationale 
introduced the "for," lAi\,au,~," "since," or an 
(2002a: however, has shown that an enthymeme is not represented way and 
that these hypotactic particles or "syntactic markers" (Debanne, 497) may be 
but not always, 26 Anotller observation made scholars is that an or 
conclusion (result) an enthymeme often comes prior to a rationale. hrtlcsscm (2002a: 248), 
however, demonstrates that this is not always case. 
Before exploring argumentative texture of 1 2:8-15 usmg enthymemic 
analysis as posited by SRC, it is fundantental importance to note that 
will found text is held at least a majority audience to 
which this discourse was (Bloomquist,2002a: 158; 338).27 Erikssoncorroborates 
this likelihood and mentions that an enthymeme depends on the accepting 
premises" (2002a: importance to enthymemic analysis, particularly 
inductive rea.s01lUl:g, is the fact that modem may find the ~ ... a;;:IVIlLU'1<.. employed in an 
enthymeme to be problematic. however, is the problem with 1 ', ..... ,,...1'1'1,,, 2:8-15, we 
readers, find the reasoning flawed because of the cultural distance between 
the reader(s).28 What analysis aims to however, is to look Paul's 
2S For an example and explication of how to using socio-rhetorical analysis, see Combrink 
(2003); Robbins (2002: Also see Debanne 492-503) an interpretation of Philippians 1 
enthymemic analysis. 
26 See Eriksson 247) and also Debanne (2002: 497) for a list of Greek hypotactic particles/syntactic markers 
that often reveal entltlVIrlemlC .... F., .. JU"l1.". 
27 In the case of I COflllU'e:l!atlOn serves as the ......... " .... "", as the text describes 
.c.PIICSIJS as the location for ministry (l 
It is my assumption that the letter, although addressed to the stated recipient (fimothy), because it a 
noticeable amount of time instructions for the church, it, therefore, has a audience in its 
purview. I agree, with Guthrie (1957: 1 as "semi-public." Calvin 
(1556: 13) asserts that ITimothy, "contains many which it would have been superfluous to " if the 
author had intended it to be for Timothy alone. Also see Fee (1988: 10) and Davies (1996: who this 
conclusion. 
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the cultural logic of the 
amlChrortistic reading of the text. 
(5.1) Argument (2:8-10) 
HaVInlf! c1.ariJtied the appropriate scope of nr!'lvpr 
corldUict appropriate prayer (v. 8), that men are to 
use "BOUAOllal" ("I desire") does not weaken the authOJrity 
an to an 
author now moves to the 
all people without anger. His 
reQue5lt, because this is not a 
re(Jluest that mayor may not be fo Howed, for it comes authoritative apostle, herald, and 
teacher, who has just fmished afftrming his v. 1983: 169; Mounce, 2000: 
106; Johnson, 2001: 198). The "otJv" (''then'') of v. 8 is a hypotactic n!'lrlit" II" indicating a result 
or conclusion. Since the subject and the 
Cla'use "c::,oauTCuc," which serves to 
v. 9 corne from v. 8, the first part v. 9 is a 
v. 9 with v. 8. Miller (1997: 71) furI:her clarities 
that this rhetorical link should not unlder'st(J;od as somehow carrying over to women .. "".",,11 h,..,.n-
that has been asserted about men v. 8. It is possible, of course, that "woauTCAlC" <:!11'1r\nlv 
marks the transition it Haustafeln) between one group of "~,,rln(r" 
another (Miller, 1997: 71). it functioning here as a literary device that serves to 
together previously ind1ependent ml3.teliais (Johnson, 2001: 199)?9 
The unstated is based on v. 7 and is something 
apostles have Glvme authOJl1ty to ms·trulct and direct Christians." case is was appointed 
[by God] a herald and an apostle, and a teacher of the true faith to the (je]ntiles" (v. Thus the 
argument ofv. 9 is Paul's apostolic appointment to behaviour 
vv. 8 9a. The next statement in v. 9b seems to a statement contrary 
~Pl'Vlf110 to SUI)pll~mlent the preceding assertion by (and society in 
"'1JV"'U1 COIlSldlere~ appropriate for women.30 Contraries were COIlSiclerf:d to enthymemes 
Quiintillian (lni,titlJtto Oratoria, 5.10. 1-3, cited in did not 
mvol,re a sylloll:isrn, or as in vv. 7-9a, an incomplete syllogism. In this case a 
Paul means by appropriate and modest 
thus seen as an elaboration on v. 9a, that is, Paul eXptlaUls 
V. 9b with its contrast may 
is appropriate by indicating 
29 Also see Fee (1988: 70); Lea & Griffin 96); Giles (2000: who all note that vv. 9- to are still controlled 
by the "I want" ofv. 8. Other occurrences of this term may be found in I Timothy 3:8, 11; Titus 2:3, 6. 
30 This aspect will be clarified after the result, case, and rule construction. 
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is not appropriate. V. 10 then a contrast to v. 9b, thereby elaboratulg on v. 9a, by 
to dressing appropriately. The final v. 10 
F.n'vr,'lu NvnrHr.1U" relates to the Christian women are to dernorlStrate "by 
three rhetorical 
thus be depicted as 
means good " one _"'- __ .L.~ •• L. was childbearing (2:15).31 
cat(~golries developed by Rot)biIllS, ent.hYlnelDlc argument of vv. 8-10 
follows.32 
Result: Paul's 
specified vv. 
appointment gives to require the behaviour 
Contrastive elaboration: not with braided hair or or pearls or e}q:lerunve clothes, 
.... """" .... .." appropriate for women who oro tess to worship God. (vv. 9b-1O). but 
Case: was ap}:)()lIlLted [by God] a herald an apostle, and a teacher of the true to 
(v. 7). 
Unlexpressed Rule: "heralds and apc,stll~s authority to ins-truet 
Uhf-hin the first century epoch, it was a common topic within Je\vlsltl. C~hrjlstian, and 
rhetoricians and writelrs to compare unfavourably oUltwllfd ostentation 
women in the form e:lq:lerulive jewellery, clothing, and hairdos, to inward 
mOldes1ty "oVJq,poouvrl" 49; Miller, 1997: 71; Johnson 2001: 199).33 Paul's 
instruction against elaborate .halrde,s ostentatious clothing seems unexceptionable in 
relation to his cultural LUnL""Y. ImlVaJ'd propriety/modesty was in the fIrst century 
in many stereotypical ways as, being a good mother; a househo ld manager or 
homemaker; and by dresslllg semsibly and not with the surnptuolilS a:spe:cts mentioned in v. 9b, 
31 See last paragr;aph ofJ]lrog.res!dvetexture. 
J2 The structure I will the enthymeme is patterned after the structure used by Robbins (201)2a: 27-
65) and Eriksson 
33 Many scholars indicators ofv. 9, "braided hair or or or expensive clothes," int.· .. n .... t 
this verse to be an that at least some women in the community were relatively wealthy. Among 
many others see Dunn (2000: Lea & Griffin (1992: 96, Taylor (1993: 73); Hendriksen (1964: 107); Gritz 
(1991: 127); Johnson Oden (1989: 95). Contra Davies (1996: who asserts that "the of 
the kind of dress to avoided by women at in terms of 'gold and pearls and costly attire' (1 
Tim. 2.9) is a rhetorical exaggeration rather than an of the affluence of women in the community." 
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that could and would in that epoch easily be misconstrued as a sign of infidelity and 
licentiousness mostly attributed to courtesans (holpTJ) (Johnson, 2001: 204; Winter, 2003: 72; 
Mounce, 2000: 104, 109). Fee (1988: 71) mentions that for a married woman to dress in public 
in the way depicted in v. 9b was synonymous to marital unfaithfulness.34 Holmes (2000: 69) 
attempting to clarify any over emphasis on the aspect of sensuality asserts, "The vagaries of 
lTAEYllocn.v should not be over-interpreted in this context. Even if the hairstyle characteristic of 
the courtesan is in view (and this is unclear) the emphasis would appear to be more on its 
expense and ostentation than its sensuality.,,35 
According to Johnson (2001: 200) and Winter (2003: 64, 73) aw<ppoauvTJ (vv. 9, 15) 
translated as propriety or discretion was regarded as one of the cardinal moral virtues for women 
in first century Greco-Roman society.36 Winter (2003: 64, 73) and Pomeroy (1999: 48) further 
demonstrate the importance of aW<ppoauvTJ within the first century by demonstrating that it is 
mentioned more often than any other virtue on women's gravestones. According to Phintys this 
virtue was, "the greatest female virtue, since it enabled her to love and honour her husband" 
(Winter, 2003: 73).37 
Two ancient texts analogous to the discourse in v. 9 demonstrate that within the first 
century CE, it was considered a normative cultural motif common among philosophers and 
rhetoricians alike to contrast the outward adornment of women to that of their inward modesty, 
and thus provides logical cultural validation for the enthymemic argument asserted above.38 This 
may be seen as follows: 
There is nothing that a woman will not permit herself to do, nothing that she deems shameful, 
when she encircles her neck with green emeralds and fastens huge pearls to her elongated ears ... 
34 Also see, e.g., Sentences of Sextus 5]3: "A wife who likes adornment is not faithful" [cited from Fee, (] 988:7])]. 
35 Cf., however, Winter's (2003: 98-] 08) cogent study where he argues that the author may have in view in vv. 9-11 
the group of women he terms the "new women" who often indulged in sexual infidelity and effusively adorned 
themselves in the artifacts inveighed against in vv. 9-11. It should be further clarified, however, that the author is 
not giving a blanket prohibition upon women adorning or beautifying themselves, rather his argument is against the 
intemperance of such adornment. 
36 For further discussion of this phenomenon see Dunn (2000: 801); Mounce (2000: 114); Verner (1983: 168). 
Mounce (2000: 114) mentions that aw¢poouvTJ "is a Hellenistic word, frequent in Philo and stoicism, and is one of 
Plato's four cardinal virtues." 
37 Also see Winter (2003: 63, 64, 67) for further references to propriety/discretion and its importance in Greco-
Roman society. 
38 This aspect (i.e., normative cultural motif), not only in v. 9, but rather throughout vv. 8-] 5, will be further 
clarified and investigated in the next chapter of this thesis under social and cultural intertexture. 
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So important is the busine!;;s of boolutificsLtioln; so numerous are the tiers and storeys piled one 
upon another on her head! (Ju'venal 6, in 76). 
[The holy woman] must not wear ornamient, nor put on rouge, nor white paint, nor 
wreath, nor her hair; nor on mV<l.f.,.."v irlScriptiorlS of Andania]. Cited 
in 1997: 71).39 
v prnpl' (1983: 168) has commented that although cornpanS()fl lJc~tween outward and 
imvard adOlrnrlneIlt in women is a common Hellenistic to a 
Christian worshio st:~ttrrlg is not a standard feature of the tapos. throughout 
1 TinlOttlY 2:8·15, it appears that Paul co-opts normaltive cultural motifs from 
"se<~ular77 ureco-ttoDIlail society of the day and trarlSIXlses in difl:ereint for the 
Christian COltnnlUDlity at Epl1eSllS as an expected and legitimate Christian norm. 
uses SClrip1tur,a1 texts as authentication of those cultural mCltii:s, such as vv. which will be 
on other occasions he transforms or rec:ofi1textuaJis(~s a standard clarified in the next chaLpte:r. 
cultural tapas and 
divine validity 
CbJristianise:s' it, by it into a primarily Christian context 
vv. 9-10. This aspect too, will 
the next chapter of this 
(5.2) Middle AIl~umleDt 
claiming 
Before embarking an enthYlnelDlc analysis of this part of the text, a crucial 
much debated exegetical to my position regarding 
The question revolves around wtletltler or not word "yuvn" (vv. 11, 14) 
mean "woman" or "wife" and ··...."n .... " or hUSlbwtld" respectively. Scholars 
a coltlSilder'abJle amount of time trying to l'1!:I1·1tv 
Tes:tarrient commentaries (Karris, 1979: 66; Wtthermjgton, 
and this is evident in most New 
Winter, 2003: 97-122).40 
39 For other extant examples demonstrating the commonplace cultural motif of outward vs. inward modesty see 
Helvialn, 16.3-5; Diodorus, XII.21.l; Juvenal, 6.458-59 & Plutarch, Advice, 12, 17,26, 
1 Enoch Testament of Reuben 5:1-5; Perictione Ttl HI!h:in 16:3-4; Sentences o/Sextus 
II. 736.22ff: Epictettls. EllcileiridtOfl 40: [taken from Winter (2003: 98, 
PfunMI',\" 6.7.9. 10): Fee (1988: 
40 For discussion and a demonstration of the considerable amount by scholars in an effort to 
clarifY this issue see among others, Johnson (2001: 201); Mounce (2000: I I 120); Holmes (2000: 44, 75); 
Towner (1989: Fee (1988: 10,72); Giles (2000: 156); Dunn (2000: 800); Guthrie (1957: 73); Eriksson (1998: 
91-92); Lea & (1992: 94); (1983: 69). 
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adopted in this thesis is patteI'ltled what I believe is the emerging consensus in 
New Te:!rtaJmelnt scholarship, which asserts that vv. 11-12 refers to women men 
use of generic tenms 
some SCIIOtars maintain.41 
not solely to a wife/wives and husbamdlhuLsbiancis as 
Among the main reasons 
general are the following. (1) Wnnll1 
intC;!rpretlmg vv. 11-12 as ret,errmg to women and men in 
author instruct that only have to dress modestly 
anallog;y is the author 
imJ)licaticm allowing single 
''''v1i IUT'" is interpreted as 
(vv. 9-10), but exclude same cOinmancr! 
prohibiting only marne:d women teaching in v. 12, but 
woman to teach? (Mounce, 2000: 112; Towner, 1989: 
"wife" in v. 1 order to be contextually "avTlP" in v 8 should 
interpreted as "husband" not "men." This would, howe:ver. in the same dilemma as 
above. Should 
(Mounce,2000: 1 
pronoun oeflore 
11, 12 (or vv. 
10; 
alluded to v. 
marrie:d men alone pray without anger and disputing, but not the single men? 
HO,llneS, 2000: 75). (3) The absence 
v. 12 and "yuvn" vv. 1 
a defInite article or a possessive 
illumitlat(~S the suggestion that vv. 
understood as reterring to a husband/wife relationship 1988: 
192; Giles, 2000: 1 42 portion of the Genesis naITative 
Gen 2.7-8, and 21-23 ... view as 'man' and 'woman' as 
in other pa!,sal;;es which discuss marriage and to draw upon Gen 
41 For supporting the notion that vv. 11-12 should be interpreted as referring to women and men in 
gC:I.IC;UIl, see among many others: Eriksson (1998: Lea & Griffin (1992: 94); Johnson (2001: Holmes 
Towner (1989: 212); Fee (1988: 10, Witherington (1992: 192); Giles (2000: For 
argumcents SU~lpO]rtinlg the notion that vv. 11-12 be interpreted as referring to a wife/wives and a 
hus:banldlhusbandls, see Dunn (2000: 800); Winter Karris (1979: 66); Guthrie Gritz 
Guthrie (1957: does mention, that it would not be "so relevant" to have such a distinction 
betweim husband and wife than the more men and women, if "church meetings are in view." The 
discourse of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 does indeed have church or worship primarily in its purview, and 
thus it would seem irrelevant to restrict the instructions in vv. 1 to that ofwife/wives and husbandlhusband's as 
OPI'OSi:d to the more genera1 women and men. The reasons for some scholars that the references 
in vv. 11-12 imply a marita1 allusion to Adam and Eve and in vv. 13-
(2) The fact that the woman in v. 15 since she has children. This is the more natural 
reading ofvv. 11-12, since most first women were married. (4) A exists between vv. ] 1-12 
and 1 Pet 3:1-7, a wife relationship. According to Mounce 1 1 ]20) and 
Gaebelein (1978: 361), the called for in vv. 11-12 is to, neither married women to their 
husbands, nor all women to all men in the Ephesian congregation, but refers to women's submission and 
obedience to a group of church leadership, 
4~ Mowlce (2000: affirms this notion asserting. "when Paul uses Y1JV~ and there are indications in the 
conte:\.1 nbe is and "'married:' in Rom 7:2: "0\\11. in 1 Cor but here (and in 
I Cor 1 suggesting tbat Paul" s are general. directed to women 
and men." Griffin (1992: 94). wlto make 8 sinillar point pertaining to the 
references to women and men in \"'\\ 8-9. 
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1; Matt Mark 10.6-7; cf. 1 Pet the:retiore it is more likely that 
women men gellerlal are in view in vv. 1 (Towner, 1989: 
v. 11 the author first instructs women 
appropriate behaviour and attitude to Chlristian learning. 
geller,al rc.:~gmuiI1lg what constitutes the 
consensus of scholars have 
is repeatc.::d in v. 12, should be construed as 
emprulSls here is not implying a Cer1tain 
demonstrated that the word "quietly" in v. 11, 
a pmtiicularr virtue or demeanour, thus, asserting 
state sIlence and less so, absolute sllt:nc.e, but 
learlning (Oden, 1989: 96; Witherington, 
should be seen as a particular attlltudle to 
1991: 129). Mounce , .... vvv. 1 
affrrms the reputed consensus view and "[t]otal silence is not required 
context or by the parallel with 'submissiveness,' or oloaaKslv, 'to 
transllation "silence" is adopted, context limits this silence to the of teaChing." 
Neither the meaning 
silent. 
nor vv 1 therefore, imply that women were to totally 
V. 11 is elat)Onltea a person.a1 prohibition made by Paul in v. 
women from teaChing, pre:sultnalbly public church and once 
!:lPI"VII'IICt to prohibit 
emlPhru,islIlg that 
they display the attitude or derneaJIOllf silence in v. 12b. is tbllo~'ed a rationale in vv. 
pm1ic
'
ularly the creation 13-14, which serves to buttff~SS.43 using Scripture as authentication, 
narrative in 2 and 3, to support the instructions 44 The second 
of (v. 14) tendentiously places the blame squarely on 
(the women's) shoulders, thereby (the representative of 
men) responsibility in the matter. In this sub unit therefore, a visible hypotactic 
or marker can be observed which, as stated is a possible signpost of an 
occurs at v. 13 ("yap") serving to and validate the assertions ofvv. 11-
enthyrnernlc argument may be demonstrated as tolllows: 
Kesullt: "Let a woman learn quietly in cOlnpllete submission. 
43 See Eriksson (2002a: 247,250); Debanne 131-132) for further prooffor int~~retiJ!lg 
vv. 13-14 as a rationale for vv. 11-12 as itas illustrative. According to 
136), the conjunction in v. 13 serves a both reason and illustration for vv. 11-12. Holmes 
(2000: 249), on the other hand, interprets the word in v. 13 as neither introducing the reasons nor 
illustration of, the instruction in vv. 1 but that it should be construed as "untranslated" or 
redundant, due to it being part of a Jewish oral tradition that is being cited. According to the "trtllstw'orttlY 
saying" of 1 Timothy 3: 1 a is backward to 1 Timothy 2: 13-15 and thus yap (for), is best left untranslated. 
44 This point will be further discussed in next chapter under oral scribal intertexture and the 
subtexture of recontextuaHsation. 
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Elaboration: I do not entrust teachlmg to a woman, nor authority over a man 
Case: For was made 
woman, once was deceived, fell 
was not deceived, Also, 
transgression" (1 Tiln01thy 1-14), 
[Unexpressed Women are intieric)rto men and must act appropriately. 
It has Ull.r1plv demonstrated behind the ln~·t1"11,,,tjrln in vv. 1 
is to 
was of a mundane century cultural 
91_94).45 And 
where even the state sought to subordinate 
women to men (Winter, 
cirlCUlnvlent or jettison such 
most men (Johnson, 1996: 
effort on the women to try and 
cultural assumptions and strictures were ve]ttennerltly resisted by 
: 207).46 For women to teach men in public setting of 
church wOlrship, would, theret()fe, construed as tantamount to the contravention of the 
fuIlciamt:mtlll patriarchal order that is, "males/public" and "women/private" (Malina 
Neyrey, 177, 179; Balch, 1981: 52-53). Furthermore, such contravention would lead to 
the dis1par;agement of the church (Johnson, Eriksson (1998: 91-92) 
commenting on the traditional '-'YiLUi.:U of sul>ondinatiIJg and marginalising women, in his 
1 Corinthians J.-r.,.'J-JU. mentions that, "HIIl.i", reflec'ts the contemporary view investigation 
that wives VO],Cmlg opinions in would shame their husbands, but due to 
institution, 
application 
all women subject to a male authority, it is incorrect to 
regulation to married women." 
the 
Within some of Judaism women were not even allc)we:<i to speak in a SYlla~~og:ue 
service, nor were allowed to be edllcated 
on account of their gender 1991: "'V-",J.. 
even their testinlOl1lY 
Johnson, 1996: 
court was invalidated 
Evidence of this 
seen in an anc:::ielnt J<:~wi~;h text, y. Sot. 3. 3, which states, ble1tter to bum the 
to it to a woman" by Mounce, 2000: 119).47 Another anc:ient example dernorlstr;atirlg 
45 For further discussion pertaining to the normative of women in the first century epoch see Johnson 
(2001: 207); Ryrie (1968: 5-25); Miller (1997: 72); Verner 168, 170); Eriksson (1998: 89). 
46 Johnson (200 I: 207) cites Satires 6 as an ancient example of how men resisted any attempts by women to 
inveigh against the normative cultural strictures. 
47 Also see Johnson (2001: 207) who further mentions other ancient Jewish sources that validate the subordinate 
view of women and the fiat, within certain segments of Judaism, against women's education, i.e., Pirke Aboth 1.5; 
Aboth de Rabbi Nathan 2. 
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the cultural that epoch towards women may be seen a statement made by Musonius 
Rufus, reg~ar(led as one of the most philosophers He asserts: 
Women who associate with philosophers are bound to be arr()gaJ!1t for the most part and 
pre:surnptuOlls, in that aba,nd<)flirlg own households and turnitllg to the company of men they 
practic~e speeches, talk like sophists, and analyze syllogisms, ought to be at 
spinning (cited by 2003: 114).48 
argument about the chO.lce of a teacher (Ins!. 
pre:su~)poses "that the tea£hc~r is a marl, that the student is a and that he is to learn words 
famous men" (Eriksson, 98). Also 
de]lIlO!nstratc~s the general marginalization of women 
Special Laws III. 169-171 further 
ass(~rts, "[t]he women are best 
to the indoor life never strays from woman should not be a 
busybody, meddling with matters outside her household concerns, but should a of 
seclusion ... " .LI ... JL .... U., 1981: 53), The enthyrnernic argument as depicted above thus 
makes perfect sense within cultural logic century.
(5.3) Closing Argument (2:15) 
He1:ore em,bal'kirlg upon an investigation of the argumentative texture this part of the 
text, a crucial much debated exegetical fIrstly needs to my view 
this 
the 
aspect indica1ted. 
"OWe~OET(x I" ("she will 
centres arourld the urlexpected shift 
saved") to the plural, "eeXv llelVWOIV" ("if they 
continue") v. 15. Once again a u .... -i"'.'" 
scholars trying to solve this em,gmatlc 
opinions have 
(Johnson, 2001: 
ot1:ere~d by New Testament 
Mourlce, 2000: 143).49 From 
my the many explanations by scholars to explain shifts from plural to 
SinJ~Ulllf tenses reference to both men and women and man womarl, as well as 
present and future tenses throughout the discourse of 1 Timothy 
eXI)lallat:lon given by MOurlce (2000: 143) seems the most convincing. 50 The position MCturl(::e 
48 Also see Johnson (2001: 207) who comments on Musonius Rufus (Oration III: That Women Too Should Study 
Philosophy 10: 2-4, 11-14) and mentions that Musonius, the equal intellectual and moral of 
women and advocated their full education in philosophy" so as to them to better fulfil their domestic 
49 For further discussion ofthis seeTowner (1989: 221); Dunn Gaebelein, 1978: 
so For another lucid delineation of this issue see Lea & Griffin 
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(2000: 143) takes may be summarised as follows. First, Paul begins by addressing the men and 
women in Ephesus concerning how they are to pray (v 8) and dress (vv 9-10). Second, he states 
a general principle changing into the singular for woman and man (vv 11-12). In order to verifY 
this principle with Scripture, Paul shifts to talking about the singular Adam and Eve (vv 13-14). 
Finally, in order that his last assertion not be misconstrued, he shifts back to the present tense in 
making the required qualifications (v IS). This final shift, however, takes place in two steps. In 
the fITst part of the verse Paul is discussing the singular Eve, "OU)e~OETa!" ("she will be saved"). 
He is, however, discussing Eve not in isolation but as the representative of the Ephesian women. 
In the clause, "eo:v ~EIVu)OIV" (if they continue), Paul, therefore, moves to the plural in order to 
clarifY his assertion (Mounce, 2000: 143). 
Returning to my argumentative textual analysis then, v. 15 may, therefore, be understood 
as an implied instruction that depicts two different issues. Firstly, it depicts the manner of 
salvation for Eve, but also for women in general as Eve is, "the representative of the Ephesian 
women" (Mounce, 2000: 143), by stating, "Yet she will be saved through childbearing ... " (v. 
ISa). Secondly, it states the condition for women's salvation, which the text qualifies as, "if they 
remain in faith and love and holiness with self-control [propriety] ... " (2:ISb). Once again, 
there is a noticeable hypotactic or syntactic marker, in the form of "if:" which serves to indicate 
that salvation is conditioned on "abiding in faith, love, and holiness with propriety."Sl The 
enthymemic argument implicit in v. 15, may thus be presented as follows: 
Result: "Yet they will be saved through childbearing, 52 
51 See Eriksson (2002: 247), for a description of "if' as a hypotactic marker. 
52 This aspect ofv. 15 (i.e., childbearing) has troubled Biblical scholars for generations, and is worth noting here, as 
it has implications for my interpretation of this verse, which I will show shortly. Many divergent interpretations 
have been postulated and from the literature surveyed for this thesis, the ones listed below are the most noted by 
scholars. The following interpretations thus represent the basic interpretive purview using the historical critical 
methodology for interpreting v. 15: (1) women are saved by bearing children (Holmes, 2000: 245-245; Dunn, 2000: 
80, n. 56; Calvin, 1556: 71; Guthrie, 1957: 78; Lea & Griffin, 1992: 102); (2) women are saved through the midst of 
the pain suffered in childbearing (Mounce, 2000: 147; Davies, 1996: 84; Holmes, 2000: 245-245); (3) women are 
saved even though they must bear children (Calvin, 1556: 71; Guthrie, 1957: 78; Holmes, 2000: 245-246); (4) 
women are saved by working out their salvation in their roles as mothers (Holmes, 2000: 245-246); (5) women are 
kept safe during childbearing, that is, they are kept safe physically through the childbearing process (Holmes, 2000: 
245-246; Mounce, 2000: 144; Towner, 1989: 221; Guthrie, 1957: 77; Fee, 1988: 75; Lea & Griffin, 1992: 102; 
Winter, 2003: 110); (6) women are saved by 'The Childbearing', that is, the birth of Christ (Mounce, 2000: 145; 
Guthrie, 1957: 78; Fee, 1988: 74; Davies, 1996: 84; Holmes, 2000: 245-246; Lea & Griffin, 1992: 102; Giles, 2000: 
162; Baumert, 1996: 255; Kelly, 1983: 69; Hanson, 1982: 74); (7) women are saved from deception by their role of 
motherhood (Holmes, 2000: 245-246); (8) women are preserved from seizing authoritative roles such as the ones 
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Case: if they remain in faith and love and holiness with self-control [propriety] (I 
Timothy 2: 15). 
[Unexpressed Rule: In spite of being inferior to men, women can be saved under certain 
conditions (i.e., childbearing)]. 
Dunn (2000: 802) has noted that within the fIrst century, "childbearing was seen as 
woman's primary function, so that barrenness would be regarded typically as a cause of shame 
and rebuke (still reflected in the male tendency to blame failure to conceive on the wife)." 
Malina & Neyrey (1996: 178) too have argued that it was a great social shame for women to be 
barren in the frrst century and that the relief of such barrenness meant "social salvation and 
restoration of honour." Pomeroy (1999: 127) has also noted this same cultural motif and in 
commenting on Plutarch, "A Consolation to His Wife" precept 10, states that "[i]t was a 
commonplace of funerary epigram to lament a young girl's death partly because she had failed 
to achieve in life her gender's goals of marriage and having children.,,53 Not only was it 
regarded shameful for women to be barren and repugnant for a young girl to die without 
fulfilling her "gender's goals," but the state also enforced legislation that coerced women and 
men to have children or suffer the legal penalties and social vituperation that went with 
childlessness and disobedience (Winter, 2003: 53).54 This may further be illustrated by a 
statement made by Augustus in his address at a public forum, where he declares: 
I, now, have increased the penalties for the disobedient, in order that through fear of becoming 
liable to them you might be brought to your senses; and to the obedient I have offered more 
prohibited in vv. 11-12 (Lea & Griffin, 1992: 102; Holmes, 2000: 245-247); (9) women are saved in the 
eschatological sense by accepting the role of motherhood (Lea & Griffin, 1992: 102); (l0) women are saved even 
though they give birth (and, by implication, are sexually active). This view is postulated by scholars who see the 
false teachers in Ephesus to be comprised of a proto- Gnosticising group (Holmes, 2000: 245-247; Taylor, 1993: 74; 
Kroeger & Kroeger, 1994: 117-125, 127-177; Gritz, 1991: 143; Witherington, 1992: 192; Karris, 1979: 68); (11) 
Childbearing as an allegorical metaphor, that is, women are saved by continuing in the virtues of faith, love, holiness 
with propriety (Waters, 2004: 703-735); (12) Childbearing, referring to the duties of Christian motherhood, that is, 
women are saved by being good Christian mothers (Hendriksen, 1964: 111-113; Mounce, 2000: 144; King,1957: 
54); (14) psychological salvation, that is, women's "sense of worth and well-being" is saved/redeemed (Mounce, 
2000: 144). 
53 Also see Ryrie (1968: 2) as he further supports the notion of seeing childbearing as the archetypal representation of 
a modest or typical Greco-Roman wife (and also what all women were to aspire to), when he cites a statement from 
Demosthenes, namely, "Hetairai we keep for the sake of pleasure, concubines for the ordinary requirements of the 
body, wives to bear us legitimate children and to be faithful guardians of our households." 
54 See Winter (2003: 39-58) for further delineation on this subject. 
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numerous and greater prizes than are given for any other display of excellence, in order that for 
this reason, if for no other, you might be persuaded to marry and have children (Dio Cassius, 
56.6.6 cited in Winter, 2003: 53). 
Thus within the fIrst century milieu childbearing was perceived as the archetypal representation 
of a modest and virtuous Greco-Roman wife and also represented what all women were to aspire 
to. It has also been demonstrated that both culturally and legislatively an attempt was made to 
restrict women to the domestic sphere of life. 
Lea & Griffm (1992: 102) have convincingly argued that the author used the word 
"TEKVOYOVlexC." ("childbearing~') in v. 15, as a synecdoche to describe women's role in society as 
a whole. 55 They, therefore, see PauPs words in v. 15, as "a reminder that a woman's deepest 
satisfaction comes from her accomplishment in a Christian home. Paul was teaching that women 
prove the reality of their salvation when they become model wives and mothers whose good 
deeds include marriage and raising children."s6 
By his adoption of normative Greco-Roman cultural practices and values, it seems, 
therefore, that Paul was totally enculturated within the dominant cultural environment in which 
he lived. As a result he adopted a normative Greco-Roman cultural motif, that is, the 
implementation of the perception of mothers as baby making machines and domestic managers 
of the homelhousehold, and baptized it and tried to make it normative for the household of God 
in Ephesus. This will be confIrmed further by the implicit dyadic personality inherent within the 
discourse of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 and also the subcultural rhetoric that protrudes from the text, 
which will be discussed in the next chapter. 
This kind of adoption of normative cultural motifs and traditions and co-opting it into a 
new context is what Robbins (l996b: 58-59) terms reference and allusion. According to Robbins 
(l996b: 58) "[a] reference is a word or phrase that points to a personage or tradition known to 
people on the basis of tradition." And, an "allusion is a statement that presupposes a tradition 
that exists in textual form, but the text being interpreted is not attempting to 'recite' the text.,,57 
Both aspects, reference and allusion, are embedded in v. 15 and serve to reassert normative 
S5 CL Towner (1989: 212). 
56 The fact that childbearing was a good deed instructed for by the author has already been mentioned earlier. Also 
see Winter (2003: 109-110). Although he comes to a different interpretive conclusion (see winter, 2003: 110-112), 
he also believes that "childbearing" in v. 15 refers to the actual pregnancy of women. 
57 Emphasis his. 
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Grc~co-R()IIl2tn household code tradition. Gr€~CO-Rc'nultn cultural motifs, typical 
motherhood, which was a highly honoured Greco-Roman society, and the soc:iet.aI 
come with this role is not the only requisite laid down by the Paul !Ul.UICl, 
women should continue in faith, love, and holiness with propriety. Here too, the author a 
normative Grleccl-R.orrtan socio-cultural motif, n~nmpllv .... 1I"i,"1I"ii"U given to 
ocu$poouvn 
other highly valued 
women, and transposes 
'h1l"1",t1~'n u"rin,"'''' (faith love hOlme:ss).58 
a Chlrlstlan context adding to it 
addition of which could 
also be regarded as an attc~lIl1)t author to authenticate and 
instrUicticm a disUm:t1y Christian tinge. 59 15, by adding to 
(6) Sensory-Aesthetic Texture 
ChriS1tiaIllS(!' his assertion in v. 
This subtexture of iImer texture focuses on the aesthetic images selc!cte~d the discourse 
to present its message(s). Sensory-aesthetic texture prCHUC~SSC~S 
reaLSoirung of a text and into the maooer which the human senses are ev()ked emt;lOdu~d by 
a text (Robbins, 1996a: 92). 
Robbins (1996b: 30) explains that one 
categc)ru,e tC)gether those elements of a text 
pertamting to or perception 
terrrlS "body zones," within 
to investigate this sub texture is to Identi1ry 
text. 
to a particular body part, 
additional way is to nh<IPT"IJP 
body zones may be catlegolris(~d Robbins 
into three namely, "the zone of thought, the zone of 
expressive spc;:ecJn, and the zone of purposeful action" (1996b: 30). then further defmes and 
develops these as follows: 
(1). Zone of emoti<)n-Jtusc;m thought: eyes, heart, eyelids, pupils, 
- to see, know, umiers,tand, think, remember, choose, 
representative nouns and pertain to this zone as 
the <,.,tivil,i_ of these organs 
at. The following 
thought, intelligence, mind, 
58 The importance of oW<!>POOU\lll (pr()priety) in women has already been identified in the first enthymemic 
CORlme:ntil1lg on v. 15 mentions that the virtues faith, love and holiness that the women are 
Chlristiian. He states, that the only condition is that are already "truly Christian" women, mean that they 
are women who "continues in faith, love and 76). Similarly Johnson (2001:203), in relation to the 
virtues of love and holiness in v. comments, "[w]omen (or alternatively, their children) are to live as 
members of the community defined by these internal norms of behavior" (my emphasis). 
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wisdom, folly, intention, plan, will, affection, love, hate, sight, regard, blindness, look; intelligent, 
loving, wise, foolish, hateful, joyous, sad, and the like. 
(2). Zone of self-expressive speech: mouth, ears, tongue, lips, throat, teeth, jaws, and the activities 
of these organs - to speak, hear, say, call, cry, question, sing, recount, tell, instruct, praise, listen 
to, blame, curse, swear, disobey, turn a deaf ear to. The following nouns and adjectives pertain to 
this zone as well: speech, voice, call, cry, clamor, song, sound, hearing; eloquent, dumb, talkative, 
silent, attentive, distracted, and the like. 
(3). Zone of purposeful action: hands, feet, arms, fingers, legs, and the activities of these organs -
to do, act, accomplish, execute, intervene, touch, come, go, march, walk, stand, sit, along with 
specific activities such as to steal, kidnap, commit adultery, build, and the like. The following 
representative nouns and adjectives pertain to this zone: action, gesture, work, activity, behavior, 
step, walking, way, course, and any specific activity; active, capable, quick, slow, and so forth. 
Once again I will be following the proposed opening-middle-closing structure ofthis unit 
of text presented earlier. The first body zone to be employed in the text in vv. 8-10, is that of 
purposeful action. In v. 8 the text 'liberates' men's zone of purposeful action in two areas of 
their body. First, the discourse exhorts them to lift up their hands thus serving to free them 
physically, as opposed to instructing their hands to be bound and therefore physically restricting 
them from expression. Second, the discourse liberates their mouths, by exhorting them to pray, 
presumably in an audible manner and thus serving to free them verbally. In v. 9, the body zone 
of purposeful action is used in the text to 'restrict' women's bodies. Women are prohibited from 
dressing in the ways described in v. 9b, thus restricting their physical bodies by prescribing to 
them what is appropriate and inveighing against the type of dress or bodily expression that was 
regarded as inappropriate. Similarly in v. 10 women are instructed to limit their worship to God 
and the expression of that worship, to the proper limits of traditional Greco-Roman socio-cultural 
expectations (i.e., they may only express their worship to God in womanly ways, such as 
childbearing, domestification). 
In vv. 11-14, two body zones are employed in the text. First, in v. 11 the zone of 
emotion-fused thought is employed. With the use of this feature, women's area of emotion-fused 
thought is limited to that of displaying a quiet demeanour and being submissive to men in the 
Ephesian congregation. In v. 12 the text employs the zone of self-expressive speech, ironically 
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thOIUgiD, instead of liberating women in area of their as term self-expressive 
sP€~ech literally implies, women are prclhil)ite:d from teaching and dm~tc:'d to be quiet. Women 
are, the~rejtbrc~, verbally imprisoned as oppo~red to the men in v. 8 who are verbally emancipated. 
In vv. 13-14 zone of purposeful is once again noted discourse. Initially this 
zone is to lay emphasis upon the Adam was formed him (and 
men r~'re:renlmtive:~) in a more 1"I1"lvll,f'oOI'·<i of status than Eve (and 
represenmtively women) who was created and thus is to Adam (v. 13). 
Subsequently, zone of purposeful-action is to exculpate Adam the action of 
deception and sin (transgression) and place squarely upon (v. 14). In v. 15 the 
zone of purposeful is once again emlPl()ye:d to restrict women's to that of 
childbearing, to limit and subordinate purposeful action only to 
sphere of the hOtlSelllold appropriate to that sphere. From this represlentaticlfl of the 
sensory-aesthetic texture contained in 1 Timothy 5, it seems evident once that 
women in the discourse text are tendentiotlSly suIJOrdinlat(:d and maifgil1la.lis(~d to only 
roles that were suitable to the normative tradition of the century. 
From the discussion this chapter, it seems evident that the dislcOUifse of 1 
TmlottlY 2:8-15 is culturally within the pat:riaJrchal milieu of the dominant ...... , ... ,,",v-
culture. Further shown, section 
ar~~nlelllmtive texture, how CO"ODts normative cultural ast:lec·ts from the "secular" .......... "' .. r 
Kornan SOCIety of the day and tra:nsll'oS€~S them in different the Christian community at 
Ephesus as an expected and legitimate Christian norm. In next of this thesis I to 
expound trajectory and will how Paul made vv. 
8-15 various intertextual methods as authentication, and how devolves them to 
Christian at EphestlS as an legitimate Christian norm. 
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Chapter Four 
An Intertextual Analysis of 1 Timothy "'.0-"''''' 
In the previous chalpte:r, and more particularly in the sec1:ion de~UU1lg 
texture, I demonstrated that used by Paul in 1 Timllthy 
is based upon and exudes n01tice:ab.le 'secular' ur(~O,-Rcm:Uim clIltUire 
century. 1 These implicit seen the shape of normative patriarchal "' .......... , .. 
honour and shame) cOInmlonlp1a(~e cultural motifs (e.g., males/public 
women/private) which were used by to restrict women the Ephesian corlgn~galti0I1(s) to 
hi",hl" valued (pc,sitive Sruunl~) cultural role as subordinate householder 
(Malina, Mallina & Neyrey, 1996: 177, 179). chapter I want to continue 
thought and aim to demonstrate, intertextual analysis, how these 
phenomena linlplicit are used by Paul and also possibly why he uses these phenomena in 
5. 
Up to analysis has primarily been cmlcemed contained within 
the text itself and relationship to the audience. Intertexture now this analysis further 
and serves as a nexus tracing the relationship between within the text to 
phenomena outside the 1 Timothy 2:8-15. to (l996a: 96), "[a]s 
words stand at all times to both inside and text, so 
texts stand at all times in to texts." Robbins (l996b: 40) comments further that 
texts are involved in processes cOIltifl:ur~ltioin and reconfiguration whereby they COIl figure 
external phenomena a language environment. 
shown to emlbodly outside phenomena explicitly or without 
phl::nOimtma and may occur in two prlll11aI'Y ways. it may occur by ac(~ur;!lte.ly 
replfesenttng outside phenomena and second, it occur by being an aPJ}en~~e 
directly or indirectly, by material that to phfmml11eIla 
text. 
I See argumentative texture, and spe()ifically the commonplace cultural esp.[)USC~ in Paul's arguments and 
portrayed in the in three. 
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Robbins (1996b: 40) detllDes inte:rte:!dUJre as, "a text's replresenta1:ion 
use phenomena in ":ll',,, .. I,"P outside the text being interpreted." 
'ot)je(~ts', historical events, 
reference to, and 
world comprises, 
roles, material and physical 
institutions, and systems" (l996b: 40). prilmru-:y objective of intertextual arulLlysis is the 
dellim~atjlon of various "processes of COllfie~fl:lticm and reconfiguration the 
out:ncte the text" (l996b: 40). What 
opportUJrlity to discover how the text 
processes of configmation and reconfigmation. 
to my analysis 1 TUDOlthy ..... 'lr- L.J. is the 
que:stlcm fimc"tlOllS with the such 
Intert~exture as formulated by comprising: "oral-scribal," "clJLltural," 
"social" "hi:stOlical" intertexture (Robbins, I U\.Ilh",· 96). For my intertextual analysis I will be 
implementing two of the above-mentioned of intertexture and using only a 
limited amount subtextures for my intertextuall'ln$~lv';;:l" main reason for this is to 
the spatial thesis and also I belIeve t o types of intc~rte:xtllre, 
with the limited sullteJrtures implemented, will suffice to cternOllStr'ate my intertextual 
chapter.2 Namely, to dernOllStrate how the implicit signs mentil:me:d Plu·I1."T are used by 
also possibly why he uses phenomena in his discourse 
The manner in which I to demonstrate 
I will investigate the cultural int~m(~xtllre 1 Timothy is 
descrilJed as follows. First, 
to the fact, as asserted in 
the previous chapter, that Paul uses normative Greco-Roman cultur;al ", ......... and motifs and 
tra1nspoS(~s these phenomena Ch:rist.ian setting at Ephesus as th01Ugh they are common 
norms. Secondly, I will the oral scribal of this text, 
Paul uses outside texts to authenticate his culturally but also, 
uses outside texts to devolve lH!~!prti{\TI(! as mundane Christian norms to Ephesian 
(1) Cultural Intertexture 
Acc:ordling to Robbins (l996b: 58). texts an interactive correlation with other 
cultures and create what has termed cultund kltlo\vledge or "insider" Imc,wliooQe. Robbins 
(l996b: 58) further commented that this knowledge is recognised solely by people 
2 For a fun of the various textures of intertexture with their respective subtextures and eX8.Jmples of their 
application see Robbins 96-143; 1996b: 40-70). 
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'\u1thin a certain cultural context or by those familiar with it thrlOUJl~h some of learning or 
interaction. Cultural intertexture, the opportunity to peep 
the text explore some of ilJlllminative cultural dynamics contained and used within 
This of intertexture emerges, word and concept patterns cOIlfig~ur~ltiO!ns; values, 
scripts, '"'v ......... ". or systems and myths" and comes in a text through refe:rence or 
allusion echo (l996b: 
ore'vi011s cllapt!er I demonstrated that rhetorical argumlent cOl1ltailned 
discourse 1 Timothy 5, has as matrix nOlrtruithre p;atriarchal cultural presuJ,posibons 
and traditional motifs taken from the culture. particularly, those 
arguments to the conceptualization of that which tendentiously sought to 
marginalised of women to that of 
SOOlere of the household. In part ofthe I to pick on this trajectory and 
further embed assertion by Df(wi4iinll a more ancient textual reterencc~s as evidence to 
support this claim. My purpose demonstrating the cultural normitivity of Paul's in 
orc;:vi()Us crulptc~r was aimed at providing ,",lAitlA":'''' logic en1thym<::mllc delineation. 
this of the chalpte:r, however, I aim to intertexture that reliance 
standard cultural may be vie:we:d as cultural intertexture. This may be seen 
by transplanting as a standard Christian norm commonplace hegemonic patriarchal) 
cultural practices dominant Greco-Roman and related to the gender 
issue, (i.e., marginalisation and 
According to (l996b: 58) 
or tradition known to people on the 
presupposes a tradition that 
women) to Christian community. 
reference is a word or phrase that points to a pel:'SOlna!l;e 
of tradition." And, an is a statement that 
but text being interpreted is not attempting 
to 'recite' the text.,,3 It is two intertextual aspects (i.e., reference 
allusion) be observed within the discourse of 1 Timothy in vv. 
11-12 and plays a pertinent role in illuminating nuances this 
EmIPha!.is his. 
4 The intpriP'!Itlll'll of vv. 8, 13-15 will be dealt with in the section of this chapter with oral scribal 
intertexture. 
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(1.1) Cultural Intertexture in 1 Timothy 2:9-10 
In previous "'u.4La • ...,A I demonstrated that within the century epoch, it was a 
common topic Jewish, ('"h· ... "'t." ... and pagan ,.. ... r·I"''' for rhetoricians and writers to compare 
much inveighed outward os1:entatllon of women, the form jewellery, 
modesty or clothing, and extravagant hairdos, to of their 
"OCJJ<i'poouvrl" 
instruction 
Miller, 1997: 71; Johnson, 2001: 199). I also demonstrated that 
elaborate hairdos and ostentatious vv. seems 
unexceptionable comparison to the dominant patriarchal cultural norms of his milieu. 
normative phenomenon demonstrated further by a letter from Pythagorean 
School of philosophy written by a woman named Melissa to the of the named 
in it highlights the of a modest wife/woman. 
It 
then 
you to perfect yourself according to It is necessary 
free and mc,ae:n (EAsuSspav Kat oc..:icppova) to live with her husband 
adorned with quietness, white clean in 
or excessive. must reject ... garments shot with purple or gold ... having on her 
>I 
the blush of modesty (O\jJSUlC) rather than rouge and and a good bearing and 
modesty (KaAoKayaSfav Kal KOOllu:>Ta Ka( OUl<prroOUVTJv) rather gold and 
emerald (cited Winter, 2003:72-73).5 
appears, that Paul en~~agles in what 
termed " This comes 
(1 996a: 11 0; 1996b: 58) has 
adClpts a model 
a virtuous wife/woman from dominant ""'-'u ...... ". culture and transforms it a 
statement describing """",,un1<' Christian women in vv. This is mt(;:re!~tmlg as it shows 
the "'1"1""''''''. of Paul's rnp'tnr· ..... and also the values propagates in vv. 9-10 (and also the 
rest of the ..... "'."'v ...... 
which he lives. 
as will be "n.,,'1"1'1 shortly), are simply the culture 
5 For further ancient of what respectable adornment for women as opposed to inappropriate 
adornment see Winter (2003: 103-109) and (1999: 6-11). (1999: 6-11) gives an ~U!!,,,~ .. 
translation "Advice to the Bride and Groom" with critical comments, see advice, 26,27. 
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(1.2) Cultural Interiextul'e in 1 Timothy 2:11-12 
In previous chapter I deIDO]nstlratl;::O the logic behind instruction vv. 
1 was of norma1ttve century cultural tradition, even legitimated by the state that 
sought to subordinate and marglnallse women to men.6 Women, had to behave a 
quiet demeanour when being instructed in Christian doctrine (v. 11), were to be to 
men of the (v. 11) were disallowed from in public (v. 
12), because, it was widely that proper lived out the 
sphere of 
2001: 206). 
and not sphere of (Malina Neyrey, 177, Johnson, 
deviation women 
shaming ( negative shame) women 
(Balch, 1981: 7 
such 
possibly 
That the instruction given by Paul in vv. 11 
assumptions, may be ,.."',,,+u· ...... ,,.rI by a statement 
Groom," 31 which i:lI~a""'i:lI. 
cultural ass1um1ptiC)llS, would lead to the 
disparagement of the Ephesian church 
is rooted standard cultural genlder 
Plutarch's, "Advice to Bride 
[31] Not the arms but the words of a modest woman must never be public property. 
should be shy with her as with body, it aJ<;aUI.:>L strangers. Feelings, 
<UslPOSltIO,n can all seen a woman's talk [32] Phidias's statue of Anl,r"t1.t", at 
has on a turtle, to synmouze hornekeell1mg A should 
to her husband, and should not like a piper, makes nobler music 
through another's (cited 9-10). 
(1988: 77) mentions that to do all women aU public 
and thereljore should not be rp<:!,tr'l"t"""' as instructing only. It appears, 
that Paul once agam enJ;~ag~~s in cultural intertextual "reference" and "allusion" 
1996a: 1 1996b: 58). This occurs by his adoption of stwldwrd cultural assumptions 
and values from dominant patriarchal m he and r-"_,, .... t • ..,tT these 
cultural norms a Christian setting the hpJlleslan Christian community) by 
women to behave as depicted in vv. 11-12. 
6 For an adept delineation of how the state sought to subordinate and maintain such subordination, see Winter (2003: 
91-94). For further discussion to the normative of women in the first century epoch see 
Johnson (2001: 207); (1968: Miller Verner 168,170); Eriksson (1998: 89). 
7 See 5 below a discussion and shame in Greco-Roman culture. 
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(1.3) Cultural Intertextul"e in the fonn of Household Code topoi and Imagery in 1 
Timothy 2: 8-15 
Within the Greco-Roman epoch of the first century, the household constituted the 
fundamental social unit and building block and household codes and household management 
played a crucial role in ensuring the running and maintenance of Greco-Roman culture and 
society (Harding, 2001: 47; Verner, 1983: 76; Taylor, 1993: 75). Within that patriachally run era 
it was believed that, "a well-ordered household would guarantee a well-ordered society" (Davies, 
1996: 27). The household comprised a hierarchically formulated, patriarchal structure with the 
male head, the KUPIOC [the head of the traditional Greek household] or the paterfamilias [the 
head of the traditional Roman household] at the apex of their respective households with 
autocratic control. Then followed the wife and matron of the household who was regarded as 
subordinate. After her and in an analogous manner followed the children and slaves (Verner, 
1983: 30, 33; Dunn, 2000: 801; Davies, 1996: 27).8 Two extant examples from a translation of 
Arius Didymus' text, Stobaeus Book II, depict the ideology behind this patriarchal and 
hierarchically ordered structure: 
The relationship of parents to children is monarchic, of husbands to wives aristocratic, of children 
to one another democratic. For the male is to unite with the female in accordance with a desire 
for begetting children and for continuing the race (from Stobaeus, book II, chapter 7, p. 148. line 
16. cited in Balch, 1988: 41). 
The man has the rule (cipx~) of this house by nature. For the deliberative faculty in a woman 
(TO ~OUAeUTIKOV) is inferior, in children it does not yet exist, and it is completely foreign to 
slaves. Rational household management, which is the controlling of a house and of those things 
related to the house, is fitting for a man. (cp. Pol. I 1260a 9-14; III 1278b 37-38, cited in Balch, 
1988: 42). 
Many scholars have argued for the presence of household tradition and terminology 
throughout the Pastoral Epistles, and more importantly for my research purposes, 1 Timothy in 
g For further discussion of this see Eriksson (1998: 94); Harding (2001: 51, 54, 107); Balch (1988: 45); Taylor, 
(1993: 72); Johnson (2001: 151). It is also interesting to note that in comparison to the Greek household system, 
women, children and slaves of the Roman household were given more freedom and privileges. 
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particular.9 have shown the church to be 
modelled after the structure -.<" ... 'u ..... 'u household, and 
throughout 1 Timothy, a considerable amount of emphasis ...... ,t", ... 1' toward 
traditional household (topics) and imagery (Towner, 1989: 170). seen in 1 
Timothy 3:15 where the to the church as the household of God, which .. u .... ,u." .. ,."'" how 
the idea of the church community came to be associated with a household. lO 
mentioning and household and household codes greatly attests to topic's 
I with ""1',-""""'''. further that 
through the of mt,ertc:::xtlllfe in the form of "relen:mcc:::" and 
1 Timothy 3 :2, 4, 
a definite 
instructions 
subordination 
construed 
(Robbins, 
1996a: 110; 1996b: 58). above cited statement on .L~' __ .L~J~ p~elneSlS in 1 
Timothy 2:8-15 construed as cultural int(~rtextual rc;:terence. reason 
for this is that normative household code imagery and tenrniIJlolclg is adopted 
order to accomplish rhetorical purpose of restricting women to their HU.llU ... ",,u,,, cultural role 
as subordinate, marginalised household keeper (Verner, 1983: 135; Towner, 1 170). 
Donelson (1986: 178) cogently demonstrated that certain words "have coinage 
in discussions " the words he has singled out, two occur in the span of 1 
Timothy 2:8-1 word, \hroTQYTl {subjection)12 occurs 1, the second, 
clcaol(l:l\1 {to words and their cognates occur Greco-Roman 
household appears in Plutarch's, Groom" 
(142E) which to (lI1TOTaTTOUOQ I) to 
9 See Harding (2001: 50); Towner (1989: 133-136); Bruch and Osiek (1997: 40); Balch (1988: 26, Verner 
(1983: 1); Taylor, (1993: 72); Donelson (1986: 178, 179); Fiorenza (1984: 261-266). 
10 Also see 1 Timothy 4, ll-12; 5:1-6:2; Titus 2:5. For further delineation concenung the church as God's 
household particularly in 1 Timothy 3:15, see Towner (1989: 133-136). 
11 Also see Verner (1983: 166) who comments that the pairing of the words "OI.lOpoc:;" and 
common feature in the household and that Paul "develops it in a new con1text, "n","::"". 
worship." 
12 Towner (1989: 40) and Dunn (2000: 801) have also argued that UlTOTOyfj implies the presence and implementation of 
nonnative household code tradition. 
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husband to (O:PXEIV) his (Pomeroy, 1999: 10, 24). A example may seen 
m words L .................. where "Let the matron be subject (inferior ... sit) to 
husband, .-.. ,.".' .. ". way do woman man (!iant [Ep. 8.12] 
(cited in Verner, 1983: 69). 
I concur, with Donelson's above sta'tenlent, and ., .... 1';E'."".,~ further that 
as an indication of cultural rhetorically to the 'LH ....... ";-
Roman tradition. people who were raised in Greco-Roman or were 
educated in it would have known implicit These therefore, the 
use the the household that 
co-opted m strengthen his rhetorical argument in 1 Timothy 2:8-15. 
evidence substantiating this ... """",11"1'-,1'\" occurs with appearance ofnoUXICf at 1 2:11-
Verner (1983: 92) affmns that was a nOrnlative household topic and mentions, "the 
household management held up as a trait in women.,,13 
confirmation 'silence' as a normative household topic may seen in statement, 
.;;Ju .... u .... '" (OIY1l) to woman" (1260a 30, 92).14 
I argue further that these ret(~rerlCes may also construed as an indication of cultural 
intertextual allusions. 15 again I that these cultural allusions. presupposes 
Greco-Roman household tradition, are used rhetorically by to support prohibitions 
as demonstrated 1 Timothy A significant constituent of discourse in 1 Timothy 
2:8-1 therefore, to be based on cultural intertexture, whereby implements 
arguments that have as their normative Greco-Roman household code tradition and topoi. 
NOrnlative patriarchal cultural values honour shame) and commonplace motifs 
(e.g., males/public women/private) are transplanted into the congregation(s) as 
standard norms that have to adhered to. next sub-section of this chapter 
attempts to how Paul, uses Scriptural texts to authenticate w. 9-11. 
13 Also see, Advice 31 
14 Ibid. 
luuarc.hls. "Advice to Bride and Groom." In Pomeroy (1999: 
15 See Robbins 58). 
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(2) Oral-Scribal Intertexture 
One of the primary techniques a text uses to configure and reconfigure phenomena from 
the world outside itself is by using, either conspicuously or inconspicuously, language from other 
texts. Such utilisation of exterior texts, both written and oral, have been identified by SRC as 
oral-scribal intertexture and its main aim is to delineate how those outside texts have been 
configured and reconfigured (Robbins, 1996a: 121; 1996b: 40). SRC has identified five standard 
ways in which language in a text employs language from outside texts. They have been 
identified as: "recitation, recontextualization, reconfiguration, narrative amplification, and 
thematic elaboration" (1996b: 40).16 What follows next is an oral-scribal intertextual 
investigation of 1 Timothy 2:8, 13-15. 
(2.1) 1 Timothy 2:8 
Many biblical scholars and commentators have noted a distinct similarity between 1 
Timothy 2:8-9 and 1 Peter 3:3-4 and have often regarded these texts as parallel passages. 17 
None, according to my knowledge, however, have embarked upon an intertextual analysis of 
these two passages or those dealt with below, or more succinctly, none have used socio-
rhetorical terminology as an aid to investigation. Some commentators conjecture that 1 Timothy 
2:8, "Ev rrCXVTI Torr£:.?" (in every place) is a reference to Malachi 1: 11: "In every place incense 
and pure offerings will be brought to my name ... " (Hanson, 1982: 70; Kelly 1983: 65). Still 
further and continuing along the same trajectory of seeing an echo of Malachi 1: 11 within 1 
Timothy 2:8, some have postulated that the early church saw this similarity as an echo of 
prophecy concerning the Eucharist in llidqche 14.2 (Verner, 1983: 166; Mounce, 2000: 107-
108).18 Kelly (1983: 65) and Mounce (2000: 107-108), however, have ably corrected this 
tenuous proposition and further elucidate that the expression is a technical term often used in 
Pauline writings. 19 There seems, therefore, not to be an apposite oral scribal intertextual 
16 This representation does not depict the full capacity of these five oral scribal subtextures. For full explications of 
these, as well as their sub types, see Robbins (l996a: 97-108; 1996b: 40-58). 
17 See Mounce (2000: 106); Holmes (2000: 27); Munroe (1983: 103); Davies (1996: 82); Johnson (2001: 199); Dunn 
(2000: 800). Cf. Gaebelein (1978: 361) who notes the similarities between the two texts, but believes them to be 
nothing more than mere coincidence. 
18 Cf., Miller (1997: 70), who notes that a possible echo exists at 1 Timothy 2:8 representing a pre-existing Jewish 
source. 
19 See 1 Corinthians 1 :2; 2 Corinthians 2: 14; 1 Thessalonians 1 :8. 
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relationship in 1 Timothy 
(2.2) 1 Timothy 
The that seems within the discourse of vv. 
comprises a form 
narrative, either 
Recitation occurs communication in the form of or 
an oral or written tradition, is transInitted using either or altlered 
wording received (Robbins, 1996b: SRC has Identl1:ied seven 
of recitation (1996b: 41_43).20 The intertextual relBltiolnship that seems suitlf1ble vv. 5 
aPt)ears to constitute the form of recitation wtllen~by a text "summarizes a of text that 
inc]ludc~s V~lri011S episodes" (Robbins, 1996b: 43). In this case the text is 
cre,aticln namlthre (Genesis summarises in vv. 13-15 by three 
diflerlent elements from the tielneslS namlthre into the discourse of vv. 1 5 (Mounce, 2000: 
1988: 74)?1 set out in the following way. woman (Eve) 
was created from man (Adam) 22 and is and inferior to 
man (Dunn, 2000: 800; 
was responsible for 
(Gaebelein, 1978: 362; 
related to childbearing 
1 15; Lea & Griffm, 
was the one 
1988: 73; Munroe, 1983: 96)?4 
tielneslS 3:16a), even though 1 
100).23 the woman 
(Genesis 3: 1 
punishment was 
5 only alludes to the 
20 The seven of recitation are: "(1). Replication of exact words of another written text. Recitation may a 
"photocopy," an exact of words in another written text. (2). Replication of exact words with one or more 
differences. Recitation may almost an exact only one or more ways from another written text. 
(3). Omission of words in such a manner that the the force of a proverb, or authoritative 
judgment. Recitation may leave certain words out to make the statement brief and crisp. (4). Recitation of a saying 
using words different from the authoritative source. Recitation that uses some of the narrative words in the biblical 
text plus a from the text. (6). Recitation a narrative in substantially one's own words. (7). Recitation that 
summarizes a of text that includes various 1996b: 41-43). See Robbins 103·106; 
I 996b: a detailed discussion of the various kinds identified to date. In Robbins 103·106) 
only six of recitation are noted. This is due, to the nature ofSRC. 
21 The use of texts from Genesis was a normative among Jewish expositors (With(lTington, 1992: In 
socio-rhetorical terminology this constitutes an from ancient testimony" and serves the rhetorical pur'P~)e of 
embellishing the rationale (Robbins, 1996b: 57). the rationale appearing in I Timothy 2: 13 that 
COlrintilliwls 11 :8·9, and scholars generally the latter as the equivalent to I Timothy 2: See Johnson 
(2001 (1983: 68). 
22 For further delineation and based on the etymology of the verb TrAo:aaslv (to form, mould) which 
is the same verb used in 2:7. See Mounce (2000: 131, 133); Johnson (2001: 201). 
23 Verner (1983: 170) confirms the latter assertions stating, "but women were created to be subordinate to men, as is 
indicated by the fact that men were created first." 
24 For a lucid discussion of the Adam-Eve relationship in Genesis see (1987: 83-115) and Holmes 
(2000: 316-330). 
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without expressing it directly (Kelly, 
Two noticeable differences appear 
though. Firstly, only certain secti01lS 
68; Miller, 1997: 73).25 
recitation of the Genesis naITative vv. 
uelneSlS creation narrative have reclited by Paul 
noticeably different 
16a). Secondly, Paul 
C01l1plU'lsoon to original source (Genesis 
to Gelnesis narrative within its proper cOIlte~:t, 
cOlnplrist:s Genesis 1-3 and not merely Uelnesis and thus deliberately withholds mentl()fllIlg 
the narrative that might lead to a ditterlent rhetorical picture if includ.ed.26 
is a sel,ective presentation of the that seems to be overtly peSiSlnnStlC 
toward \JJo.uu .. 2000: 802). This type of hermeneutic was in rabbinic commentary 
wblerc;:bYAGam'S fault was lessened and most of the was heaped onto Eve (Ruether, 1998: 
40). 
It is intc~re~~ti11lg to note that the recitation at vv. tendentiously does not make 
mention of (Genesis 3:6b) at the time of 'deception' (Genesis 3:6),27 
which if included would imply that just as Eve committed commission (eating the 
!:i~'i:,prilnn is due to Adam's failure forbidden fruit). sin omission. The 
to correct or instruct pertainling to instruction that God him (Genesis 2:16), 
and not her, since was not told by God not to eat the fruit of the kn<)wJed)~e and evil, 
because she was not was only created in Genesis 2: 1 
the instruction about it. was only told by the serpent about the 
vv. 13-15 fails to state Adam also was deceived (GI~ne:sis 
from the blame of sin and hea:pmlg all 
to melnticln both Adam and 
received 
of interest is the 
17-19; Romans 
upon Eve. 
were pmllsiled for 
thus implicitly exculpating 
f\.0411eO to this is the failure of 
dis<)be~ring God (Gen. 3:14-24). If this included it would have implied that was 
not inrtOClent of sirming after all. surnmari:red vet'sion of the creation narrative delpiclted in 
vv. seems, therefore, to be a tendellt1(lluslly biased recitation. It appears In 
predilection toward Adam, eSf)eciaHy depiction of him and its retlicelnce regardmg 
2S See Johnson 207); Davies (1996: who all argue that Genesis 
3:16 be as the textual basis for 1 Timothy 
26 Genesis 1:26-27 "Then God said, 'Let us make man in our in our and let them rule over the 
fish of the sea and the birds ofthe air, over the livestock, over all the and over all the creatures that move 
the . So God created man in his own image, in the of God he created him; male and female he 
" Also see Gritz (1991: 137·138) who argues and gives further explication. 
See Holmes (2000: and C. Kroeger & R. for an insightful explication of the Fall and 
insight into the debate as to whether or not Adam was time of Eve's deception. 
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deception, and secondly, by being overtly misogynistic towards Eve in its inaccurate and 
selective representation that she alone was deceived.28 I concur with Johnson (200 I: 208), 
therefore, who comments that Paul "was not in this case engaged in sober exegesis of Genesis, 
but supporting his culturally conservative position on the basis of texts that in his eyes 
demonstrate the greater dignity and intelligence of men and, therefore, the need for women to be 
silent and subordinate to men." 
In 1 Timothy 2:13-15, Paul, therefore, constructs a distorted representation of the Genesis 
creation narrative aimed at buttressing his instructions regarding women in vv. 9-12. As has 
been mentioned previously, his instructions served to subordinate and marginalise women and in 
so doing reconfirmed the patriarchal cultural norms and values that that epoch valued. It seems 
apt to suggest, therefore, that Paul progresses through the Genesis creation narrative by eisegesis. 
He takes certain snippets from the narrative in Genesis 2-3 in order to buttress his assertions 
concerning women in vv. 9-10 and particularly vv. 11-12 with Scriptural authentication. This 
presupposes that his audience was familiar with the Genesis narrative and accepted it as 
authoritative. 
What this chapter has demonstrated, using certain types of cultural and oral and scribal 
intertextures, is that Paul co-opts normative cultural motifs, topoi and values from the "secular" 
Greco-Roman society of his day and transposes it in different ways, as an expected and 
legitimate Christian norm, into the Christian community. This implies that Paul accepts those 
patriarchal cultural norms and values, which then leads him to reinscribe them into the Christian 
community, calling on women in particular to adhere to those culturally rooted directives.29 He 
then embeds his commonplace, patriarchally rooted assertions, by claiming that obedience to 
them means doing what is appropriate for women who profess Christian piety (v. lOb). By his 
recitation or summary (vv. 13-15) of the Genesis creation narrative he then goes on and further 
embeds his assertions (vv. 9-12), by implying that Scripture (Genesis 2-3) demonstrates and 
warrants the subordination and marginalisation of women in the public worship setting of the 
church (vv. 9-12), and also implicitly in the home (v. 15). 
28 Some scholars have asserted that the rationale occurring in 1 Timothy 2:13-14 parallels and is based upon 
standard rabbinic reasoning of male dominance. Towner (1989: 217, 313, n. 278), however, has cogently shown this 
assertion to be nothing more than specious conjecturing. Also see Holmes (2000: 266-272), for a further explication 
as to why seeing such Jewish parallels in 1 Timothy 2: 13-15 is tenuous. 
29 Harding (2001: 53) resonates this assertion when he states of the Pastoral Epistles, "the letters stress the necessity of 
subscribing to the social values of urban Greco-Roman society." Cf., Witherington (1992: 196). 
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Chapter Five 
Social and Cultural TeJdulre 
With some SOC:toJogllcal and anthropological theory, an of the 
and cultural texture now moves anllLlysis of 1 2:8-15 beyond parameters of 
intlertlextual analysis into the realm the social and cultural nature of this text. Malina 
(1981: 2) maintains that 
if meaning derives a social ;"""I<"UI. while wording speaking or writinJgJ simply 
embo(iies meanings from social systenl, then any adequate understanding of the requires 
some understanding the social embodied in the that make up our sacred 
With the 
systems 
of social and cultural texture ~pl'Vl11la as an investigative tool to examine 
in 1 2:8-15, I endeavour to extract a more 
social 
undlerS1tan(:tin~~?7 (Malina, 1981: 2) text. 
According to Robbins (1996b: 72) one of 
a text is the description of the 
to the text within proper social cultural context. within is the 
probability that Paul may be using the rhetorIC of this text ide1ololgicldly in an attc~mlpt to establish 
his of how women should behave. too, plays an important 
in text within proper social and cultural context and prevents a 
modern interpreter from superimposing his or own cultural on to the text 2000: 
803; 1989: 42). Conversely this focus, cautions a modern against 
superimposing socially culturally of the text onto modem Christianity. 
This will be toulch(;:d on later chapter and more 1'Ip!~1"lv in the 
following chlllpte:r. 
Examination of the social and cultural texture also allows an intlerp:ret(~r to "the 
social and cultural 'location' of language type of and cultural world the 
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language evokes or creates" within a text (Robbins, 1996b: 72). The fmal stage in my analysis 
of the social and cultural texture ofl Timothy 2:8-15 will be to examine the kind(s) of social and 
cultural position( s) and orientation( s) this text motivates its readers to adopt (Robbins, 1996a: 
144; 1996b: 72). 
As delineated by Robbins (1 996b: 71-72) the social and cultural texture of a text 
comprises three interrelated main sections, namely, specific social topics, common social and 
cultural topics, and fmal cultural categories. For my discussion of the social and cultural texture 
of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 I will be focussing solely upon the latter two of the above cited main 
sections. The primary reason for this choice is that it seems forced to try and fit the discourse of 
1 Timothy 2:8-15 within the cadre of the seven specific social topics outlined by Robbins 
(1 996a: 147-149; 1996b: 72-74),1 It also does not seem unequivocal to me that the rhetorical 
unit of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 contains or makes conspicuous use of any specific social and cultural 
topics, It seems more apposite, however, to suggest that the rhetoric contained in 1 Timothy 2:8-
15 makes use of common social and cultural topics, as well as fmal cultural categories in 
expressing its social and cultural texture. It is to this probability and proof thereof that I now 
tum. Before doing so, however, it should be noted that common social and cultural topics, as 
well as fmal cultural categories are interrelated concepts and thus cannot be separated from each 
other or analysed in an interpretive vacuum in reality. Because of the nature of this minor 
dissertation, which is based on trying to master an interpretive method of exegesis and the fact 
that my analysis is closely patterned after Robbins (l996a; 1996b), I have, therefore, followed 
his basic outline (1996a: 159-174; 1996b: 75-89) in examining the common social and cultural 
topics, and the fmal cultural categories found in 1 Timothy 2:8-15. 
(1) Common Social and Cultural Topics 
According to Robbins (1996b: 71), common social and cultural topics in a text display 
the general "perception in the text of the context in which people live in the world" and "exhibit 
broad insights about systems of exchange and benefit." Common social and cultural topics, 
therefore, concern themselves with the social and cultural systems and institutions presented 
within a text or presupposed by it, as well as the discourse's relationship to those systems and 
1 Also see Wilson (1969: 364-381) upon which Robbins formulates his construction of specific social and cultural 
topics. 
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institutions (1 996a: 159). Robbins (1996b: 71, 75) further asserts that an elucidation of the 
common social and cultural topics in a text may take an interpreter into the "social and cultural 
world of the text" while helping to avoid the errors of anachronism and ethnocentrism.2 
Eight common social and cultural topics have been described by SRC. They are: (1) 
"honour, guilt, and rights cultures"; (2) "dyadic and individualistic personalities"; (3) "dyadic 
and legal contracts and agreements"; (4) "challenge-response (riposte)"; (5) "agriculturally 
based, industrial, and technological economic exchange systems"; (6) "peasants, labourers, 
craftspeople, and entrepreneurs"; (7) "limited, insufficient, and overabundant goods"; and (8) 
"purity codes" (Robbins, 1996b: 76-85). Keeping in mind the nature and length of this minor 
dissertation, I will be focussing my investigation of common social and cultural topics solely 
upon analysis of honour, guilt, and rights cultures and dyadic personality contained within the 
discourse of 1 Timothy 2:8-15. The primary reason for this choice is that of the eight common 
social and cultural topics cited above, it appears that the text most unequivocally utilises these 
two specific socio-rhetorical features in its discourse. 
(1.1) Honour, Guilt, and Rights Cultures 
Within the first-century Mediterranean world honour and shame were regarded as 
perhaps the core cultural values. Honour may be thought of as a claim to worth along with the 
social recognition of that worth and functions as a social barometer that enables a person or 
group to interact in particular ways with his or her or their equals, superiors, and subordinates, in 
response to prescribed, though often implicit cultural cues. There are two types of honour, 
namely, ascribed honour and, acquired honour. Ascribed honour comes about or happens to a 
person or group passively through birth, family relations, or endowment by distinguished persons 
of power. In contrast acquired honour is honour vigorously sought after and acquired mainly at 
the detriment of one's equals in the social contest of challenge and response (Malina, 1981: 47). 
Shame, on the other hand, refers to the public rejection or denial of honour and being shamed 
refers to a loss of honour in the public domain (Plevnik, 1993: 96). 
Honour has a male and a female element. From this gendered vantage point, the male 
component is called honour, whereas, the female component is called shame. This distinction 
reflects the basic ideology of patriarchy that places emphasis on male honour and female shame 
2 For a similar discussion see Malina & Neyrey (1996: 16). 
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and as will descrilJed shclrtl;'1, is an impOJi:8Ilt constituent of what drives the attempt to 
subordinate Christian women in 1 
sYllL1ool1, meaning a person's sensitivity to 
implies a positive 
per'ceJ)tiolns, sp()ke:n opinions, and actions of others 
with re2ard to his or her honour. Within the firs:t-clent1llfV Mc:diterranc~an an individual 
to sha,me in this regard was regarded as an ex1:reInely VIQSltwe and 1ffilPlu::s acceptance 
corrrrnunication {Malma, 1981: 44, adltler,em:e to the demarcated socio-cultural 
Moxne:s, 1996: 20). Malina (1981: 46) demonstrates 
is symboled in the testicles and covers typ:ically 
ethilcailly nI~utral to the ethically valued: manliness, courage (the to challenge and 
<uuu ... another male), authority, defense of the family'S honor, concern for social 
ethically 
timidity, r_1~r~11nt 
honorable. 
is horlorllLble behavior for the male. Female shame, on 
likf:wi!;e covers a range running from the ethically neutral to 
c::erlc::itivilv or 'shame' to reveal nakedness, shyness, 
exc:lus,ive:n~Is----all this is positive shame for the female 
is 
Thus people ootam honour peJ:solnall)l S(~eking a particular social status and h~'Ujno 
that status socially certified. Alternatively, veoivle shamed when they seek a particular social 
status and this status is disallowed by ... 111 .. 1, ... opinion. At the realisation that a person is 
smLme:d and is dishonoured for seeking an delrned status, he or she is shamed, or 
hOlnmIl: not socially his/ hers. Honour evaluation, thc:reJtcme. 
'dUJUUl to (public validation). And, shame evaJuatl0118 
... ",.:u,""." to intleri()r (a person's identification of the rejcect:ion). 
is to one's personal quest to Hc:tllP."\IP. 
of status involved in this endeavour (Malina, 1981: 
the interior (a person's 
exte:rior (public 
sname,d, therefore, 
i:)LaI;Ui:), as well as the 
In understand the importance of honOJ.lf-l:;hame as a m\rot,il 
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Familism, belief in the central role and value of the' household,' was foremost in people's minds. 
The primary way they [Mediterranean persons] made sense of their local world was in terms of 
gender and geography, by viewing spatially situated persons as well a thing as male and female. 3 
The ancient gender distribution of labour was based upon a complex set of gender 
specific responsibilities and functions. The public, outdoor responsibilities were designated for 
males only and the private, household tasks were for females only. Males were socialised to 
partake in public activities such as teaching, trade, commerce, food production and soldiering 
(Malina & Neyrey, 1996: 179, 180).4 The social roles for females, on the other hand, entailed 
childbearing, childraising, food preparation, and household management. All of these 'female 
tasks' had to be done in "'covered' space, that is, space appropriate to the household and its 
related tasks" (Malina & Neyrey, 1996: 178). It was, therefore, expected from men and women 
living in the first-century to fulfil their delineated gender specific tasks. These gender specific 
roles were further buttressed by the validation of wider society who either awarded praise or 
honour for people who fulfilled their rightful tasks and shame or dishonour for those who 
overstepped the conventional patriarchal cultural boundaries (Malina & Neyrey, 1996: 178, 
182).5 
Because women are the primary subject of the rhetoric in 1 Timothy 2:8-15,6 and the bulk 
of the discourse is directed to their modesty in appearance, subordination to men in the public 
sphere, and their virtuous behaviour, it seems appropriate to suggest that female shame is a major 
issue throughout the text. Indeed honour and shame plays a significant role in the discourse of 1 
Timothy 2:8-15 as is evidenced by the discourse itself being steeped with honour-shame 
vocabulary. The first instruction in the passage is that women should dress "modestly and 
decently." The most obvious reason for this is that it would dishonour the men in the 
congregation if women were seen to dress indecently or ostentatiously in public (v. 9-10). As we 
shall see, such dress was associated with disreputable women. Because of deeply embedded 
cultural values, modesty in dress for women served to preserve their shame--a positive virtue.7 
3 My parenthesis. 
4 See Malina &Neyrey (1996: 179-181) and Moxnes (1996: 19-20) for further discussion ofthese male roles. 
5 See Malina & Neyrey (1996: 177-182) for further discussion of this phenomena as well as Greek and Jewish 
primary evidence of these gender specific functions that tendentiously placed females in the private (household) 
sphere oflife and males in the public sphere oflife. 
6 See chapter three. 
7 For further discussion of this see chapter three and particularly the discussion on argumentative texture. 
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Second, women were instructed to maintain a quiet demeanour and be submissive to the men of 
the congregation when being instructed in Christian doctrine (v. 11).8 The reason for this 
directive is that such submissive behaviour reflected positive shame in women who culturally 
were supposed to be shy and restrained in their behaviour (Malina, 1981: 46). Third, women 
were disallowed from teaching in the public assembly and from displaying authority over men. 
Instead they were to be silent (v. 12). The reason for this is that such 'manly' behaviour would 
be construed as shameful (negative shame) and would dishonour the men of the congregation.9 
Fourth, Adam is described as being formed first (v. 13). This implicitly grants him and also all 
men, since Adam is the representative of men; a sense of divinely "ascribed honour" (Malina, 
1981: 29) and precedence over Eve (and all women) who was created second and thus is inferior 
to Adam (v. 13).10 Fifth, Eve (the representative of women) is pictured as the one deceived. She 
acted shamefully (negative shame) since she was the "original transgressor" (v. 14).1l Finally, 
women are relegated to the private sphere of the household to fulfil the domestic function of 
childbearing (v. 15).12 This action (i.e., childbearing) fits with their gender'S role and would thus 
afford them positive shame in the eyes of the wider society, because of their acquiescence with 
the commonplace cultural values and norms guiding the first century epoch (Malina & Neyrey 
(1996: 178). 
Thus, it was widely held that women's proper role was to be lived out in the private 
(household) sphere of life, fulfilling womanly tasks such as childbearing, food preparation, and 
household management. On the other hand, the public sphere of life was set aside specifically 
for the male tasks of teaching, trade and commerce and other similar public activities. For 
church women to deviate and inveigh against such normative cultural practices and values by 
dressing ostentatiously (v. 9), teaching men in public (v.12), and having authority over men, 
would lead to women being shamed (negative shame).13 Even more importantly, and 
commensurate with the patriarchal society of the frrst century, such shameful action by women 
8 Ibid. 
9 See chapter three, argumentative texture. 
10 See Malina (1981: 29) who argues that honour can be ascribed to a person by notable persons of power, such as 
God, the king, and aristocrats. 
II See Malina (1981: 49) where he explains that "vengeance, wrath, anger, the vocabulary of sin (transgression, 
offense, sin, wrong)" are all expressions of shame (negative). 
12 Also see chapter three. 
13 See the previous two chapters for a discussion as to why it was normative for women to be subordinate to men in 
that epoch and why the instructions and prohibitions of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 is commonplace and commensurate with 
the cultural conventions ofthe day. 
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would lead to the dishonouring of the men of the congregation and also the shaming of the 
congregation in the eyes of outsiders (Malina, 1981: 46; Malina & Neyrey, 1996: 181; Balch, 
1981: 52_53).14 It appears, therefore, that the subordination and marginalisation of women in 1 
Timothy 2:8-15 comes from their subordination in society as a result of patriarchy and the 
honour-shame valuing system. 
(1.2) Dyadic Personality 
Also closely related to the honour-shame valuing system is dyadic personality, which 
provides the environment in which honour-shame functions. A dyadic personality may be 
construed as a person who constantly is in need of approbation from other people with respect to 
their honour status in order to ascertain their public standing (Malina, 1981: 55; 1996: 45; 
Robbins, 1996b: 77).15 "In other words, dyadic personalities are people whose self-perception 
and self-image are formed in terms of what others perceive and feed back to them" (Robbins, 
1996b: 78). Such people, because of their interconnected worldview and embeddedness in an in-
group,16 intemalise and appropriate the perceptions, words, and behaviours of others because 
they deem it obligatory, for human existence, to live out and abide by the expectations and 
approval of others, that is, they live by the values of honour and shame. These 'others', may 
comprise: family, community, city and nation (Malina, 1981: 55; Malina & Neyrey, 1996: 169; 
Robbins, 1996b: 77). Malina (1981: 55) posits further that, "such persons need to test this 
interrelatedness, with the focus of attent on away from ego, on the demands and expectations of 
others who can grant or withhold reputation or honor." 
The focal objective of a dyadic personality, therefore, is to maintain the corporate and 
social well-being of the family, community, village or nation. Malina (1981: 58) argues that 
within the fITst century Christian community, the idea of dyadic personality, served the 
14 For new religious sects within that epoch (of which Christianity comprised), political imprudence or 
transgressions against Greco-Roman culture and society was severely punishable, and could lead to disparagement 
of their beliefs and persecution. For a discussion of this see Harding (200 I: 49, 51); Dunn (2000: 803); Davies 
(1996: 27; 32); Donelson (1986: 177-181); Towner (1989: 42; 172); Balch (1981: 65-80; 1988: 29); Stambaugh and 
Balch (1986: 124); Munro (1983:103). 
15 For a similar description of first century Mediterranean persons see Malina & Neyrey (1996: 12, 16, 18) 
16 Malina & Neyrey (1996: 168, 169) have demonstrated that first-century Mediterranean persons were group-
oriented persons deeply embedded in in-groups. These in-groups took the form of two basic types, namely, kinship 
and fictive kinship groups. 
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avers 
maintaining the well-being and harmony Christian community, He 
individlual as such, our dyadic personality, is eXJ:,en(iable ... Further, the soundness of the 
behavior of the dyadic individually, is heavily determined by its 
on surrounding groups and by 
least as good as the outsiders are, and 
1981: 58). 
outsiders . . . Christians have to be at 
sense outsiders set the norm for the group (Malina, 
From a dyadic cultural peI'Sp(~ctlve, therefine, primary objective seems to be 
fundamental importance of a as in an in-group and the pelrson's bellaVriOlll' as 
predetermined by significant others (Malina, 1981: 60; Mailina & Neyrey, 184).17 
end result is a socially minded person who perceives himself or herself as one is alw'ays 
conscious of the especially significant others, and makes 
fulfil those 1981: 67; Malina & Neyrey, 1996: 153). 
nre~v1(Ul<,;t clulLpte:r, and particular, the sub-section dealing with cultural int(~rte:xtllI'e, 
has dernonstfl:Lted h1nhhr prc,bable cultural intertextual rel;ati<)Dship occurs urithi ... 
discourse 
traditions 
comprises the implementation of nOlrm~ltl"\lre (jrre(~o-Koman 
h01llSeholld ..." ....... "''''. cultural motifs), through the so(~io··rhc~tolric~tl phenomena of 
a1l1usilon." It seems as though a further, social and relationship exists 
within text in the form of rhetoric that a dyadic personality. It is my 
asslum]ptioln that this "dyadism" (Malina, 1981: 54) the of the "fictive 
+"."..ilu" (Malina & Neyrey, 1996:158) of God at dominant Greco-Roman 
'"'''i" ... I''' with cultural values. 
It appears that this dyadic relationship to two possible interpretations of 1 Timothy 
5. the members of the Christian cOlmnmnlity nerlcenre ttlemsetves as people who are 
or should be ever conscious of the dominant Greco-Roman society or the 
discourse admonishes them to way. This perception, therefore, plays a 
significant role in the found 1 Tuno1thy 2:8-15, leading to the normative cuhural 
prohibitions cOlllce:rrung women as been demonstrated in the previous two 
17 cr., 1 Corinthians lU:':il-jj: l"l'.'<':J'·'<'J. 1 Thessalonians 4:12; 1 Timothy 3:7. 
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chapters. IS Thus because of the patriarchal nature of Greco-Roman society, and the 
overwhelming concern about male honour in a dyadic oriented society, women in I Timothy 2:9-
15 are subordinated and marginalised according to the conventional cultural practices of that 
period. 
In light of the patriarchal social and cultural environment the text of 1 Timothy 
tendentiously seeks to subordinate and marginalise women and thus restricts them to the private 
(household) sphere of life, where they fulfll those domestic roles that were regarded as 
appropriate for females (i.e., childbearing, food preparation, household management). The 
dyadic nature of personality that includes ingroup embededdness and the expectation of always 
living up to the cultural demands of the dominant society was also strongly re-enforced by the 
text. It seems reasonable, therefore, to view dyadism as a key factor behind the subordination 
and marginalisation of women in 1 Timothy 2:8-15, and also as a factor in the commonplace 
cultural practices that Paul proposes should be followed in the church. In fact, through the eyes 
of a first-century dyadic Mediterranean person it would be construed as anomalous not to 
measure up to the "social and cultural expectations or stereotypes" of the dominant socio-
political and cultural system (Malina & Neyrey, 1996: 156). This assertion, too, confIrms seeing 
dyadism as a key aspect affecting the discourse of 1 Timothy 2:8-15. 
It appears, therefore, that the early Christians were thoroughly inculturated in Greco-
Roman culture and therefore accepted the basic androcentric cultural values and knowledge of 
the wider society.19 Malina (1981: 58) confIrms this when he argues that within the first century 
Christian community, the idea of dyadic personality, served the purpose of maintaining the well-
being and harmony of the Christian community with the surrounding environment. It seems 
probable, therefore, to assert that a reason for the dyadic stance within the rhetoric of 1 Timothy 
2:8-15 is that it served to maintain the well-being and harmony of the Christian community at 
Ephesus. 
That dyadic persons are presupposed in the discourse of 1 Timothy 2:8-15, ever 
concerned to fulfil the expectations of the dominant society, may further be demonstrated by 
Paul's noticeable concern for the opinion of outsiders throughout 1 Timothy (Davies, 1996: 27, 
29; Harding, 2001: 49, 51; Balch, 1988: 26). This is reflected in the concerns about the erring 
18 For a discussion of the evidence of normative Greco-Roman cultural tradition within the discourse of 1 Timothy 
2:8-15 see chapter four. 
19 Cf., MacDonald (1983: 87-88); Dunn (2000: 801); Eriksson (1998: 91-92); Harding (2001: 49). 
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teachers in 1 Timothy 1: 11; the concern to live peaceful and quiet lives in 2:2; the concern for 
overseers to have a good reputation with outsiders in 3:6; the concern for young widows to 
marry, have children and manage their homes so as not to give outsiders the opportunity for 
slander in 5:14; and the concern for slaves to honour their masters, so that God's name and the 
Christian teaching may not be slandered in 6:1 (Donelson, 1986: 178; Balch, 1988: 29). Munro 
(1983: 104) asserts that "not only is the motive evidently to create a favourable view of the 
church among those outside the Christian community, but it seems too that their opinion is 
accepted as a valid measure of worth and a guide to future behaviour." 
As already noted, Malina (1981: 58) mentions that within a dyadic cultural milieu 
individual concerns are expendable in favour of the well-being of the group or community.20 
This attitude reverberates from Josephus in the following statement: 
Our sacrifices are not occasions for drunken self-indulgence-such practices are abhorrent to God-
but for sobriety. At these sacrifices prayers for the welfare of the community must take 
precedence over those or ourselves; for we are born for fellowship, and he who sets its claims 
above his private interests is specially acceptable to God. (Josephus, Against Apion 2.195-96, 
Loeb; cited in Malina & Neyrey, 1996: 157). 
It seems, therefore, that the social values, like honour and shame, the role of ideologies 
like patriarchy, that place emphasis on male honour and female shame, and the presence of 
dyadic personality with its emphasis on group embeddedness and concern for the opinions of 
outsiders, all playa prominent role in the attempt to subordinate Christian women in 1 Timothy 
2:8-15. It seems apposite to suggest, therefore, that Pau~ in an attempt to maintain the well-
being of the Christian community at Ephesus subscribed to the 'best' cultural traditions of his 
day and subordinated Christian women and prohibited them in the ways described in the 
passage.21 In comparison to the many divergent and tenuous interpretations offered by New 
Testament scholars, it seems tenable to venture down such an interpretive path (Harding, 2001: 
95-109; Kroeger & Kroeger, 1992: 79-181). 
20 Malina & Neyrey, (1996: 200) further demonstrate this by stating, "[a]nd group members put great stock on 
readiness to cooperate with other in-group members. In the case of extreme collectivism, individuals do not have 
personal goals, attitudes, beliefs, or values but only reflect those of the in-group. As a matter of fact persons enjoy 
doing what the in-group expects." 
21 Cf., Harding (2001: 49); Taylor (1993: 88); Donelson (1986: 178). 
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(2) Final Cultural Categories 
Final cultural categories in a text demonstrate the main concerns within a text's discourse. 
Because of existing dissonance between what is construed as a main concern from people in 
diverse cultural environments, explication of the main concerns within a given text portrays the 
cultural location and orientation a text takes in relation to alternative cultures that are represented 
in the discourse. Investigation into the cultural location and orientation of a particular text also 
discloses to the interpreter what type of culture the discourse cultivates (Robbins, 1996b: 71-72). 
Aristotle in his Art of Rhetoric, depicts, fmal cultural categories of rhetoric as "final topics," 
namely, those topics that most resolutely recognises one's cultural location. Cultural location, in 
comparison to social location, deals with the manner in which people depict "their propositions, 
reasons, and arguments both to themselves and to other people. These topics separate people in 
terms of dominant culture, subculture, counterculture, contraculture, and liminal culture" 
(Robbins, 1996a: 86). 
In my discussion of final cultural categories I will only employ two of the above topics, 
namely, dominant culture and subculture?2 The reason for this choice is that the discourse of 1 
Timothy 2:8-15 most clearly reflects these two topics. It should also be noted that common 
social and cultural topics and fmal cultural topics as delineated by Robbins (l996a: 159-175; 
1996b: 75-89) are interrelated and, therefore, some of the aspects that will be mentioned in the 
discussion below covers some of the aspects discussed previously in this chapter. What these 
final cultural topics brings to the discussion of this chapter, however, is that it enables me to 
appropriately classify the evident relationship of normative Greco-Roman cultural aspects found 
within the discourse of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 to that of its source (i.e., the dominant patriarchal 
Greco-Roman culture). 
According to Robbins (1 996b: 86), dominant culture rhetoric reveals a system of 
perceptions, standards, dispositions, and normative customs that the text either assumes or claims 
are confrrmed by societal structures with authority to enforce its goals on people in an 
extensively large territorial area. It is obvious by now that the dominant culture within 1 
Timothy 2:8-15 is that of Greco-Roman culture with its traditions and cultural values. Balch 
(1988: 29) makes the point well when he says, "[t]he dominant Greco-Roman society exerted 
22 For further discussion of all five final cultural categories see Robbins (l996a: 167-175; 1996b: 86-89). 
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powerful pressure on the devotees of the foreign, Egyptian Isis, on the worshippers of the 
Palestinian Yahweh, and on the disciples of the crucified Christ to conform to the Roman 
'constitution. '" 
Conversely, subculture rhetoric mimics the perceptions, standards, dispositions, and 
normative customs of dominant culture rhetoric (Robbins, 1996b: 86). It does this by finding 
"ways of affirming the national culture and the fundamental value orientation of the dominant 
society" (Robbins, 1996a: 169, quoting Roberts 1978: 112-113). The reason that the discourse 
of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 appears to be comprised of subculture rhetoric, is the text's adoption of 
normative Greco-Roman cultural traditions (household codes), values (honour-shame) and 
motifs (inner modesty vs. outward modesty) from the dominant Greco-Roman culture and its 
transposition of these aspects into the Christian community at Ephesus with some obvious 
changes to that of the normative culture.23 Thus the relation of the discourse contained in 1 
Timothy 2:8-15 comprises a relationship consisting of dominant cultural rhetoric and subcultural 
rhetoric whereby the text seems to have a strong subcultural relation to that of the dominant 
Greco-Roman culture and society.24 
Wallis has delineated religious groups along a continuum comprising three main 
categories, namely, "world-affnming, world-accommodating, and world-rejecting" (cited in 
Taylor, 1993: 88). Taylor (1993: 88) has cogently demonstrated that the Christianity of the 
Pastoral Epistles should be construed as a world-accommodating religion, since the text strongly 
suggests that the church conform to the cultural expectations of the dominant culture by adopting 
attitudes and behaviours consistent with that dominant culture. Balch (1988: 36) reaches a 
similar conclusion and terms the cultural relationship in 1 Timothy, "selective acculturation" 
because the discourse represents only selected aspects of the dominant prevailing socio-cultural 
environment. Both of the above-mentioned authors come to similar conclusions concerning the 
relationship of the discourse contained in 1 Timothy and the environment in which it was 
written, namely, that the text strongly suggests that the church conform to the cultural 
expectations of the dominant culture by co-opting normative attitudes and behaviours consistent 
23 See chapter four for further discussion of how the discourse reflects normative Greco-Roman cultural aspects with 
some noticeable differences. 
24 Robbins (l996a: 167-175; 1996b: 86-89) besides identifying the final cultural categories does not provide further 
discussion that would allow one to state the reasons for such classification. What I have done, however, is to use his 
classification and apply it to what the discourse contained in 1 Timothy 2:8-15 presents. 
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with the dominant culture. It seems apposite, the~rejtorc;" to corlch:lde dislcoulrse contained 
1 2:8-15, construed as subcultural rhetoric?5 
the general intlroduction to this chapter I mentioned that the 
and cultural texture of 1 Timothy .<...U-'.J will be to exam.itle the 
cultm:al position(s) and orientation(s) this text motivfltes reruiers to 
social and cultural texture has demonstrated that a prc,bable 
cultm,al p1erS<Jrlality deeply embedded and interrelated within a Christian 
(household) is ret1ecte~d 
also demonstrated the pro1balJili1ty 
diSicoulrse of 1 Timothy 2:8-15. Further, this chapter 
cOilstluirlg the type of cultural position cultivated within 
text to be made up chiefly of subcultural rhetorl,c, where, Paul through the text of 1 Timothy 2:8-
15 is encouraging, if not that Christian household at Ephesus mimic these aspects of 
the dominant Greco-Roman 1'11llfl"·",, 
other New Testament scholars have come to similar conclusions 
descriile the social and cultural relationship depicted throughout Pastoral t:pllitles 
(1993: 87, 88); Dunn (2000: 801-803); Donelson (1986: 178); Towner (1989: 
Johnson (2001: 150); MacDonald (1983: 87-88, 89); Harding (2001: 51, Balch 
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Chapter 
IdceOl4i)glcal Texture 
Robbins (1996a: 220) COlnnllents, "IUlllnilp anallYSlS of social and cultural texture 
insight into dialogue among social and cultunal s~,ste:ms in the discourse, analysis of lCle,ologlcal 
texture analyses the nature in the context of these sy~.telns." In this 
chapter I hope to move 1 Timothy 2:8-15 toward an ~n~llv~i~ "power 
struggles" in an attl~mlpt to examille how Paul's rhetoric fill1Lcbons iClejololglclllly to assert his 
power over community. I hope to achieve aid of the last 
socio-rhetorical texture to employed in this minor dissertation, texture. 
aims I have divided this chapter main sub-sections each 
serving a First, I will to a description of the 
understanding as by SRC. will serve as a means to assess the notion 
of ideological texture a socio-rhetorical perspective, as as serving as a springboard by 
which to further developments to this a direct bearing upon my analysis. 
Sec:omi, I will clarify the understanding as in this chapter. This is 
to my analysis, as it supplies the 
ilnres1:igl1ltion of the ideological nature of the diSlcOllLrse 
upon which to construct my 
1 Timothy 2:8-15. Third. I will then 
use understanding of ideology, to a textually based ideological investigation of 1 
TinlOttlY 2:8-15 in an attempt to that of the rhetoric reslults 
ideological nature, or what Robbins (1996a: 36-40, 1996b: 95-119) 
texture. I 
(1) Socio-Rbetorical Crliticiism and Ideological Texture 
Robbins (1996a: kVtJ'-kkU. 1996b: 106-115) remarks that the expres~;ion "lat~Ology" has a 
variety of meanings be used in a number of different ways interpretive 
I The basic structure of this chapter is closely patterned after the structure and insil~htsobserved from Wanamaker 
'7"'-£""">, 2003b: 115-137). 
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conclusions. 2 Relying on Eagleton to compile his definition, Robbins (1996a: 36) defines 
ideology as 
the ways in which what we say and believe connect with the power-structure and power-relations 
of the society we live in ... those modes of feeling, valuing, perceiving and believing which have 
some kind of relation to the maintenance and reproduction of social power. 
He further adds, "[i]deology concerns the particular ways in which our speech and action, in 
their social and cultural location, relate to and interconnect with resources, structures and 
institutions of power" (1996a: 36). 
According to the description of ideology as asserted by Robbins (1996a: 36-37), the 
ideological texture of a text occurs within the text between the area of implied reader and narrator 
and characters. It should be noted, however, that this delineation of ideological texture is most 
applicable to a narrative text rather than an epistolary text and in fact is discussed in that context 
in Robbins (1996a: 36-37). Thus ideology in this respect concerns itself with the way in which 
the narrator and characters represent the message and the way in which the implied reader and 
real reader/audience obtain it. He mentions further that the 
Reciprocity between the empowerment of the narrator and characters, the verbal signs and the 
represented world by the implied author and the implied reader represents the ideology in the text. 
In turn, reciprocity between meanings and meaning effects of the text in its world and meanings 
and meaning effects in the world of the real reader represents the ideology of the text. In other 
words, now the emphasis lies on the arena of the text where the implied reader and the real 
reader/audience receive and empower the message of the text (1996a: 37)? 
Wanamaker (2003a: 196), however, identifying cases in Paul's letters where little or no explicit 
narrative is present and where Paul himself is the narrator, such as in the case of epistolary texts 
(as has been seen in 1 Timothy), has further developed this avenue of socio-rhetorical 
investigation, and notes that non-narrative texts may imply a narrative that underlies the 
discourse. 
2 For further discussion of this see Wanamaker (2003a: 195). 
3 Emphasis Robbins' . 
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Ideological texture as posited by SRC extends beyond the ideology contained in a text 
itself to include three other subsets, namely, the ideology "in authoritative traditions of 
interpretation"; "in intellectual discourse" of Scriptural texts; and "in individuals and groups" 
who interpret Scriptural texts (Robbins, 1996a: 193, 221).4 The primary concerns for the 
analysis of ideological texture, from a socio-rhetorical perspective, are the "biases, opinions, 
preferences, and stereotypes of a particular writer and a particular reader" (Robbins, 1996b: 95). 
SRC has delineated three ways to analyse the ideological texture of a text, namely, "analyzing 
the social and cultural location of the implied author ofthe text; analyzing the ideology of power 
in the discourse of the text; and analyzing the ideology in the mode of intellectual discourse both 
in the text and in the interpretation of the text" (1996b: 111).5 
In order to achieve the analysis of the ideological texture in a text, Robbins (1996a: 195) 
implements what he tenus, five principles "for analyzing power relations in a text." He has 
adopted these from Castelli (1991: 50, 121).6 The summarised principles are as follows: 
I Define the system of differentiations that allows dominant people to act upon the actions of 
people in a subordinate position. 
2 Articulate the types of objectives held by those who act upon the actions of others. 
3 IdentifY the means for bringing these relationships into being. 
4 IdentifY the forms of institutionalization of power. 
5 Analyze the degree of rationalization of power relations (Robbins, 1996a: 195). 
Commenting on the above principles and Robbins' adoption of it, Wanamaker (2003a: 197) 
avers that these principles, may more appropriately be tenued as "processes of analysis." He 
further mentions that while they are useful in "understanding the power relations of a text, they 
are not quite the same thing as analyzing the actual ideology of a text or the mode in which the 
ideology functions." He posits that at this juncture the insights of Thompson (1990) may better 
facilitate and "contribute to our understanding and practice of ideological criticism" (2003a: 197-
4 For further delineation of all four ideological locations with an example of these aspects in 1 Corinthians 9, see, 
Robbins (1996a: 193-236). Also see Wanamaker (2003a: 197) for a cogent explication ofthese aspects in relation to 
2 Corinthians 10-13, as well as further ideological textual developments in conjunction with Thompson's critical 
conceptualisation of ideology. 
5 For further elucidation of these three ways to analyse the ideological texture of a text, see Robbins (l996b: 111-
115). 
6 Also see Wanamaker (2003a: 197) upon which this paragraph is based. 
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198). The next section aims at further clarifYing this new development of ideological textual 
analysis. 
(2) An Amalgamation of Socio-Rhetorical Criticism's Ideological Texture and Tbompson's 
Critical Conceptualisation of Ideology 
IdentifYing clear parallels between SRC and the alternative conceptualisation of ideology 
proposed by Thompson (1990: 52-73), Wanamaker (2003a; 2003b) has further developed 
notions of ideological texture for SRC and in so doing, has displayed the fruitfulness of 
examining Biblical texts from a socio-rhetorical perspective using ideological texture in 
conjunction with insights from Thompson. Commenting on the concept of ideology by 
Thompson (1990: 7) which states that ideology refers "to the ways in which meanings serves, in 
particular circumstances, to establish and sustain relations of power which are systematically 
asymmetrical," Wanamaker (2003a: 200) avers, 
In my view this is a useful sharpening of the definition ofideology adopted by Robbins because it 
makes explicit the way in which discourses and actions, which carry symbolic meaning, function 
ideologically to mobilize power in order to either cre te or maintain domination. 
In this chapter I pattern my investigation of the ideological texture of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 upon this 
new development, as I believe this trajectory of analysing ideological texture, yields better 
interpretive results and provides a more "sharpened" ideological textual analysis. 
According to Thompson (1990: 53) theories of ideology may be divided into two general 
"types" of ideological conceptions, namely, "neutral conceptions" and "critical conceptions." 
Neutral conceptions are those which claim to describe phenomena as ideology or ideological 
"without implying that these phenomena are necessarily misleading, illusory or aligned with 
interests of any particular group" (1990: 53). According to a neutral conception of ideology, 
therefore, ideology may encompass all human interactions, irrespective of its particular aims 
(1990: 53). Critical ideological conceptions "are those which convey a negative, critical or 
pejorative sense" (1990: 53-54). In contrast to neutral conceptions, "critical conceptions imply 
that the phenomena characterized as ideology or ideological are misleading, illusory or one-
sided; and the very characterization of phenomena as ideology carries with it an implicit 
criticism or condemnation of them" (1990: 53-54). 
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majority of modem authors 
one or other form of a neutral COlrtCe:ptlon of ideology. In this 
Thompson (1990: asserts on ideology 
Ioeo IClgy is perceived 
a gerlera,lisexi manner, "as SYstelTlS oJt" bc;~liets or symbolic forms and pracUc:es" In 
stance to ideology Thompson (1990: 55) develolDs what he calls an "alltemlatb/e allpr<>aclf' to 
investilgation of ideology by his formulation a conception 10e()10~~y directed 
investigation of socio~historic Commensurately though, holding on 
to one negativity, namely, the domination, he Irulint:airlS stance 
adopted by critical tradition of ideology 1990: 55-56; Wanamaker, ,,:,v'-'Ja. 
Wanamaker (2UIU3:a: 199) argues that itself is about power acc:ordling to 
both SRC detjinitions developed by Thompson (1990), it is essential firstly to an 
adequate mind prior to defining the notIon ofideology. (1990: 
151) defmes a consisting of two 
cap1ac11ty may be reil:arcled as, ability to act in pursuit 
contingent upon one's location within a particular field 
power as a geIlerlal 
interests." This is 
~£"t1V1f'V or institution. This latter 
emphasis forms the second of power and may be oe1ined as: 
a capacity which enables or empowers some individuals to make pursue ends or realize 
interests; it empowers such a way that, without the capacity endowed by their position 
within a field or they would not have been able to carry out course 
(Th~Jmpson, 1990: 151). 
proximity to power, occurs from as}rlTllnetric:al n,n.Ul'''l'' relations 
(Thlompson, 1990: 151; Wanamaker, 2003a: 199). Such "systematically asymnlletl'icaY' power 
relaltioltlS hlippens when certain people or groups peclple are given or take nn.,[UPl" 
peclple or groups of people, ""'E"'''''''''''''.''' 
'honlpson, 1990: 151). 
a mamner 
that excludes remains unattainable to the 
basis upon such segregation is touno(~d 
Thompson (1990: 56) defines ideolclgy as " ... the ways in which meaning serves to 
establish and relations of domination.,,7 concern is with the ways that IS 
utilised by he!i~errlOnic jt1ldi'\i,jdl1I:1I~ and groups to establish and maintain social relati<ms 
which they ben.ent at e,qlen!se of other individuals groups (1990: 73). this 
context may be COIlStf1ued as meaning generated by "s}rml>olic (1990: 53). 
7 Emphasis his. 
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to Thompson (1990: 59) 
linguistic eX],re:ssi()ns 
cOlmprtS€~s a variety actiorlS and expressions; imag~:s and texts; 
or textual} and non-linguistic or quasi-linguistic ex])re:SSl()ns such 
as Imag€~S or constructions merge images and words. He further claJri:fic~s that 
"[i]deological phenomena are symbolic when 
particularly regard to soc:io-historlC conditions, to maintain «re(abons 
domination" (1990: 56). This latter ~IJ'~"'L comprises the one "criterion of negativity" 
maintains in his de:tinlltioin of ideolc,f'ty 
and that of the cntlcal tradition, is that 
56). The however, with his defInition 
sqlaraltes his conceptualisation from the "sulpp()sition 
of error and iHusiOll77 (1990: 67). Thus Thc)In))son' 
neg;ati~{e sense assocllate:d with the term IdeolcIgy 
definition not attempt to disc:ard 
rather, nrpiQpTVP<:\ it construing it in a 
dift:erent way that a critical ideological COrleel)t (1990: 
Thompson (1990: 60) has further ways in which ideology functions. 
are: "'legitimation', 'unjti(~ation', 'fragmentation', 'reification' .,,8 
further clariiications, however, which seem relevant my investigative 
he mentions these five are not the only which ideology 
functions. Second, these five do not constantly autonomously each other, but 
m tiJIlctllon concurrently. certain strflte~~ies are "typically" though not exclusively 
associated with certain ideologicailtl(Jides.9 next sut)-s(~ctJion aims at employing Thompson's 
critical conceptualisation of as applied to SRC by Wanamaker (2003a; 2003b) an 
attempt to ideological texture 1 Timothy and its implications 1 Tiinolthy 
2:8-15. 
(3) An Explication of tbe Ideological TIIIlrtulr'III 
It has already noted 
aual V~lc~' that the prohibitiolns 1 Timothy 
1 Timotby 2:7 
in the section dealing with enthymemic 
are founded upon Paul's assertions 
Analclgouslly it seems main thrust ideological texture proeeeds from verse 
reverberates throughout 2:8-15. In order to facilitate seeing ideiologic:al nature 1 
8 For further delineation of these ide()log;ical modes of ope:ratic)n and their respective by which they are 
expressed, see Thompson (1990: Also see (2003a: 194-22]; 2003b: 1 ]5-137) for a lucid socio 
rhetorical of 2 Corinthians and 1 Corinthians these ideological modes and their respective 
strategies of construction. 
9 For the other clarifications see Thc)mpson 60-61). 
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Timothy 2:8-15, I will turn fITst to 2:7 as I believe this verse provides the ideological 
legitimation for the prohibitions and instructions in 1 Timothy 2:8-15. 
In 1 Timothy 2:7 the text establishes Paul's power to shape and direct the Ephesian 
community by claiming divine authority for him from God and Christ, as an appointed herald, 
apostle, and teacher to the gentiles. His claim to divine authentication from God and Christ is 
implied by vv. 3-6 where the subject of the discourse in these verses refers to God and Christ. 
Verse 7 simply carries on the discussion, which may be inferred from the use of the preposition 
"e'K ," and serves to link Paul's ministry to that of God's purpose of universal salvation through 
the mediator Christ Jesus (vv. 4-6). That the text claims divine authentication for Paul being an 
apostle may be clearly demonstrated from v. 1, where the verse asserts, "Paul, an apostle of 
Christ Jesus by the command of God our saviour and of Christ Jesus our hope." As has been 
observed from the enthymemic analysis of chapter three, this claim to authority by Paul, 
empowers him to direct the community as he sees fit. In what follows I will attempt to 
demonstrate how he asserts his power to the Ephesian Christian community through the 
ideological means inherent in his discourse. 
In his ideological textual investigation of2 Corinthians 10-13, Wanamaker (2003a: 209) 
argues that Paul "has no power and therefore no authority unless it is recognized and 
acknowledged by the Corinthians, and his only means for achieving this recognition and 
acknowledgement in the circumstances that prevailed was through his rhetoric." He further 
clarifies this assertion by stating "apostolic apology is an ideological construction in the service 
of the very power which Paul claims to hold in reserve but in reality only has when the 
community acknowledges his power through its acceptance of his authority" (2003a: 209, n. 
47).10 It seems that the same type of rhetorical situation exists in the discourse of 1 Timothy 2:7 
and is effused throughout the discourse of 1 Timothy 2:8-15. This, therefore, implies that the 
discourse of 1 Timothy 2:7-15 is an attempt to persuade his Ephesian Christian audience to 
recognise and acknowledge Paul's power, which as has been pointed out, is contingent on their 
recognition of it. To the extent that it is successful, it procures Paul the 'right' to lay down 
prohibitions and instructions according to his will as he does in the discourse of 1 Timothy 2:8-
15. 
10 For similar insights see Castelli (1991: 123). 
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The implicit claim of divine commission to exercise power in the rhetoric of 1 Timothy 
2:7,1l instantly takes us to the ideological matrix from which his power over the Ephesian 
community, as postulated in 2:8-15, develops.12 From the viewpoint of ideological analysis as 
demonstrated by Thompson (1990: 52-73), it appears that Paul engages in two different 
ideological modes in 1 Timothy 2:7, in order to persuade his Ephesian audience to recognise and 
acknowledge his power. These are the ideological mode of legitimation and the ideological 
mode of dissimulation through the metaphors that are used. 
Firstly, Paul employs what Thompson (1990: 61) refers to as the ideological mode of 
legitimation, by making use of the ideological strategy of rationalisation. According to 
Thompson (1990: 61) this strategy occurs when "the producer ofa symbolic form constructs a 
chain of reasoning which seeks to defend or justifY a set of social relations or institutions, and 
thereby to persuade an audience that it is worthy of support." The discourse ofv. 7 states, "And 
for this purpose I was appointed a herald and an apostle--I am telling the truth, I am not 
lying--and a teacher of the true faith to the Gentiles." In this verse Paul makes a self-claim to 
delegated authority from God and Christ. 13 His work as preacher (herald), apostle (specially 
empowered delegate) and teacher authorised by Christ is an attempt to rationalise his authority 
and power over the Ephesians, but also over Timothy, and the elders and deacons. In the 
Christian hierarchy he stands one level below God. Since he did not appoint himself to this 
position, according to his rationalisation in 2:7 his pronouncements, commands, and prohibitions 
must be respected by Timothy and the Ephesians as ultimately coming from God. This is exactly 
what ideological legitimation is about, namely, the establishment and sustaining of relations of 
domination by representation as "legitimate, that is, as just and worthy of support" (Thompson, 
1990:61). 
Many Biblical scholars noticing the presence of the emphatic pronoun eyuS in 2:7 in 
connection with heBrjV posit that this implies the uniqueness of Paul's divine appointment 
(Calvin, 1556: 63; Kelly, 1983: 64; Taylor, 1993: 63).14 This is confirmed by 1 Timothy 1:1 
11 This claim to divine commission is not explicitly stated in 2:7, but, is implied from the previous verses (2:3-6). 
12 This thought is taken from Wanamaker (2003a: 209) where he describes the ideology contained in the discourse 
of 2 Corinthians 10-13 with the analogy of an "ideological web" that Paul spins in his rhetoric. 
13 He does this by linking his ministry to God's will of universal salvation through the mediator Christ Jesus (2: 3-6) 
which strategically places him in a privileged position as an agent of God to affect universal salvation. See 
Wanamaker (2005). 
14 Harding (2001: 102) mentions that Paul is the only apostle mentioned in the Pastoral Epistles. 
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where Paul maintains that he is an apostle, or special envoy, of Jesus Christ by the ElTInxyrfv 
(command) of God and Jesus Christ, himself. In 1:12 he again refers to his 8EIlEVCX;;-
(appointment) by Christ who has empowered him for his work of ministry. On three occasions, 
therefore, Paul lays claim to divine authorisation for himself and his activities. This constitutes a 
claim to legitimate authority and power over the members of the community that he addresses, 
and in this way the assertion in 2:7 represents an instance of the ideological mode of 
legitimation. We may go further in our analysis, however, in that Paul's hierarchically dominate 
position of authority, with its concomitant power, are rationalised for the Ephesians through this 
claim to divine authorisation. Others could have this level of appointment as may be seen in 1 
Corinthians 15:7-8, which states, "Then he (Christ) appeared to James, then to all the apostles, 
and last of all he appeared to me also.,,15 In the world of 1 Timothy, however, Paul does not 
allow anyone else, including Timothy, to have access to direct divine appointment to authority 
and power. In fact, there is a clear hierarchical mediation of power, as Paul receives his 
authority and power directly from Christ (vv. 1 and 12). Timothy receives his from Paul (1 :3, 
18). The elders and deacons are to receive theirs from Timothy (3: 1-14). Thus forming a direct 
and "systematically asymmetrical" power relation (Thompson, 1990: 151) between him as God's 
divinely and uniquely appointed minister and the Ephesian Christian community. 
The second ideological mode embedded in the discourse of 1 Timothy 2:7 relates to 
"dissimulation" in the form of "displacement" (Thompson, 1990: 62). In v. 7 the author creates 
the notion of his own powerfulness with the use of three metaphors, namely: herald, apostle, and 
teacher, by which he accentuates his divinely appointed ministry. The three metaphoric source 
domains, herald, apostle, and teacher are mapped on to the target domain 'Paul's appointment by 
Christ' . These source domains with their respective content drawn from everyday life in 
antiquity are used to give meaning to Paul's appointment by Christ.16 According to Thompson 
(1990: 62) 
Ideology qua dissimulation may be expressed in symbolic forms by means of a variety of 
different strategies. One such strategy is displacement: a term customarily used to refer to one 
15 My parenthesis. 
16 See Danesi (2004) for the understanding of metaphor used here. 
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object or individual is used to to an()tht~, and the:re1:IY the positive or neQ'ati"e connotations 
of the term are tralllSfi:.uc:xi to or individual. 17 
case the connotations attributed to the functional designations, (herald), 
NTf'i'V"f'T'"r'\~,rv- (apostle), and ~;'BO:aKaAoc serve ideological purpose of boosting 
status and power also serve as for the set commands and that 
he 2:8-15. 
All three me1:aphors, a Greco-Roman socio-cultural pel·sp<~ct].ve, involve peoiple who 
del,egated authority empowers them their social & Griffm, 1992:92; 
Dibelius & Conzelmann, 1977:43).18 This is pel:tec:tly obvious herald and but 
teachers have authority over 
from of the delegates it to 
they are tau:ght. This authority is der'ive:d 
19 Paul's use ~ ... <" .. ~ •• ~ three terms to 
himself, the:ret()re, also plays an ideological that they depict as someone en(iovved 
with authol:Jty to speak publicly and assertively as one would extJect a herald, or 
teacher. 1 Timothy 2:7, himself as enc:ofllpa:SSlrlg functions, and 
further accentuates his power rela-hon to his reaclers. 
In relation to 2 COlrirltJllirulS Wanamaker shown, "[t]here can little doubt 
Paul's goal 
community, 
. . is to restore his position of undisputed leadership in relation to 
concomitant and authority to and community." It 
seems that a smcril~tr conclusion drawn 1 Tirll0ttlY 2:7 imlPlic:it use of two 
distinct modes 
foundation for 
ideology in This ideologically oriented rhetoric sets the 
directives and prohibitions in 1 2:8-15. an ideological 
prilmru:y intention 1 Timothy is to promulgate position of 
un<hsJ:lute:d It:ad1ership in relation to the community, with cOIlcomitant power authority to 
and control community." In 1 TirllOtllY 2:8-15 he prolcec~ds to apply authority that 
sought to legitimate in 2:7. 
17 Em]pha!.is his. 
18 Clement 5.6; 2 Peter 2:5. 
19 On a father's responsibility for his children's education see Burke (2003: 104-105). On Timothy as an authorised 
teacher of Paul's "children," the Corinthian Christians see Burke (2003: Ill). 
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(4) An Explication oUhe Ideological Texture of 1 Timothy 2:8·15 
seen from the previous chapters, 1 T1~ .... n1th.., .... u-.l..J mscrilt>es normative 
nCnllJPT and authority between men and women from dominant Greco-
Roman cul1:ure first century, and in so doing is implicitly with ideology. This text 
is blataIlltly loe:ol()gljcal because throughout uses his "legitimate" authority to 
subordination of women to men within For reasons of space I am 
which tde:oiclgy operates in vv. 8-15 or all of the unalble to discuss all the possible modes 
possible strategies suggested by Tbompscm 
modes and strategies of ideology 
aspects of ideology that are pertinent to my 
What I will do, however, is discw;s 
most ostensible and highlights 
First, Paul engages in fi'agrrlentatlon by treating men and women as separate categ()m~s 
terms of the nature of their with God. According to Thompson (1990: 65) loe1olo:glclil 
fragmentation comes "lrJlelati011s of domination" are "m,am1tamled, not 
individuals a collectivity, but by fragmenting those individuals 
capable of an challenge to the dominant group ... " 
be 
65). 
Men and women of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 are clearly traigmenteo. Men can dirc:'!ctlly 
access God 8), but women only demonstrate reverence thrIOUJl~ and good 
works 9-10). Women are not even given space for direct CmTIm.unilcation with God in this 
fi'agrnlentatlion continues to the point it is im))lied that men have authority 
over women, since woman cannot have au1:holrlty over men, men must have authority over 
church; men are not (vv. 11-12). All of women (vv. 11-12). Also women are to be 
institutionalises male domination 
context of the Church Universa~ it has for 
church at Ephesus, and in a broader 
or so continued to do so through 
ideology contained in the authoritative intc:'!rpret.athre tradition church. 20 
Second, it seems likely that in vv. 1 is "ratiorullmlti011" (Thompson, 1990: 61) 
going on to legitimate the dOlmitlatilon women by men. In this particular mstanlce, 
legitimacy comes the auth01tlty of :Scl~ip1turc~, whereby the Genesis creation narrative is 
to legitimate of women to men in vv. 11-12. In a more getler'El.I 
20 See chapter One for a discussion of how women in the church have been subordinated and to 
fulfilling domestic support roles within the church, due to a history of patriarchal leadership structures within the 
church and the use of certain texts as evidence to support their claims as Biblically or based 
and, therefore, authoritative for the church. 
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sense, the whole argument vv. 8-15 may be corlStrlued as an loe,ologlC;U "rationalization" 
legitimacy subordination of women to men the church. occurs tbrl[)Ufl~OlUt 
pru,sa~~e by the implicit and "legitimation" {Thompson, of normative 
Greco-Roman patriarchal cultural motifs and In previous chapters of this 
thesis it has a1ready demonstrated this cultural environment tendentiously sought to 
sutxmdmate women to men. Thus by legitimation of these nOlrm.litt'~re piatnarcbal 
cUfturial plrac1lices, it clearly serves to maintain the "systematically asymmetrical" nnllllPr relation 
between women and men {Thompson, 1990: 21 
'l-V. 13·\1\ may construed tmou\Z.h ideological mode of "dissimulation" by 
means stra1tegy of"'disJ)lacem(mt" (Thompson, 1990: 62). is perfectly keC]:nng with 
Thompson's delineation of ideology. In fact Thompson (1990: 60) "I do not want to 
claim that five modes ... always operate independently one another; on the contrary, 
these modes overlap and rei]nforce one anc,tb(;:r." According to 
Ideology qua dissimulation may be expressed symbolic forms by means of a of 
different One such strategy is displacement: a term customarily used to refer to one 
object or individual is used to to another, the positive or negative connotations 
of the term are transferred to the or individual (Thompson, 1990: 62).22 
cre~lted fIrst and superior, wh,ere:as, 
is mtleri()r to 
(the repiresentati'/e of womeln) is presented as 
cre:ate:d second and (v. 13). Also text asserts that was not the 
one dec:elv'ed. but was and became a and thus was person to 
boundary ofpropriety.23 More importantly, an ideological perspecti"e using 
the of "displacement," however, is pmlltnre and negative connotations transferring 
mentioned. from one individual to as this instance positive 
connotations Adam's nri,nri1,v the order of creation and thus superiority to all 
women representatively) as as the fact that was not deceived, is in a sense ide:ok:'gi(~alJly 
transferred to men in the EpltleSlan congregation. 
she was created second and is inferior to Adam (and all men representatively) was 
21 See particularly three and four. 
22 Hi h' s emp UlS. 
23 See chapters three and four. 
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deceived, is ideologically to all women Ephesian congregation. Thus creatUlg 
and sustaining a direct and power relation (Thompson, 1990: 
1), comprising male domination and female sut>ordiIltation, betwe:en men and women in the 
Chlristian cornmllll1i1:y at Ephesus. 
v. 15 rrtay imply a form of "unification" hOIIlPSO'n, 1990: which worrtan 
are into the community (Le., "But women 
dis:ad'VaIltalll;ec)Us terms, because the fragmentation rrtay nH,pn,lVl<:!p 
worrtan would be involved in the church is no belle tit 
even so the teons benefit are not particularly favourable to women. 
them. There is also an ideological by the 
Genesis 2 over UelneSlS 1 latter would not have allowed for kind 
on 
leading to 
a 
to favlour 
superiority for men in the cre:ate:d 
implicit in v. 15 is what Thompson 
UelneSlS 2 encourages. Another mode of ideology 
des;cnbes as "dissimulation" which is eX]presse:d 
using the ideological stnlte.f;l~ ",eu~)hemi:zatJion." strategy comes about when, "actions, 
institutions or social relations are de~~cribed or re(leS(~ril)Cd in teons which elicit a positive 
valuation" (1990: 62). In v. subordination of women to the private, 
household sphere of life, to fulfill norrrtative as childbearing is ideologically 
euphemised as a positive valuation, namely, a means more specifically salvation for 
women.
24 This verse, therefore, serves to rrtaintain the nOlrm::ithre piatriarchal cultural mores of 
dOlnin,ant Grc~co,-RCtman society, marginalising women to the pri"ate hOluseho,ld Sl)helre 
sut>or4dinatlllg them to men in general, who were free to live out 
25 
asslertt:~d in chapter one, the discourse of 1 Timothy 
tradition of the churc~ to 
wo,me:n to men in Christian community for the last 1900 years. 
been used by 
subordination 
observed from the 1 is deeply embedded with ideological 
texture and the di~ourse teI1ldel1ticlUslly "'~'"",,'rl to and sustain the norrrtative patriarchal 
asymmetrical power relations beltw(;~en men women in the church during the period of the 
first century, and continues to do so 
24 See chapter three. 
25 See chapter four. 
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Chapter Seven 
Conclusion 
The essence of this thesis has revolved around showing the efficacy of a socio-rhetorical 
approach to doing exegesis of Scriptural texts. My primary aim in this thesis has been to achieve 
two main goals. First, I have attempted to gain mastery of an interpretive methodology, namely, 
socio-rhetorical analysis. Second, by looking at a crucial text that has major implications for the 
contemporary church, I have applied this method of analysis to a particular Scriptural text, 
namely, I Timothy 2:8-15. It is clear from this thesis that Christian culture is being constructed 
in the discourse of this text. First Timothy 2:8-15, however, confuses cultural imperatives co-
opted from the dominant Greco-Roman cultural milieu, with a theological imperative, for which 
the author of 1 Timothy provides Scriptural justification (vv. 13-14). 
In this thesis I have demonstrated that the rhetorical argument contained in the discourse 
of 1 Timothy 2:8-15, has as its matrix normative patriarchal cultural presuppositions and 
traditional motifs taken from the secular Greco-Roman culture. And particularly, those 
arguments related to the gender conceptualisation of that epoch, which tendentiously sought to 
maintain the subordinate and marginalised role of women, thereby relegating them to the 
domestic and private sphere of the household. 
Throughout the discourse of 1 Timothy 2:8-15, it appears that the author co-opts 
commonplace patriarchal cultural aspects from the 'secular' Greco-Roman society of the day and 
transposes them in different ways for the Christian community at Ephesus as an expected and 
legitimate Christian norm. This implies that author of 1 Timothy and the Christians whom he 
sought to address were thoroughly inculturated in Greco-Roman culture and therefore 
unquestioningly accepted the basic androcentric cultural values and knowledge of the wider 
society. This then leads the author to re-inscribe these cultural directives into the emerging 
Christian culture, calling on women in particular to adhere to those culturally rooted directives. It 
seems, therefore, that the type of cultural position cultivated within this text is made up chiefly of 
subcultural rhetoric, where, the author, through the text of I Timothy 2:8-15, is encouraging, if 
not insisting that the church he addresses conform to the cultural expectations of the dominant 
Grec~-Roman culture by adopting its normative attitudes and behaviours. This is particularly 
interesting as it shows that the origins of the rhetoric in 1 Timothy 2:8-15 and also the Christian 
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values it propagates are simply the "best" from the patriarchal culture of the day. This latter 
aspect plays an important interpretive role in placing the text within its proper social and cultural 
context and should help prevent a modern interpreter from superimposing his or her own cultural 
views on to the text (Dunn, 2000: 803; Towner, 1989: 42). Conversely this focus, should caution 
a modern interpreter against superimposing the socially and culturally bound aspects of the text 
onto modern day Christianity and calls into question the ideological use of this text to 
subordinate women in the contemporary church. 
Another pertinent aspect that has been discovered in this thesis is that honour and shame 
playa significant role in the discourse of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 as is evidenced by the discourse itself 
being steeped with honour-shame vocabulary. It appears, therefore, that the subordination and 
marginalisation of women in 1 Timothy 2:8-15 comes from their subordination in society as a 
result of patriarchy and the honour-shame valuing system. The social values, like honour and 
shame, the role of ideologies like patriarchy, that place emphasis on male honour and female 
shame, and the presence of dyadic personality with its emphasis on group embeddedness and 
concern for the opinions of outsiders, therefore, all playa prominent role in the attempt to 
subordinate Christian women in the text. Consequently, because of the patriarchal nature of 
Greco-Roman society, and the overwhelming concern about male honour in a dyadic oriented 
society, women in the text are subordinated and marginalised according to the conventional 
cuhural practices of that period. 
The fact that the discourse of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 inscribes normative unequal relations of 
power and authority between men and women from the dominant Greco-Roman culture of the 
frrst century, demonstrates that it is steeped with ideology. This occurs throughout the passage 
by the text's implicit defence and "legitimation" (Thompson, 1990: 61) of normative Greco-
Roman patriarchal cultural values, motifs and traditions. Thus by the text's legitimation of these 
things, it clearly serves to maintain the "systematically asymmetrical" power relation between 
women and men (Thompson, 1990: 151 ).1 
This thesis has thus demonstrated that the discourse of 1 Timothy 2:8-15 reflects first and 
foremost the secular culture of the day, rather than an inherent Christian culture. It does not seem 
appropriate, therefore, for contemporary Christians to interpret this text in an ideological manner 
as though it reflects some kind of divine Christian culture, suitable for an times. Rather it seems 
I See particularly chapter three and four. 
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more fitting that the lC1eIDio:glC'll interpretations of this text posited 
churches indeed does to into question and re-Ievaluated 
texts such as Galatians 3 :28, a text that points to the inherent equality ot 'lVonaen 
of the gospel of Jesus Christ. 
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